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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of November 131 1997
9:00a.m.
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AGENDA

I> ( ,_,»
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~

CALL TO ORDER
-, u
~..? '
A.
Approve agenda of November 131 1997 regular meeting. q-~;;B.
Approve minutes of October 91 1997 regular meeting. t> rnltt1
C.
Approve Executive Committee actions. JJOI'Pf::S
II.
SPECIAL PRESENTATION
Ajts:-.k
Department of Children & Families Privatization - Senator Brown-Waite and
Representativ6' Murman
ACTION ITEMS
Ill.
A.
Community Change for Youth Development (to be mailed under
separate cover) ¢A c- ~ -c
B.
Eckerd-Americorps i?1 <Y""c..
C.
Revised Public Policy Statement 4-6.2 s- CJ me~~ (to--"
D.
IMA-Tutoring Project "=B 5-L
INFORMATION ITEMS
IV.
/ ly.
Child Abuse Study Report (Presentation - Vance Arnett)
~
Parenting from Within (Jail Study)(Presentation - MFC/FSC)
VC.
Child Care Update (no written material) (Presentation-Guy Cooley~0st"F~
D.
Parental Responsibility (to be distributed) - "b..o{-c~
vE.
FRI/FSC Merger
vf.
Neighborhood Development Update
vG :
Strategic Plan Update
Vfj_r
.
Healthy Kids Monitoring Report
vf.
United Way Campaign Report
Community Councils Quarterly Report
..._/K.
Financial Report for October (to be distributed)
L./l.
Personnel Report for October
l /M.
Site Visit Schedule and Summaries
vN .
Training Center Report
L.e.
Media Items
"-:-..
V.
OPEN AGENDA
S
+'
The Juvenile Welfare Board welcomes input from Pinellas County citizens.
Requests for special funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda
portion of the Board meeting.
·
VI. ADJOURNMENT
The next regularly scheduled meeting of the JWB is Thursday December 11
19971 9:00a.m.
·

I.

J.

y

I

I
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MARTHA C. MADDUX, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW,

I

Exe7irect{

\

--~

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of October 9, 1997
MINUTES
Present:

Frank B. Diamond, Jr., M.D., Vice Chair; Myrtle Smith-Carroll, Secretary;
Judge Peter Ramsberger; Dr. J. Howard Hinesley; Donna McRae; Thomas R.
Moriarty; James E. Mills, Executive Director; Amy Daly, Executive Assistant

Absent:

Martha Maddux, Chair; Commissioner Sallie
Smiljanich, Board Counsel

Par~s;

Judge Walt Logan; Terry

Dr. Diamond called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m. following a Board Workshop on
Parental Responsibility.
Mr. Mills announced that staff had not received any information regarding the award of the
Girl Power Grant and that item would be deleted from the agenda .
Motion:
Approve
Agenda

Dr. Hinesley moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve the agenda of the October 9, 1997 regular
meeting as amended.

Following a correction of a typographical error to the minutes changing M.S. following Dr.
Diamond's name to M.D., a motion was made.
Motion:
Approve
Minutes

Ms. Smith-Carroll moved and Dr. Hinesley seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve the minutes of the September 11 , 1997
regular meeting as amended.

Motion:
Approve
Consent
Agenda

Dr. Hinesley moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to approve the Consent Agenda as follows:
Remove the listed items from the active inventory and authorize the
disposition of all items through donation to JWB funded agencies or tenants
of the 68th Avenue North Building with the remainder of items to be sent to
the Pinellas County School Board for inclusion in their next public auction:
JWB Asset ID# 1011
JWB Asset ID# 11 06
JWB Asset ID# 1115
JWB Asset 10# 1142
JWB Asset ID# 1143
JWB Asset ID# 1155
JWB Asset ID# 1157
JWB Asset ID# 1164
JWB Asset ID# 1222
M&FC Asset ID# 1319
M&FC Asset 10# 1346

Dissolve Unit
EIKI 16MM Projector
IBM Selectric Ill
16MM Film, "Dead Wrong"
16MM Film, "Hugs and Kids"
16MM Film, "The Follower"
16MM Film, "Too Many"
16MM Film, "She Drinks A Little"
16MM Film, "OWl/Deadliest Weapon"
T 1200 Cannon PC
386 SX Clone PC

Fiscal Impact: The General Fixed Asset Account is reduced from
$543,416.37to $534,173.37.

Following staff presentation of the proposed JWB Bylaw amendments, the adoption of a
proposed addition to the Planning and Evaluation Policy, transfer of Section 3.3 to Section
II (Funding, Finance and Budget) as Section 2.25ff and elimination of the Library Policy as
a Board policy, questions and comments by Board and staff centered on the JWB Public
Policy Statements. In addition to the correction of a typographical error, recommendations
were made as follows: Add the word "community" to 4-5.1 ("Initial prevention efforts
must begin in the child's home and community through positive growth in individuals and
strengthening individual, family and community relationships."); In 4-5.4 remove the word
"antisocial" and substitute "illegal" ("The Juvenile Welfare Bo~rd recognizes that children
who commit aRtiseeial illegal or criminal acts should receive community based treatment
and rehabilitative services consistent with public safety interests." In 4-7. 1 delete the
word "reform" and change the order of the four "needs" (The Juvenile Welfare Board
encourages the development of a fair and equitable tax FefeFFR package for the state that
balances the needs of seeial seFViees, education, health, social service and eEh:JeatieR
criminal justice. Board requested staff return to the November Board meeting with
recommendations for a revision of 4-6.2.
Motion:
JWB
Policies

Dr. Hinesley moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to adopt the proposed JWB Bylaw amendments, adopt
the proposed addition to the JWB Planning and Evaluation Policy, transfer
Section 3.3 to Section II (Funding, Finance and Budget) as Section 2 .25 ff,
eliminate the JWB Library Policy as a Board policy and transfer to JWB Policy
and Procedures Manual and adopt Public Policy Statements as amended with
the exception of 4-6.2.
Dr. Diamond and Ms. McRae requested that staff address JWB policy on
health care at a future meeting.

In response to Ms. Smith-Carroll's request for added input from contract managers, Mr.
Mills indicated all JWB program staff will meet with the Strategic Plan Implementation Task
Force at a future meeting. Other Information items included: B.E.S.T. Initiative
Presentation, Greenwood Health Resource Center Update, Healthy Kids Report, Personnel
and Financial Reports for September, Site Visits and Summaries, Training Center Report
and Media Items.
Adjoum:

Ms. McRae moved and Ms. Smith-Carroll seconded a motion to adjourn at
10:35 a.m.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

JWB Board Members

FROM:

Jim Mills, Executive Director

RE:

November 13, 1997 Board Meeting

DATE:

November 10, 1997

CCYD
Attached are the CCYD materials for the Board Meeting which we are sending under
separate cover now so as not to delay the general mailing. There is a real
reinvigoration of the Initiative underway. The CEO's of the three national sites
sponsoring agencies met last month in Philadelphia. Everyone was amazed at the
similarity of our experiences as each of us had undergone a significant readjustment
during the 2nd year of the project. We've all committed to working on a better
understanding of that as a dynamic in the process to be shared for other
communities.
SENATOR BROWN-WAITE/REP. MURMAN

Time on the agenda was requested for presentation of proposed legislation which is
to be introduced next session to privatize child welfare services in District 5. (Senator
Brown-Waite's district includes a small portion of Pasco County.) The extent to which
the Pinellas delegation has been involved is unclear. Several requests for written
materials were made, but none have been provided to date. The idea may be in a
rather embryonic state. Senator Brown-Waite carried a bill last year which would
have redesigned the children's mental health system using Pinellas County as the
model, subject to the approval of JWB. We were successful in getting that language
removed based on serious concerns regarding the scope of the redesign, the
complexity of the funding integration being sought and the unrealistic timeline (9
months) for its accomplishment. The measure will again be considered by the
Legislature, with demonstration counties, which will not be specified.

,
I
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Action

TO:

Item III.A
Regular Meeting 11/13/97
· Juvenile Welfare Board Members
James E. Mills, Executive Director~~
H. Browning Spence, Director, ConVn~nity Initiatives j/13f;

FROM:

Requested Action
The Board is requested to ratify the 1998 Plan and Budget for the Community Change
for Youth Development (CCYD) Initiative for Childs Park. Approval is also sought to
renew the agreements with Public/Private Ventures, Inc. (P/PV) and the Childs Park
Youth Initiative Council to continue implementation of the Initiative.

Options
1.

a. Ratify the attached Community Change for Youth Development Plan.
b. Increase Cash Forward Revenue for FY 1997 - 98 by $141 ,560.
c. Budget Cash Forward Revenue for FY 1998- 99, $82,716 for CCYD.
d. Allocate $141 , 560 for the Administration Budget - Grants and Contracts,
Community Change for Youth Development, for FY 1997- 98.

c

e. Budget an additional $82,716 for the Administration Budget- Grants and
Contracts, Community Change for Youth Development, for FY 1998- 99.
2. Authorize staff to renew an agreement with Public/Private Ventures, Inc to
support the Community Change for Youth Development Initiative in the Childs
Park neighborhood in St. Petersburg.
3. Authorize staff to renew an agreement with the Childs Park Youth Initiative
Council for the Cc:>mmunity Change for Youth Development Initiative.
4. Deny the request.
5. Return Plan to the Childs Park Youth Initiative Council· (CPYIC) for specific
recommended issues or suggestions.

Recommended Action
1.

a. Ratify the attached Community Change for Youth Development Plan.

b. Increase Cash Forward Revenue for FY 1997 - 98 by $141 ,560.
c. Budget Cash Forward Revenue for FY 1998 - 99, $82,716 for CCYD.

1

d. Allocate $141,560 for the Administration Budget- Grants and Contracts,
Community Change for Youth Development, for FY 1997- 98.
e. Budget an additional $82,716 for the Administration Budget- Grants and
Contracts, Community Change for Youth Development, for FY 1998- 99.
2.

Authorize staff to renew an agreement with Public/Private Ventures, Inc. to
support the Community Change for Youth Development Initiative in the
Childs Park neighborhood in St. Petersburg.

3.

Authorize staff to renew an agreement with tht' Childs Park Youth Initiative
Council for the Community Change for Youth Development Initiative.

Source of JWB Funds
Public Private Ventures provides $175,000 for CCYD on a calendar year basis. JWB
budgets a $170,000 match. The total budget for January 1998 - December 1998
Plan is $486,080. Because of delays in implementation of projects and other projects
not costing as much as projected, $224,276 of P/PV and JWB lapse has been
generated. The following chart depicts the sources of revenue for CCYD from
October 97 through September 99.
1998 PLAN YEAR
October - December

January - September

October - December

January-September

1997

1998

1998

1999

JWB

$

42,500

•

127,600

$

42,500

P/PV

$

43,750

$

131,250

$

43,750

Rollover - JWB

$

17,517

$

51,847

$

17,282

$

23,249

Rollover - P/PV

$

18,233

$

53,963

$

17,988

$

24,197

TOTAL

$

122,000

$

364,560

$

121,520

$

47,446

Fiscal Impact
The recommended action will utilize the dollars allocated for match from the Juvenile
Welfare Board for this project as well as the P/PV dollars for fiscal year 1997-98.
Monies identified for use in JWB fiscal year 1997-98 have been budgeted in the fiscal
year 1997-98 Administration and Program Budget.

Narrative___________________________
In 1996 the JWB joined with Public/Private Ventures to sponsor a community driven
youth development initiative in the Childs Park neighborhood. The initiative centered
around five core concepts: 1) positive adult involvement; 2) implementation of "gap"
activities; 3) youth .involvement in the planning and governing of CCYD; 4) creating
work and work learning opportunities; and 5) transition through a young person's
critical periods. The Childs Park Youth Initiative Council (CPYIC) was formed with
youth and adult residents to plan and govern the initiative. The first year was spent in
establishing partnerships, creating the governing council and initiating activities.
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I

During this second year, the CCYD Initiative built on the activities started during the
first year ·and underwent a number of changes. Accomplishments during the year
·
included:
• Started a work and work learning initiative
• Youth Council expanded participation to over 700 youth
• Youth presented a community play
• Basketball program started that served over 140 you~h
• Tutorial program continued with over 260 youth served and a summer tutorial
program initiated
• Work and work learning components integrated into summer camp ~nd tutoring
• Youth sports academy coordinator hired and began offering technical assistance to
sports programs
The Expanded Tutorial program opened two new sites (Childs Park Recreation Center
and Fifth Avenue Church of Christ) and served over 260 youth. The Football and
cheerleading program served 144 youth and track served 70.

c

A number of changes also occurred. After two and a half years of planning and
implementation, a number of the original CPYIC members left the Council. An
intensive recruitment effort led to 19 new CPYIC members including six youth. The
CCYD Coordinator was transferred and a new staff person was hired. The youth
football program ran into some organizational difficulties and had to be restructured.
The Third Year Plan will build on the successes of the second year and has four major
goals: Continue the shift of focus to resident driven; Develop a marketing plan;
Expand the work and work learning program; Increase youth involvement as decisionmakers' and leaders·. The Plan proposes to increase Board training and development to
continue the transition from a staff driven to a resident driven initiative by increasing
the decision making capacity and involvement in all facets of the initiative. A
marketing plan will be developed that moves the initiative toward involvement of
resource people with the expanded engagement of families, the Faith Communities
and business as an organized strategy to increase adult and youth involvement. The
work and work learning program will be greatly expanded and developed as a
meaningful, sequential ahd connected opportunity of skill building, support and
guidance for youth.

c

The Third Year Plan proposes to continue the partnership with the City of St.
Petersburg with support for the youth council and teen club. The Plan includes the
addition of an outreach worker to walk the streets of the neighborhood, especially in
the northern and southern sections, to recruit youth into the initiative. The outreach
worker will also.seek to engage more parents in the initiative. The Youth Sports
Academy will continue with football, basketball, tennis, track and cheerleading. The
Expanded Tutorial will also continue with an increase emphasis in using youth as

3

tutors in the program. While the community play was a success for the 20 youth
involved, the youth recommended that classes in performance arts be established in
order to reach more young people and to build skills. Work and work learning
activities will be expanded with more outreach, vocational assessments, career
awareness projects, entrepreneurial activities, and career mentoring. Efforts to engage
the business community will be expanded. Funds for supplies have been budgeted to
assist in the establishment of boy and girl scout troops.
CPYIC approved the 1998 budget at their October 30, 1997 meeting. Table 1
provides a budget summary.
Table 1
1997 and 1998 Budget Summary
1997
CPYIC Operating

1998

104,778

$

Community Advisory Committee

$

110,000

$

0

Youth Sports Academy

$

82,927

$

91,047

Teen Council

$

23,280

$

38,523

Expanded Tutorial

$

143,513

$

143,513

Work and Work Learning

$

73,526

$

67,000

Outreach

$

0

$

17,997

Performance Arts

$

0

$

15,000

Scouting

$

0

$

1,500

Parent workshops

$

0

$

1,500

Art Mural

$

3,400

$

0

Cultural A rts(play

$

23,363

$

0

The Memorandum of Agreement (attachment 1) with the Childs Park Youth Initiative
Council vests considerable responsibility for program planning and budgeting with the
Council. The agreement provides for JWB ratification of a mutually agreeable
Strategic Plan, and if JWB has questions about the plan, JWB is to return the Plan to
the Council for a response. According to the agreement, JWB cannot unilaterally
amend the plan. The Third Year Plan is being sent to P/PV for review. Once
approved, The Memorandum of Agreement (attachment 2) between JWB and P/PV
will be executed.
Staff Resources:

8ufus Gammons
Sue Waltrick

Patricia Davis
Lisa Sahulka
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ATIACHMENT 1

MEMORANDUM OF AGREEHENT

between
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY

and
CHILDS PARK YOUTH INITIATIVE COUNCIL

for a
COMMUNITY CHANGE FOR YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

This agreement between the Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas
County hereafter referred to as JWB and the Childs Park Youth
Initiative Council hereafter referred to as CPYIC is created for
the purpose of developing and implementing a local Community
Change for Youth Development Initiative (CCYD) in the Childs Park
neighborhood which is located in St. Petersburg, Florida.
I.

PARTIES:

The parties of this Memorandum of Agreement

II.

A.

The Juvenile l'lelfare Board of Pinellas County

B.

The Childs Park Youth Initiative Council

TERM OF THE AGREEMENT:

This agreement is effective between January 1, 1997 and December
31, 1997.
III . PURPOSE OF THE AGREEMENT:

c

A.

To create a mutual, continuous consensus-building
mechanism representing the interests and obligations of
the CPYIC, JWB and Public/Private Ventures, the
national sponsor of the CCYD project.

B.

To vest maximum authority, consistent with statutory
obligations and recognized best practice for program
and administrative accountability, with a recognized,
representative community body.

c.

To formalize the relationship between JWB and th~
CPYIC in a fashion which accommodates the interests of
both parties in the successful fulfillment of th~ CCYD
contract between JWB and Public/Private Ventures.

D.

To organize the considerable talents and resources of
the Childs Park community and the JWB in the most
efficient, effective fashion to foster positive
neighborhood and youth development in the Childs Park
Community.

-.

..

IV.

E.

To maximize the availability of resources for mutually
agreed upon developmental and program purposes.

F.

To simplify administrative and fiscal procedures to
a~hieve maximum efficiency and effectiveness and
minimize administrative costs.

RESPONSIBILITIES
A.

CPYIC RESPONSIBILITIES:

1.

Develop the Childs Park CCYD Strategic Plan consistent
with JWB statutory responsibilities for submission to
JWB for approval.

2.

Implement the approved Childs Park LCYD Strateg:c Plan.

3.

Identify financial and human resources that will enable
CPYIC to implement the projects described in tr·.e
approved Childs Park-CCYD Strategic Plan.

4.

Identify potential program providers and provide a
recommendation to Jh3, participate in the monitoring
process and final evaluation.

5.

Participate in the determination of eligibility for
contract renewal consistent with specific guidelines
developed by JWB for all allocation and utilization of
financial and human resources.

6.

Participate in the recruitment, screening and
interviewing of candidates and recommend candidates to
be assigned to the CCYD project. Employees selected
must have the endorsement of the CPYIC.

7.

Provide input for staff evaluations at least annually
and will have the authority to request reassignment of
staff.

8.

Provide oversight of the CCYD Strategic Plan
implementation activities.

9.

Adopt and operate bylaws for the CPYIC which assure the
orderly accomplishment of the terms of this assignment
and the CCYD Strategic Plan.

B.

JWB RESPONSIBILITIES:

1.

Ratify a mutually agreeable Childs Park CCYD Strategic
Plan consistent with JWB statutory authority.

c

c

2.

Execute agreements for all CCYD proj~cts except when
such approval would constitute a rreach of statutory or
other legal obligation or fiduciary responsibility or
the JWB Public/Private Ventures Contract.

3.

Designate a Contract Manager to provide consultation,
technical assistance and to assist in monitoring of
agreements for the CCYD St~atagic Plan.

4.

Serve as the fiscal · agent, proviJP. all fiscal and
accounting services and commit to adapting its
processes and procedures to the extent feasible to
accommodate needs of the Childs P~rk - CCYD Strategic
Plan.

5.

Maintain a separate dccount for ~ · ,y additional
resources awarded or donated to the CPYIC for the
exclusive use of CCYD initiative.

6.

Provide confirmation of donation
request it for tax purposes.

7.

Provide the CPYIC with monthly financial reports of the
Childs Park-CCYD financial resour~es.

8.

Initially absorb all costs for acting as the fiscal
agent but will reserve the right to seek approval of
the CPYIC for reimburseMent of specific out of pocket
costs.

9.

Hire appropriate staff who shall he subject to JWB
personnel practices. To the extent that non-JWB
personnel are involved in the provision of services to
youth and youth programs p~rsuant to this agreement,
JWB shall not be responsible in any way for the
supervision of such personnel, and its obligations
shall be strictly limited to the funding of such
positions.

10.

Supervise personnel and pro~ide technical assistance to
JWB staff consistent with statutory or other legal
obligations, st&ndards of fiduciary responsibility and
the provisions of the JWB-P/PV (CCYD) contract and the
Memorandum of Agreement .

f~r

any donor who may

11.

C.

IV.

Make available reusonable program support from the
Community Planning ~nd Development Department, the
Programs and Fir.~nce Departments, the Training Center,
the Research and Development Center and the Strategic
Communications Department to the Childs Park-CCYD
program to support its implementation activities.
JOINT

RESPONSIBILITIES:

1.

Jointly dev~lop nonitoring and evaluation components
for all prograr.t ~ctivities by JWB and Childs Park Youth
Initiative Coun~il.

2.

Jointly develop an annual administrative plan and
budget and review the feasibility of establishing a
separate not-for-p:~fit corporation in the second year
of the agreement.

3.

Jointly work out a ffiutually agreeable plan by which
Childs Park Youth I1,itiative Council will participate
in the ~pproval/review process of expenditures under
the Childs Park-CCY~ Strategic Plan.

4.

A representative or representatives from the CPYIC and
JWB will meet to jointly coordinate the utilization of
staff and JWB supporting resources as requested by
either party to this Memo of Agreement.

5.

Jointly develop pricrity setting and a detailed work
plan for ~flB staff.

6.

Jointly develop a process by which matters of concern
can be documented and formally addressed.

7.

JWB agrees not to unilaterally fund any youth
development initiative, serving the 12-20 population,
without CPYIC review. CPYIC agrees to a timely review
and response of p4oposals to JWB.

DISPUTE RESOLUTION:
A.
Consensus building and shared responsibility are the
desired operational values for accomplishing the
purpcse cf this agreement. A dispute resolution
process using gen~rally accepted dispute resolution
practices and consisting of one party each, selected by
Childs Park Youth Initiative Council and JWB, and a
third pa1:·t1-• acceptable to both Childs Park Youth
Initiative Council and JWB. The recommendations of the
dispute resolution process are not binding on either
party.

.. .
V.

VI.

PUBLIC INFORMATION/MEETINGS
All activities conducted by the CPYIC will be in accordance
with the Florida Statute 286.011 .
INDE~·! NITY

It is che intent of this agreement that JWB shall be
~esronsible only for scpervision or control of its own
personnel and not for the personnel, employees or agents of
oth~rs .

VII.

EXTENSIO~ fu~D

MODIFICATION OF

~~~MORANDUM

OF AGREEMENT

Thjs Memorandum is a ccmplete representation of the
respcn sibi:ities of the parties to this agreement.
Modification of extension of the terms of this agreement may
b~ made only in writing and will be effective only if signed
by both pc-.r;:ies .

FOR:

FOR:

FOR:
Ji:B

Chairperson

Ja .. es E . Mills,ACSW
-_....__..,ecutive Director
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Board

Martha Haddux
Chair

ATIACHMENT 2

MD-fO~"l>UM OF AGREDiENT

betweea

•
•

•

PVBLICIPRIVATE VEN'I"URES (P/PV)

and
mE Jl:'"\'E.~1LE WELFARE BOARD OF PL'\~LLAS COUNTY

PineUas Park, Florida
CO~L\IVNI1Y CHANGE FOR YOUTH DEVELO~~~ INITIATIVE

I.

THE PARTIES

The panics to this memorandum are:
•

Public/Private Ventures (P/PV), 2005 Market Str~t. Suite 900, Philadelphia,

P.:nnsyl\'ani&, 19103; and
•

J:.~venile

Welfare Board of Pinellas Counry, 6698 6Sth A\·enue North, Pinellas Puk,

Florida, 3466S.

c

U.

TER~l

I.

This a&reemcnt is effective between 1anuuy 1, 1997 and December 31, 1997.

2.

While this memorandum covers only the second year of implementation, it is the
intention of P/PV and JWB to enter into anothez one-year MOA at the expiration of
this one contingent on the a"'lilability of funds, and if the parties agree that a third
year of CCYD implementation is wam.n&ed by the experiences of the second year.

Ul.

1.

OF TillS AGREEMENT

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT

The Communiry Change Cor Youth Development (CCYD) initiative is aloncooterm
effon to change the Ufe ttajectories of youth in low-income ndpborhoods by
focusing local efforts, eneraies and resources on developin& youth-supponina
environments that rdleet five core concepts:
•

The expal\Sion of supportive relationships between a4ulcs and neighborhood
youth;

J

c

•

The widespread, comtnaccive use of wort u

&

tool Cor development, leamin'

and incomei

•

'llae utiliztlion of •pp periods• (e.c•• noa-tebool houn) in ,ounc people'•
liVC$ for constructive acdvltiea;

•

Creation and enhancement opportunities for )'OUn& peopJe to be actively
involved in decisions lhat aftect d\em and to interatt positively with their

or

~·;and

•

Pn)vfslon of continuity of support and etlective transitions amon1 lnstltutions
and activities for youu& people.

2.·

P/PV is worldna ln pannership with several nei&hborhoocSt to implement these
concepts over an Initial two-rear feasibility period chat bepn on J~uary 1, 1996.
One of these nd&hborbood1 is Chflda Park in St. PetUsbu!J, Florida, where the
Juvenile Well'are Board (JWB) or Pindlu County is actin& as the lead local a,cncy
of the effort. Since Januuy, 199S JWB lw worbd with adult ancf)'OUth residents of
Childs Ptrk and other key local panicipants to p!an how ccyo•s c:ore contq)ts can
be be.st implemented in ChiJdJ Park &iven local circumstance.s. n.e outcome of these
efforts is summarized in me site's second year CCYD plan ori&inally submitted to
P/PV on Dc=mber 6. 1996 and reviled on 1anuary 21, 1997. This plan provides a
blueprint for the loc:al CCYD effort during the teemtd year of implementation. The
plan i$ incorporated by reference Into this Memorandum. ·

3.

The researth component of the CCYD initiative conducted by PIPV wiJJ test whether
a community change slrategy based on lhe core concepts c.an increase lhe
c!eve:opmenl&J opportunities and supports available 10 adoluc:ents in a specified
neighborhood, tnd wheUler such increa.res can improve their Jives.

4.

PIPV's research effort will be builr around three studies: a procea study that
examines what P/PV believes are the c:ritieal elements for implementinc CCYD; an
implementatloultudy that ex&mlnea whcWr the resources, a.ctfvitics and
opponunides available to YOUftl people inc:rcue in the five coro concept areas; and an
outcomes stacSy that ewnJnes wllethcr youdliCtUilly utWze and belteflt from the
increases in opportunlde. and resoun:a that CCYD Is cSesiJDCd co otrer.

5.

P/PV's fieJd support durin& implemen&arioa will focus on buiJdJn& local capadty ro
faithfully and fully implement CCYD so that the merits or the stratqy can be validly
assessed chroup die Chtcc raearch ltUCIJes.

-·
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IV.

SCOPE A.\1> Pt.i'RPOSE OF mrs P.IEMORANDUM

This memorandum describes:
a.

The roles and responsibilities of PIPV and J\VB in connection with the
funding, operation and study of a Community Change for Youth Development
initiative in St. Petersburg, Florida during the second )eat of implementation:

b.

A timetable for the development, implementation and operation of the effort to

be carried out by J\\'B and its local collaborators;

\'.

c.

The specific cor.tent for each of the three studie: that make up P/PV's research
agenda; and

d.

How a Sl7S,OOO grant from P/PV will be disbursed to, used by and accounted
for by J"\'8.

DEFP.\'1TIONS

For the purposes of this

agr~ment ,

the following definitions apply:

a.

"On-Site Researcher"' refus to the pan-time researcher who has been hired
and supervised by P/PV, who v.'ill collect data on the progress of the local
CCYO effort;

b.

"Childs Puk" refers to neighborhood in St. Petersburg that will be the focus
of the CCYD effort which is bounded on the north by Central Avenue, on the
east by U.S. High"Na)' 19, on the south by 26th Avenue South, and on the west
by 49th Street South.

c.

"Childs Park Youth Initiative Council" refers to the neighborhood council in
Childs Pa.rk that has been created to become a full panner with JWB in the
ongoing planning and implementation of the CCYD effort there;

c
VI.

ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE JUVL"'LE \VELFARE BOARD OF
P~"NELLAS COUNTY.

I.

Operational Responsibilities
a.

JWB will be the lead agency responsible to P/PV for the local CCYD effort in
the Childs Park neighborhood of SL Petersburg, Florida. As such, JWB will
play the key role in organizing and sustainin& the local effort.
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b.

JWB agrees to implement a. local effort in a.ccorda.nee with the locally
developed strategic plan. The distinguishing attributeS of that plan covering
the first year of implementation include but are not limited to the following:
•

JWB will continue to support and enhance the work of the Childs Park
Youth Initiative Council, which-in conjunction with JWB-will play a
major role in designing and im;>lementing the local effort;

•

J'VB will contribute S170,000 of its o~-n funds to the effon during
their fiscal year from October 1. 1996 to September 30, 1997 presented
in Auachment F Second \'ear Budget. It i~ the intent of JWB to
continue supplying a match for the P/PV funds for the duration of this
proje<;t contingent upon the TRIM laws of the State of Florida. JWB
Funds will help fund: 1) a JV't'B staff person to work exclusively on
the CCYD local effort as the CCYD Coordinator; 2) clerical support
for the coordinator; 3) a staff position with the City- of St. Petersburg
Department of Leisure Services to work with the Youth Council in
Childs Park; and 4) neighborhood-based activities related to the the

core concepts.
•

2.

JWB will facilitate the design and implementation of activities in the
Childs Park neighborhood reflecting each of the five core con~pts.
These activities and the anticipated timelines for imp~ementation arc
presented in Attachment A, •The Second Year Plan," which is made a
part of this Memorandum.

c.

JWB will make a.JJ reasonable efforts to adhere to the timelines of Attachment
A, "The Second Year Plan. •• ]\\'B may de\-iate from or alter those timelines
with the approval of the P/PV Site Representative.

d.

JWB will work cooperatively with the P/P\' Site Representative whose roles
and responsibilities are detailed in Section VII.

e.

JWB will prepare for and participate wilh P/PV in q\W1edy review sessions
(See Section IX) to assess local project propess apinst benchmarks detailed in
Attachment B, ·nmeline for Implementation. •

Research Responsibilities

a.

Althouch CCYD is not ·a traditional pro&ram that will require sitc.s ro instalJ
data co11ection systems, JWB feCOITlizes that PIPV needs the cooperation and
assistance of the site in conducting its research. lbis is particularly true witb
recards to the •on-site researcher• who has been hired by P/PV to carry out
4
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mosr research tasks and will be under the supervision of P/PV research sWT.
A job description of the on-site researcher is present~ in Attachment C, •Job
Description: On-Site Researcher, • which is made a part of this memorandum.
JWB agrees to work cooperatively with this person within the parameters of
the described job.

b.

JWB's assistance to PIP\' for the research will include but will notbe limited
to the following:
•

,1'\'B will allow the on-site researcher to visit programs, observe

a.cri"ities, collect program data, and cond;;ct interviews with staff and
}'Outh on a periodic basis; (See Attachment E: Community Change for
Youth Development Confidentiality Procedures.)
•

.TWB will allow the on-site researcher to anend all planning and
governance board meetings and conduct intcnicws with board
members; and

•

]WB wilJ help coordinate administration of a household survey of
randomly selected community youth-to be conducted by experienced

researchers.

3.

Fiscal Responsibilities
JWB will act as the fiscal grantee, and wiU comply with the fiscal guidelines
stipulated in Section X, ·payments, • and Section XI, .. Disputes an·d Termination. •

c

VH.

ROLE AND RESPO~SIBILITIES OF PL"BLIC/PRIVATE VENTURES

As the intennediary managing the national Community Change for Youth Development
initiative, P/PV is responsible for supponin& and researchinc the local efforts and providing
project funders and the youth services field with information about the effort and its policy
implications.
I.

Operational Responsibilities

a.

Overall Project Management and Implementation
•

PIPV will provide support and mana&ement expertise to the site
through the seniioes of an experienced, senior P/PV field officer. This
person will be the site's main point of contact with P/PV. Through
monthly visits and frequent phone conversations and written
correspondence, the field officer will bring lO the si1e extensive

s

c

professional experience in designing and managing complex youth
initiatives, and knowledge of various pro,ram ·models and ,overnance
structures in the youth and community change field.

b.

c.

P/PV v.ill also assisc the site in building local capacity in the critical
components discussed in Attachment G and made a part of this
Memorandum.

•

Over the course of project implementation, P/PV will hold quarterly
review sessions on site to provide information and feedback about
project progress. The feedback will be b~ on.field observations ar.d
any a\.allable research data, and is intended to help inform and improve
local project management and implementation. (See Section IX.)

Assisu.nce with Implementing Core Concept Activities
•

The field officer assigned to the site will draw on all of PIPV's
institutional resources, experience and knowledge of youth programs to
help the site implement planned core concept activities. These
resources-in the form of program approaches and activities; data on
best program practices; curricula; and tnining sessions and
materials-will be provided to JWB and Childs Park.

•

When appropriate, P/PV will identify outside expertise in specific
programmatic areas to help shape local core concept activity.

Providing Opportunities !or Exchange of Information with Other CCYD Sites
•

2.

•

Throughout implementation, P/PV will hold periodic cross-site
meetings anended by representati-.•es of CCYD sites, designed as
forums for imparting common information to all the sites and for crosssite sharing. Local site participants attendin& these meetings will have
an opponunity to explore key operational and programmatic issues with
more experienced operators, and bring that information back to their
site for the benefit of other local organizations.

Research Responsibilities
a.

PIPV is responsible for carryin& out the three-pan research design presented in

Attachment D, •ccYD Research Desi&n, • which is made a pan of this
Memorandum.
·
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•

•

3.

b.

While the collection and synthesis or research data will follow project
implementation. PIPV will use research information,· where possible, to inform
project progress-specifically at cross·site conferences and during quarterly onsite sessions.

c.

P/PV will circulate a draft copy of final P/P\' reports to JWB for review and
comment. P/PV will allow 10 working days for a written response from
1'\'B.

d.

P/PV agrees to keep confidential all data on the participation of specific
individuals in CCYD activities. P/PV's confidentiality procedures are
presented in Attachment E, ·community Chz.."lge for Youth Development
Confidentiality Procedures, • which is made a part of this Memorandum.

Fiscal Responsibilities
a.

PIP\' will comply with the fiscal guidelines stipulated in Section X,
"Payment," and Section XI, "Conflkts and Termination. •

\'Ill. SIT£ REPRESENTATIVE

PtPV's Site Representative for this memorandum is Robert C. Penn, Senior Field Officer, or
a designated successor.
IX. QCARTERLY RE\'IEWS

c

1.

P/PV, with JWB's full participation, v.ill conduct four quarterly reviews of local
CCYD progress to be held at the site. These will be conducted at the end of each
calendar quarter on dates mutually agreeable to P/PV and J\\'B.

2.

During these reviews, P/PV and JWB will assess local project progress against
benchmarks detailed in Attachment B and also against the general critical components
of Jocal capacity as set forth in Attachment G. During the course of the year, JWB
and P/PV may jointly develop explicit goals related to each or some of these
components that will become benchmarks for use in subsequent review sessions.

X. PAYMENT
l.

P/PV will pay $175,000 toward the costs of the local CCYD effort under this
Memorandum. Of Ibis amount, JWB may disburse no more than $75,000 of P/PV's
funds for salaries, frin&e and related administrative costs related to the administration
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and mana&emcn& of the local effort. or the rcmaininl $100,000, JWB must spend no
leu than SSO,OOO in the term coveted by the Agreement. JWB may not use PIPV's
funds to pay for a&df time not spent on CCYD-~ activities. Also, any P/PV
funds remainin& must be spent on CCYD activities iA the dUrd year of the projcet. In
the evr.nt that JWB and P/PV do not renew th1s A&rccment at the end of the term,
any and all unexpended funds must be returned to PfFV.
2.

JWB wm act as the fiscal agent for P/YV's funds and wiU dbbursc the funds for
purposes directly related to the dcaign, implementatioo and operation of the CCYO
initiative.

3.

The &rant will be disbursed as follows:

4.

•

$86,4Sl wiU be provided to the 1WB upon JWB approval of the MOA and
PIPV's receipt of two counter-signed copies.

•

A second payment of $43,439.06 will be made on or about 1~ly l, 1997.

•

A third payment of $43,600

win be made or. or soon after October 1, 1997.

JWB will provide to P/PV by February IS, 1998 L'l accounting of how the grant
funds were spent.

Xl. DISPUTES A.''D TERMINATION

l.

P/PV and JWB agR:e to contact each other immee:atdy upon the occurrence or any
serious problem or if any serious conoem emerges during the term of chis
Memorandum that may affect the continuance of the project or their partnership.
Pff'V and JWB ~ree that key project staff will meet u quickly u is practical and
reasonable to at1empt to resolve any such concern or problem.
In the event that either P/PV or JWB concludes that the problem or concern Qnnot
be resolved and that projcc:l opcndons cannot contiDue or that tbe relationship

between P/PV and JWB cannot continue, chat puty will DOtify the ocher in writin&
immediately that It intends to terminate the Memormdwn. At tbe rime of
termination, JWB will return to P/PV any unuted P/PV funda.
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XU. r\OTICES

All notices concerning this memorandum will be presented in writing by either party to the
olher addressed as follows:
To P/PV:

ToJWB:

Mr. Gary Walker

Mr. James E. Mills, ACSW
Executive Director
Iu,·enile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
6698 ·68th Ave. Nonh, Suite A
Pinellas Park, FL 34665

President
Public/Private Ventures
2005 Marker Street, Suite 900
Philadelphia, PA 19103
Xlll. APPLICABLE LA\V

This Memorandum shall be construed under and governed by the Jaws of The
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

XIV. L'\"DE::'\MTY
P/PV and JWB agree to indemnify and hold each other harmless from any claims, damages,

loss ar.d expenses arising out of or resulting from their own or their subcontrac:ors' or
empk>)·ees' performance under this ~femorandum.

XV.

INSURANCE

J'\'B will provide to P/PV a certificate of insurance sho'Wing coverage in the following

amounts:

General Liability
Workers' Compensation

$1,000,000
Applicable statutory limiu.
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XVI.

.
EXTE.~SION AND MODIFICATION OF ME\!ORAA'DVM OF AGREEMENT

This Memora."ldum is a complete representation of the responsibilities oflhe parties to this
agr~ment. Modification or extension of the cerms of this agreement m,_y be made only in
writing and "ill be effective only if siped by both puties.
FOR:

FOR:

PUBLIC/PRIVATE VENTtJRES

JUVENILE \\'ELFARE BOARD
OF PINELLAS ~:.:.o-o"""'~~

Gary Wa ker
President

·oate:

Ja es E. Mills, ACSW
Director

~---...._,..ecutive

Date:
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INTRODUCTION
The Third Year Action Plan for the for the Community Change for Youth Development Initiative.
reflects a spirit of opportunity, renewal and recommitment. A reinvigorated Childs Park Youth
Initiative Council (CPYIC) seeks to expand opportunities for young people to participate in
wholesome and constructive activities while building skills for the future. CPYIC will be
renewing and accelerating its efforts to reach out to the entire neighborhood to engage youth and
parents not previously participating in CCYD activities. Efforts will also be undertaken to
solidify the activities that have been initiated over the past two years. The plan reflects the need
for the continued development of CPYIC as a planning and governing body.
The Plan recognizes that long term success depends upon the solid support of the residents of the
Childs Park neighborhood and expanding partnerships with those institutions that can provide
opportunities for the youth of the neighborhood. An active community mobilization and outreach
effort will be undertaken during the third year. The first two years have resulted in a significant
level of participation by youth in all facets of the Initiative. Experience has also shown the need
for constant attention to youth leadership development and opportunities to exercise leadership
and efforts in the third year will emphasize this dimension.
Activities in the third year will build on the many strengths found in the Childs Park
neighborhood. The strengths include the four neighborhood associations that are incorporated
into the City's Great Neighborhood Partnership, a City operated multi-purpose recreational center
which is located mid-point within the Childs Park boundaries, a vocational school that houses a·
Community Outreach Center, a police department committed to community policing, 23 churches
of diverse denominations, over 50 local businesses and a host of civic and social organizations.
The budget for the third year plan is $486,080. Revenue include $175,000 from Public Private
Ventures, $170,000 from the Juvenile Welfare Board, and $141,000 in lapse funds not spent
during 1997. Childs Park Youth Initiative Council proposes to continue and build on the key
components from the first two years: Expanded Tutorial, Youth Sports Academy, Teen Club and
Council, and Work and Work Learning. Receiving new or greatly expanded efforts in the third
year are: outreach to youth and families not currently involved; performance art classes and
workshops; scouting; parent workshops; and career exploration and assessment.
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I.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE SECOND YEAR AND CURRENT STATUS
OF THE LOCAL CCYD EFFORT
A.

Overview
The major objectives of the second-year action plan were:
•

Strengthening the governance structure by strengthening the
policy making role and enhancing the quality of activities and
membership

•

Conducting more intensive efforts toward community
involvement

•

Enhancing the quality of the new and existing projects with a
focus on gap activities and a major emphasis on creating work
and work learning opportunities

•

Negotiation of clear measurable objectives.

Accomplishments:
•

Started work and work learning component

•

Youth Council expanded and increased the number of activities from 40
to over 80 with 700 youth participating

•

Youth Council reorganized and participated in leadership training

•

Youth presented a community play

•

Started a basketball program that served over 140 youth
with 20 adults participating

•

Summer tutorial program offered and served 29 youths
with 5 adults participating

•

Work and Work Learning components started with 100 teens
participating in summer youth employment

•

YSA coordinator hired and started providing technical assistance
to sports programs

•

A full-time staff person added to improve management and
budget capacity at expense of local partner, the Juvenile
Welfare Board

2

•

Over three hundred youth and community residents participated in
Martin Luther King Parade

•

New tutoring sites opened at the 5th Ave Church of Christ and
Childs Park Community Center, which served 237, January
through August 1997, over 300 expected by year end

•

Nineteen new Council members recruited including six youth

•

CPYIC reviewed and adapted Memorandum of Agreement with
Juvenile Welfare Board

•

CYPIC Bylaws revised

Challenges that were faced by the Initiative this year include:
•

A number of founding Council members retired from CPYIC

•

Recruitment of new Council members lagged

•

Staff reassignment

•

Community Advisory Committee (CAC) did not function
as planned

•

Limited parent involvement as volunteers

•

Organizational issues with the football program

•

Resource group participation declined significantly

•

Work and work learning did not start on schedule

•

Interpersonal conflicts with CPYIC and staff

•

Parent requests for activities for elementary age youth

•

Limit~d availability and use of research data and
technical assistance

•

Expanding opportunities to reach youth who live in the southern
and northern portions of the neighborhood.
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B.

Governance

Because of the number of issues that arose during the second year
implementation, the CPYIC delayed Council training. This resulted in the Council
having to focus on issues with the components at the expense of broader policy
issues, burnout, and program growth that exceeded the Council's capabilities. This
instability persisted until the third quarter when extensive recruitment efforts began to
show results with expanded membership. The CPYIC is developing into a strong
policy making body with both youth and adult participation. Major progress was made
and the new Council is enthusiastically involved not only with the Initiative but with
future planning. Initially, the structure suffered because of a lack of people, a
confusing set of by-laws and interpersonal problems. The Council researched these
matters, redid the by-laws, held an annual meeting and elected new officers. This
established a fresh new outlook. During the first half of the plan year, the
reduced CPYIC membership was insufficient to implement the newspaper and delayed .
the cultural arts and work and work learning opportunities programs. Although work
and work learning opportunities and a cultural arts project, a community play, were
accomplished during the second year, changes in leadership within the initiative and
with several of the community resources delayed implementation. By the final quarter
of the second year the governance structure was staffed with many enthusiastic,
resourceful community residents both adult and youth. There is a coalition of adults
that do business in the neighborhood or that have an interest in the initiative that is
represented on the CPYIC. This coalition building served as a model for the youth
on the Council.
The Community Advisory Committee's (CAC) primary responsibilities were the
development of community support and recruitment of CPYIC members. Due to
confusion over the role of the CAC, there was insufficient community involvement
until the latter part of the year. Motivation and recruitment efforts weakened. With
the development of the new by-laws, which changed the recruitment process by
eliminating CAC, the focus was placed on CPYIC for effective outreach, better
communications and building coalitions. The Initiative benefited from technical
assistance from PPN and staff. A much more intensive effort toward community
involvement happened after the structural changes to the CPYIC.
The second major focus was conducting more intensive efforts toward community
involvement. This process was delayed due largely to issues already addressed. A
more organized effort began with JWB assigning new staff as Coordinator and hiring
a Community Planner. As the effort increased the results were dramatic as the CPYIC
expanded from seve~ to twenty five members with people waiting to join.
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There were( gap) activities continuously in the target area especially in and
around the community center. All of the existing programs improved both
from an adult guidance and participation perspective. With the expansion of
the tutorial and work opportunities, solidification of YSA activities and the
increased efforts of the residents, the number of participants has consistently
grown. The challenges are now finding space and spreading the activities out
over the entire community and maintaining the increased level of support while
reaching out to other residents and local partners.
C. Expanding Activities
In analyzing the successes and accomplishments of the second year, there was
substantial progress made with both the enhancement of new and existing
activities. The Teen Council/Club restru_ctured themselves into a viable and
diverse group, participated in leadership training and the cross site conference
and provided membership to the CPYIC. There were weekly activities with as
many as 11 during the month of June. These activities were well attended and
supervised with over 200 youth attending several dances. Teen Council and
Teen meetings were held regularly and the Club participated in a range of
other activities including forty two scholarships to Teen Camp, youth driven
super Sunday events, Neighborhood Association events, Teen Summits and the
development of a recruitment video with Orange County Public Broadcasting.
Table #1
1997 Participation to 10/1/97 (Target Age Youth)
Activity

Youth

Adults

Teen Council

708

so

YSA:

364

85

Basketball

144

20

Footbaii/Cheerleading

150

40

Track

70

25

269

30

20

5

1361

170

._

Tutorial
Community Play
TOTAL
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Recruitment near the boundaries of the community went well. Several recruitment and
outreach events were done throughout the community. Although there were some
problems linking the teen program to the other key components, the relationship and
involvement with the Council were strong. A Self-Awareness Retreat, Mothers Day
Picnic, and a Junior Miss Childs Park Pageant, with over 300 in attendance, were all
examples of the range and magnitude of the growth in teen activities.

The Youth Sports Academy (YSA) Coordinator was hired during the second
quarter and this really helped the struggling programs, however linking the sports
programs with the tutorial component remained a challenge. There was a
transformation within this component especially with the incorporation of the
track team and the success of the nearly collapsed football program.
Interpersonal conflicts and organization issues with the Junior Rattlers Football
Program led to an organizational restructuring and recruitment of new Council
members and election of officers. Neither the health and nutrition program nor
the band got off the drawing board. The plan probably was too grandiose in the
beginning but changes in personnel and the resulting turmoil left these components
in the developing stages.
The Cultural Arts program survived many obstacles but produced an
excellent community play. The program itself did not develop to full potential
but learned some valuable lessons. These lessons were the need to start with
smaller tasks like skill building workshops, linking programs with teen
activities and community recruitment. These insights are essential to the third
year planning. Likewise, the youth run newspaper may have been too large in
scope and did not get implemented. The strong resource groups never
materialized and interest evaporated.
The Work and Work Learning Program started during the summer and
employed I 00 youth from Childs Park in the summer employment program.
Career and life skills were integrated into the summer camp with Junior Achievement
and the summer tutorial program. A major portion of this program continued during
the fourth quarter and is a cornerstone of the third year plan. This was accomplished
when a contract was executed with a local partner, Career Options and Training (the
administrative body for the Workforce Development Board), and hired a full time
Outreach Worker to provide employment services to Childs Park youth between the
age of 14 and 20. The cost of the worker is shared between CPYIC and Career
Options.
There were( GAP) activities continuously in the target area especially in and
around the community center. All of the existing programs improved both
from an adult guidance and participation perspective. With the expansion of the
tutorial and work opportunities, solidification of YSA activities and the increased
efforts of the residents, the number of participants has consistently grown. The
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challenges are now finding space and spreading the activities out over the entire
community and maintaining the increased level of support while reaching out to
other residents and local partners.
The Initiative established measurable objectives that were keys to success. Monthly
progress was tracked via the components' benchmarks. There were difficulties and
some turmoil but the results were better communications, more community
involvement and a more solid local effort. The Expanded Tutorial, YSA, and the Teen
Council established measurable objectives and were quite successful. Although success
came later than planned, it did happen and, as a result, the Initiative is doing well with
major objectives for the second year. None of our challenges were anticipated but all
served to strengthen the Initiative.
Considering the accomplishments and the current status of the Initiative, the major
theme for the third year is the gradual but persistent shift from staff driven to resident
driven by working to improve community residents' ability to make crucial and vital
decisions relative to the direction of the initiative. Making youth real partners is an
effort to maximize youth involvement and youth leadership.

II.

THIRD-YEAR ACTION PLAN
The major goals for ·the third year are:

c

•

Develop a marketing plan that moves the Initiative toward involvement
of resource people with the engagement of families, the Faith
Communities and business as an organized strategy to increase adult
and youth participation.

•

Gradually and consistently transform the Initiative from a staff driven to
a more resident driven Initiative by increasing the decision making
capacity, autonomy and awareness of community development
strategies.

•

Develop the work and work learning program as a meaningful,
sequential and connected opportunity of skill building support and
guidance for youth 12-20 years old.

•

Consistently increase youth involvement as decision-makers and leaders
capable of planning, critical evaluation and implementation of positive
efforts in their community.
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A.

CORE CONCEPT ACTIVITIES:
1) Adult support and guidance
As a way of increasing the amount and quality of contact between the
available adults and youth, the Initiative plans to develop an organized strategy
(i.e. marketing plan), for increasing the participation of families, Faith
Communities and local businesses. The Teen Council is placing more
emphasis on building the Parent Advisory Group. The Plan has budgeted for
a part time Outreach/Community worker who is expected to engage youth,
adults as volunteers and to increase family involvement. Up to 200 youth are
expected to become involved with the Initiative through this contact. The
effort is to reduce barriers, raise expectations of families and provide
incentives to residents. Included as supporters, there will be an expanded role
of the local sororities\fraternities especially by serving on the Council, serving
as mentors and providing sponsorship of activities. An organized effort has
been made to involve Boy and Girl Scouts in Childs Park. This is a way to
draw more parents as volunteers and in supportive roles. Traditionally,
scouting has been an excellent way of developing skills in youth through the
guidance of adults. The YSA Coordinator will continue to work
with the youth sports organizations to bring in more volunteers. Finally, the
plan is to have culminating events for major activities and following training
sessions attended and facilitated by volunteers. These events would be
activities such as community plays, award banquets and family nights.
2)

Adequate social and recreational program havens during "gap" periods
To maximize the number of activities available during non-school hours, the
Initiative plans to continue the current set of activities (Youth Sports Academy,
Tutorial, Teen Council) and expand with the inclusion of the work and work
learning program. The initiation of classes and workshops in art, music, dance
and creative writing will increase awareness and build necessary skills for the
performance and fine arts events that are planned during the year. These classes
and workshops are expected to enhance the quality of the activities and foster a
greater level of community involvement. The Initiative plans to utilize
community volunteers recruited using the marketing and outreach efforts to
support new programs of community scouting, tutorial, team parents (YSA),
serve as youth mentors and facilitators of training activities. The Outreach
Worker and CPYIC members will focus on the Faith communities and
businesses to. recruit volunteers and develop transportation networks to safe
activities. Transportation is needed by many residents to get to facilities with
adequate and effective supervision. As a way of maximizing accessibility to
activities, the Initiative plans to increase the number of activities at different
locations especially in the northwest and southeast quadrants of Childs Park and
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develop car pools throughout the community and provide transportation
activities by engaging the City of St. Petersburg. Interest has been expressed in
establishing a baseball and softball program. Corporate sponsorship by the new
Tampa Bay Devil Rays Baseball Team will be explored.
3)

c

Youth as decision-makers in oositive peer groups
The plan is to maximize the opportunities for youth to become decision-makers.
The Initiative increased the number of slots for youth on the CPYIC and will
make it a priority of utilizing them in administrative and policy-making
decisions. To improve the benefits of positive peer groups, the youth will be
involved in the planning, implementation and the critical reflection of teen
retreats and the three teen summits. Youth will be given an expanded role with
the tutorial program by serving as mentors and volunteer tutors. Professional
and volunteer adults will be used as facilitators of youth decision-making
efforts by providing classes and workshops on youth development and
leadership. Training in youth development for staff, volunteers and parents will
be provided to help foster the concept of expanding youth decision making.
Colleges tours and career days are planned by the teen council to further
develop strategic planning and college preparation. The development of a
scouting programs for boys and girls, and a peer counseling program are all
planned to place Childs Park youth in positive situations and enhance their
decision-making capacity.

4)

Work as a developmental tool
To increase opportunities for youth to participate in activities that utilize work
as a developmental tool, the Initiative has contracted for a part-time Outreach
Worker and plans to contract for a part-time Work Coordinator. This will add ·
the equivalent of a full-time worker for developing resources, coordinating
volunteers and outreach activities and work with the local schools. The Single
Assessment and Group Evaluation (SAGE) laboratory at PTEC and the use of
computer software will be used to explore interest, ability and work
opportunities for youth in the targeted age group. The Work Coordinator will
develop a comprehensive, coordinated and connected program throughout the
year. The plan calls for career days (2), real job experiences and skill
development workshops that includes resume writing, "real world" job
applications and job seeking. The Initiative is planning career awareness field
trips, career awareness workshops and skill development such as engaging older
youth with younger children as junior coaches and tutors. Discussions are
underway with PTEC to establish an Adult Basic Education (ABE)\General
Education Diplomas (GED) site at the Childs Park Community Center. To
shape the work-place opportunities and reflect the needs of the local employers
and youth, the Initiative plans to engage local businesses and schools to provide
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opportunities through the summer youth program. Assessment and career days ·
are planned for youth 12-14 year olds, career days, resume writing and other
skill building activities for 16-18 year olds, and job services including
recruitment, referral and placement for 16-20 year olds.
5)

Providing continuous and accessible services. especially at transition points
Efforts are being made to make changes sustainable by expanding or initiating
partnerships with the City of St Petersburg, local churches and the businesses
communities, sororities\fraternities, Career Options, Boy and Girl Scouts of
America, local school and the Juvenile Justice Department. Activities are
accessible to youth by design and a network of transportation to these events.
Support during periods of transitions are critical for children moving from
elementary to middle school, middle to high school and high school to college,
technical school and\or work. To help prepare adults for the interactions during
these periods, workshops are scheduled on the critical, developmental stages
through which youth pass. The initiation of a relationship with the Juvenile
Justice System and schools is expected to provide community service and
volunteer opportunities. Career Options and the County school system have
been tapped to provide work during transitions periods for 16 to 20 year olds.
The 12 to 17 year olds will benefit from work learning opportunities that are
closely related to transition periods. College nights, scholastic aptitude test
(SAT), and college tours are being offered to this age group.

B.

BUILDING LOCAL CAPACITY TO PLAN, IMPLEMENT AND
MONITOR THE LOCAL CCYD EFFORT:
The community is eagerly moving from initial implementation to improving and
strengthening the local effort, increasing partnerships, developing stakeholders and
getting the word out in an organized way. The Initiative has activated a planning
committee that is guided by the five core concepts. The people were instrumental in
the development of the third year plan and will initiate a marketing plan to unify and
challenge the residents on community recruitment and capacity building of the
Council. Entering the third year, the Initiative has the benefit of lessons learned and a
new and developing focus. The Council and CCYD staff have scheduled an end of
the year (1997) retreat and will work with P/PV to provide quarterly training to assist
in planning and managing the local effort for next year. A major focus is on
increasing the resident involvement through the development of the youth and the
shifting of the focus to more resident driven and an urgency to implement the .
established framework. This involvement is expected to develop into sustainable longterm community change. Council recruitment will be focused on improving the
relationship with area business people, church members and partners with resources
comparable to the needs of the Initiative such as knowledge of parliamentary
procedure, accounting, marketing and public relations. The technical assistance role of
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the Youth Sports Academy Coordinator initiated this year will be expanded in the third
year. Newly formed community based organizations need significant assistance in
order to function effectively. Since community change is a dynamic process, the plan
is to develop the people systematically and profoundly and this will be tantamount to
community change that will reflect growth continuously.
C.

RESIDENT INVOLVEMENT:
Resident involvement is a major focus of the third year that is a continuation from the
second year. The goal is to develop a marketing plan that focuses on the key concepts
and targets families, the faith community, and businesses as a way of increasing adult
and youth involvement. A strategy is to start local scouting troops as a way of
increasing both youth and adult involvement. Developing sponsorships from businesses
is designed to increase awareness in the community and recruit volunteers. With youth
acting as full partners, yquth will be recruited to the governance council and planning
groups at a rate proportional to the number of adults. The marketing plan calls for
aggressive recruitment, orientation and placement of community residents on the
governance council and other positions of responsibility as a way of developing them
as stakeholders. To this end, the Initiative has budgeted funds to facilitate the
participation of as many residents as possible at the cross site conferences and
participation in other capacity building activities. The YSA, Teen Council and tutorial
groups will also implement strategies to increase resident involvement. The plan calls
for residents to recruit and to expand the recruitment to other people that do business
in Childs Park or have an interest in the youth of the community. As evidenced by
the success of the second year and a fresh outlook, it is expected that Initiative will
explode. The activities will work to maintain the current level of support but the
rising tide of growth will obviously increase volunteers.

D.

MECHANISMS FOR MONITORING LOCAL ACTIONS:
The local effort will be to collect data and other information on the planning and
implementation of all activities. This data is primarily collected to understand,
monitor and evaluate activities on a local level but will also be used as a marketing
tool for our local partners and funders. The Initiative has developed a spread sheet to
use to track participation especially youth. The data will be accessible by the Initiative
staff and made available to the CPYIC, JWB, P/PV and local partners as needed. The
Initiative will collect basic data (e.g. number and types of activities, participants,
enrollments and outcome information). The information will be used to evaluate, plan
and design other activities and to determine the cost per person to aid in decision
making in the future. Another use will be to have this information aid in current and
future research. CPYIC will be receiving monthly budget and program reports starting
in January.
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E.

INVOLVEMENT OF LOCAL INSTITUTIONS AS NEW AND OR MORE
INVOLVED. PARTNERS:
The CPYIC has reorganized for the third year with a focus on the family. This focus
is expected to increase resident involvement in a meaningful way. Involvement with
families, churches, schools and local businesses will provide consistent, committed and
knowledgeable groups of people interested in the Initiative and available for research,
design, and implementation of Council goals. The CPYIC has clarified roles and
responsibilities that so often challenged the Initiative last year and expanded the role of
residents. The recruitment of people that have roots in Childs Park but live elsewhere
is now accepted. A special interest is placed in expanding our relationships with the
local sororities\fraternities to help in the area of adult support and guidance, and the
Neighborhood Associations (there are four) to help in the planning and implementation
of the third year plan. These partners were quite helpful with the implementation
strategies but are needed to assist with the anticipated growth and new directions for
the third year. The strategy will include an increased effort to recruit local residents
that are employees with local partners such as at the Pier Aquarium, the Marine
Science Institute, St. Petersburg Junior College (SPJC), Eckerd college, Pinellas
Technical Education Center (PTEC), Career Options, Juvenile Justice Department,
local schools, churches and businesses and link these resource to our work and work
learning program. The Initiative plans to utilize residents differently in the planned
marketing strategy. The Boy & Girl Scouts and the community service people Will
enhance and diversify our efforts to recruit and access service and establishing more
positive peer groups.
Two major businesses, each projecting employment of hundreds of new workers, are
planned for sites just outside the neighborhood. As the corporate relocation planning
becomes more clear, contact will ·be initiated to determine the potential for
collaboration with the Initiative.
CPYIC and the YSA will work with the City of St. Petersburg as they develop plans
for a sports complex in the northeast section of Childs Park.
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III. Benchmarks
CCYD PROJECf:

Childs Park Youth Initiative Council (CPYIC)
OPERATING BUDGET

1998
# Children

20

#Adults

20

Cost $110.000

PROGRESS MARKERS/
ACfiON STEP

DUE DATE

RESPONSIBLE
PAR1Y

•

Develop Marketing Plan

January

•

Begin planning for community mobilization training

January

CPYIC
Staff

•

Prepare calendar of parent development workshops

January

CPYIC
Staff

•

Schedule council development workshops

January

Staff

•

Develop outreach and work & work learning components

January

Staff
CPYIC

•

Contact local scouting organizations

February

Staff

•

Approve marketing plan

February

CPYIC

CPYIC
Staff

STATUS
I

-
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CCYD PROJECT: Childs Park Youth Initiative Council (CPYIC)
OPERATING BUDGET

1998
# Children

20

#Adults

20

Cost $110,000

PROGRESS MARKERS/
ACfiON STEPS

DUE DATE

RESPONSIBLE
PAR'IY

•

Begin planning for cross-site conferences

February

CPYIC
Staff
Bob Penn

•

Approve plan for outreach and work & work learning
components

February

CPYIC

•

Approve calendar for volunteer and Council appreciation

February

CPYIC

•

Contract with agencies for work & work learning and
outreach components

February

Staff
CPYIC

•

Attend Cross-site Conference in Savannah

March

CPYIC
Staff

•

Conduct Council workshop on Cross-site Conference for
non-attendees

April

CPYIC

•

Engage churches, businesses and families

On-going

Staff, Community
Outreach/ work
& work learning
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STATUS

I

I

CCYD PROJECf:

Childs Park Youth Initiative Council (CPYIC)
OPERATING BUDGET

1998
# Children

20

#Adults

20

Cost $110.000
-

-

PROGRESS MARKERS/
ACfiON STEPS

DUE DATE

RESPONSIBLE
PAR'IY

January
April
July
October

Staff
CPYIC

•

Begin monthly data and budget report to council

by 7th of
every month

Staff

•

Complete planning for local cross-site conference

July

Staff
CPYIC

•
•

Review Memorandum of Agreement with JWB

July

CPYIC

Begin 4th year planning

July

Staff
CPYIC

Complete 4th year plan

September

CPYIC

Monitor component activities

On-going

CPYIC

•

Prepare Quarterly Report for P/PV and local partners
-

•
•
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STATUS

.
-
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.
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CCYD PROJECT: Youth Sports Academy
OPERATING BUDGET
1998
#Children

415

#Adults

100

Cost $91,047

PROGRESS MARKERS/
ACfiON STEP

DUE DATE

RESPONSIBLE
PAR'IY

•

Identify target people, businesses, institutions and
resources

January

YSA Coordinator
Resource Group

•

Develop strategy to recruit from various sections of
the community

January

Resource Group
Coordinator
Community Planner

•

Establish priorities

January

Resource Group
Coordinator

•

Begin to create a basebalVsoftball program

January

Coordinator

•

Develop marketing strategies to increase parental support

January

Sports Components
Resource Group
Coordinator

•

Begin to identify training needs and resources

February

Resource Group
Coordinator

•

Schedule Training

February

Resource Group
Coordinator
Community Planner

DUE DATE

RESPONSIBLE
PARTY

PROGRESS MARKERS/
ACfiON STEP
I
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STATUS

STATUS

CCYD PROJECT: Youth Sports Academy
OPERATING BUDGET
1998

~

#Children

415

#Adults

100

Cost $91.047

•

Create a Calendar of Events

February

Resource Group
Coordinator

•

Create an orientation process for new members

February

CPYIC
Resource Group

•

Identify Measurable Objectives

March

Resource Group
Coordinator

March

Sports Components
Coordinator

April

Resource Group
Coordinator

•
•

Complete Incorporation status of all sports components
Begin Budget Plan for 1999

•

Coordinate tutorial scheduling for sports component

On-going

Resource Group
Coordinator
J.C. Petit

•

Identify additional funding opportunities

On-going

Resource Group
Coordinator

•

Evaluate track season

June

Track Board
Coordinator

•

Begin football planning

June

Resource Group
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CCYD PROJECf: Youth Sports Academy
OPERATING BUDGET
1998

#Children 415
#Adults

100

Cost $91.047

DUE
DATE

RESPONSffiLE

STATUS

PAR1Y

PROGRESS MARKERS/
ACfiON STEP

•

Complete plan and budget for 1999

July

Resource Group
Coordinator

•

Submit plan and budget for ·1999

August

Football Board
Coordinator

•

Begin planning for basketball

October

Basketball Board
Coordinator

•

Evaluate football season

November

Football Board
Coordinator

•

Evaluate basketball season

December

Basketball Board
Coordinator

•

Begin planning for track

December

Track Board

•

Evaluate tennis season

December

Tennis Board
Coordinator
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CCYD PROJECf: Teen Council
OPERATING BUDGET

1998
# Children 700
#Adults

250

Cost $38,523

DUE DATE

PROGRESS MARKERS/
ACfiON STEP

RESPONSIBLE
PAR'IY

•

Establish Calendar of events

January

Teen Coordinator
Teen Council

•

Identify marketing needs including strategic plan

January

Teen Coordinator
Teen Council

•

Recruit teens for assessments and skills building
workshops and classes to use in recruitment

February

Teen Coordinator
Teen Council

•

Schedule teen summits

February

Teen Coordinator
Teen Council

•

Set recruitment goals for council

February

Teen Coordinator
Teen Council

•

Recruit youth for arts program

March

Teen Coordinator
Teen Council

•

Participate during cross-site conference

March

Teen Coordinator
Teen Council

by the 7th of
every month

Teen Coordinator

•

Submit monthly data and budget reports to CPYIC

-
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STATUS

-
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CCYD PROJECT: Teen Council
OPERATING BUDGET

1998
# Children 700
#Adults

Cost $38,523

250

PROGRESS MARKERS/
ACfiON STEPS

DUE
DATE

RESPONSIBLE
PAR1Y

•

Submit Quarter Progress Report

January
April-July
and October

Teen Coordintor

•

Begin planning for 4th year

July

Teen Coordinator
Teen Council

•

Begin planning local Cross-site Conference

July

Teen Coordinator
Teen Council

•

Submit plans for 4th year

August

Teen Coordinator
Teen Council

•

Evaluate recruitment activities

September

Teen Coordinator
Teen Council

•

Plan Teen Summit

On-going

Teen Coordinator
Teen Council

•

Hold Teen Summit

May
September
November

Teen Coordinator
Teen Council

STATUS

i
I

-
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CCYD PROJECf: Expanded Tutorial
OPERATING BUDGET

1998
# Children 400

#Adults

40

Cost $143.000

PROGRESS MARKERS/
ACTION STEP

.
.

DUE DATE

RESPONSffiLE
PAR'IY

•

Identify marketing needs

January

Donna Ratzlaff
J.C. Petit

•

Establish Calendar of Events and mailing list of events
coordinated with community

January

Donna Ratzlaff
J.C. Petit

•

Develop computer labs at 5th Avenue Church of Christ
and Prayer Tower

February

Donna Ratzlaff
J.C. Petit

•

Develop tutorial sites to serve students in the north-east
quadrant and south of 22nd Avenue South

March

Donna Ratzlaff
J.C. Petit

•

Expand the number of partnerships with local groups

April

Donna Ratzlaff
J.C. Petit

•

Submit Quarterly Review

January
April
July
October

Donna Ratzlaff
J.C. Petit

- -

STATUS

--
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CCYD PROJECf: Expanded Tutorial
OPERATING BUDGET

1998
# Children 400

#Adults

40

Cost $143,000

PROGRESS MARKERS/
STATUS

DUE DATE

RESPONSIBLE
PAR1Y

•

Increase parential involvement, including volunteering
at the tutorial sites and participating on the Tutorial
Committee

On-going

Donna Ratzlaff
J.c. ·Petit

•

Submit JWB Statistical Report

Quarterly

Donna Ratzlaff
J.C. Petit

•

Expand the Summer Youth Discovery Program to serve
a minimum of 30 students per session

May

Donna Ratzlaff
J.C. Petit

•

Establish a Communications Program to assist students
with time management, resume writing, job interviewing/
hiring skills and the development of a Tutorial
Newsletter

June

Donna Ratzlaff
J.C. Petit

•

Submit monthly data and budget to Staff/CPYIC

by 7th of
every month

Donna Ratzlaff
J.C. Petit

•

Begin 4th Year Planning

July

Donna Ratzlaff
J.C. Petit

•

Submit 4th Year Plan/Budget

August

Donna Ratzlaff
J.C. Petit
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STATUS

CCYD PROJECf: Expanded Tutorial
OPERATING BUDGET

1998
# Children 400

#Adults

Cost $143,000

40

PROGRESS MARKERS/
ACTION STEP

DUE DATE

RESPONSIBLE
PAR1Y

•

Secure outside funding for the tutorial program

On-going

Donna Ratzlaff
J ..C. Petit

•

Participate during Quarterly Retreats

As
Scheduled

Donna Ratzlaff
J.C. Petit

-

~---
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--

----

-

-

STATUS

CCYD PROJECT: Work and Work Learning
OPERATING BUDGET

1998
# Children 295
#Adults

so

.

Cost $67.000

PROGRESS MARKERS/
ACTION STEP

DUE DATE

RESPONSffiLE
PAR1Y

•

Recruitment and marketing of the work program as a
method of increasing participation

On-going

Chris Felipas

•

Develop strategy for involving local residents in training

Januacy

Chris Felipas

•

Establish a calendar of skill workshops and classes to use
in recruitment

Februacy

Chris Felipas

•

Implement plan for work & work learning component

Februacy

Staff
CPYIC

•

Establish resource/work group

Februacy

CPYIC
Chris Felipas

•

Link and coordinate work group with CPYIC worker

On-going

CPYIC
Chris Felipas

•

Submit monthly data and budget report

by 7th of
evecy month

Chris Felipas

•

Submit Quarterly Reports

Januacy
April
July
October

Chris Felipas

(
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STATUS

!

--

CCYD PROJECf: Work and Work Learning
OPERATING BUDGET
1998
# Children 295

#Adults

Cost $67.000

50
PROGRESS MARKERS/
ACfiON STEP

DUE DATE

RESPONSIBLE
PAR1Y

STATUS
-

•

Submit 4th year plan/budget

August

Coordinator

•

Evaluate Operations

September

Coordinator

•

Participate during retreat

As Scheduled

Coordinator
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VI.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE NEEDS
A.

Board Development
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

g)
h)

Developing roles and responsibilities of CPYIC appropriate to
community initiatives
Public funding accountability
Role of CPYIC as an advisory body to the Juvenile Welfare Board
Community mobilization
Youth leadership
Staff team building
Work and Work Learning
Youth developmental stages

Entering the third year, the Initiative has grown and is in transition to a more
complete operation and needs technical assistance to continue expanding the
process. A minimum of one training opportunity each quarter is needed. A
minimun of eight technical assistances are being requested. The greatest
need is with the CPYIC which is new and in a very positive transition stage of
development. A tentative schedule is as follows:
First Quarter:
•Council Responsibility
•Team Development
•Cross-site Conference
Second Quarter:
•Community Development/Mobilization
•Community Training offered by CPYIC/Conference Update
•Work and Work Learning
Third Quarter:
•Public Funding Accountability
•Youth Leadership
•Youth developmental stages
Fourth Quarter:
•Fourth Year Preparation
•Council Development
It is expected that training will be continuous and other resources have been
dedicated to allow for these needs.
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V. APPENDIX
AI THIRD YEAR EXPENDITURES AND REVENUE BUDGET
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CHILDS PARK YOUTH INITIATIVE COUNCIL

1998 REVENUE BUDGET

Public/Private Ventures

$175.000

Juvenile Welfare Board

$170,000

JWB Rollover

$ 69,129

P/PV Rollover

$ 71,951

TOTAL

28

$486.080

CHILDS PARK YOUTH INITIAIVE COUNCIL 1998 APPROVED BUDGET

CPYIC APPROVED

SUMMARY

$110,000

$110,000

Community Outreach

$17,997

$17,997

Performance Art (CLASSES)

$15,000

$15,000

Expanded Tutorial

$143,513

$143,513

ACTIVITY
Cpyic Operating

'

$91,047

Youth Sports Academy (YSA)
YSA Coordinator

$25,354

Football

$15,650

Basketball

$9,043

Tennis

$16,000

Track

$25,000

Scouting

$1 ,500

Teen Cou nci I

$1 ,500
$38,523

Teen Coordinator

$12,280

Teen Activities

$26,243

Work & Work Learning

$67,000

Work Outreach Worker

$25,000

Work & Work Coordinator

$25,000

Vocational Assessments

$1,000

Career Awareness Projects

$2,000

Entrepreneurial Activities

$10,000

Mentoring for Careers Activities

$2,000

SAT Preparation/Local College

$2,000

Parent Workshops
TOTAL

$1 ,500

$1,500

$486,080

$486,080
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Childs Park Youth Initiative Council 1998 APPROVED BUDGET

Funding Categories

#Youth
Served

CPYIC Operating

Narrative

1997
Budget

staff, salaries, operating esp.

$104,778

1998 CPYIC
RECOMMEND
$100,000
$10,000

Council Development/ Special Events/
Promotional Travel to Cross-Sites

c

1999
Available
Revenue

I

$10,092

CAC

$110,000

TOTALCPYIC
Core Concept # 1

ADULT SUPPORT

Outreach Worker

$17,997

200

$17,997

TOTAL Core Con #1
Core Concept #2

GAP PERIODS
$23,363

culture arts
performance arts

$15,000

120
$3,400

art mural
expanded tutorial

420

$143,513

$14~,513

YSA- football

160

$19,090

$15,650

YSA-b'ball

130

$9,043

$9,043

50

$9,391

$16,000

YSA-Track

75

$20,478

$25,060

Scouting BSNGSA

50

YSA-tennis

$1 ,500

food nutrition

$2,500

ysa coordinator (pt)

$22,425
--

30

$25,354

Funding Categories

#Youth
Served

1997
Budget

Narrative

1998 CPYIC
RECOMMEND
$250,547

TOTAL Core Con #2
Youth Leadership

Core Concept #3
1/2 salary teen coord.
teen counc. activities

30

$12,500

$12,280

700

$10,780

$26,243

TOTAL Core Con #3

$38,523
WORK

Core Concept #4

$73,526

50

$25,000

200

$25,000

50

$1,000

100

$2,000

Entrepreneurial Activities

40

$10,000

Mentoring For Careers

20

Career Options
Work Learning Coordinator
Assessments
Career Awareness

1999
Available
Revenue

$2,000
~

TOTAL Core Con #4

$65,000
TRANSITION

Core Concept #5
Local Colleges SAT
Preparation

50

$2,000

Parent Workshops

30

$1,500
$3,500

TOTAL Core Con #5
TOTALS

$464,879

1

$486,080

$486,080

$345,000 .

LINE ITEM BUDGETS FOR 1998
CPYIC

TEEN

B'BALL

CAREER

TUTORIAL

F'BaLL

TENNIS

TRACK

YSA

Personnei/Salari

52,640

10,080

11,232

64,821

19,385

Fringe Benefits

17,992

2,200

2,588

12,157

5,969

500

600

2,825

3,941

33,300

46

165

5,600

2,500

580

1,025

Contractual
Accounting/Audit
Travel
Conference

1,500
955

3,500

Training
Telephone

Postage

600

Utilities

600

Janitorial

780

Insurance
Eq. R&M

240
(.

,,~

47
150

250

.
·~~

..

100

480

514

944

10,800

4,696

1,200

1,500
2,040

6,000
287

120

Veh R&M
Printing

12,030

'

5,000

R&L Equipment

4,855

1,308

1,000

Water

R&L Building.

1,500

3,000
500

'
I

50
500

Tele/phone/LD

4,032

450
200

100

L__

300
-

32

------

---

CPYIC
Copying
Advertising

TEEN

B'BALL

CAREEER

1,600

500

516

200
900

Promotional

1,330

Office Supplies

3,000

300

Operating Supplies.

2,000

4,459

30

3,995

1,728

500

650

-

Dues/Mem/Scholar

F'BaLL

850

700

300

841

-

Food/Nutrition

7,210

1,400

2,796

Transportation

4,679

2,825

454

1' 650

4,530
1,000

1'000

100

Capital
Other

YSA

-

I

250

Administrative Cost

TRACK

410

248:

Educat. Materials

TOTAL
OPERATING

TENNIS

50

250

400 I

Books

II

TUTORIAL

1,736

2,700
1,234

7,245

29,368

26,243

9,043

11' 180

66,535

15,650

16,000

25,000

0

100,000

38,523

9,043

25,000

143,513

15,650

16,000

25,000

25,354

TOTAL PROGRAM

CPYIC approved funds to implement activities and services that do not have a line item budget at this time. They include Work & Work ·
Learning expansion activities, Community Outreach, Council develop ment activities, Performance Art classes, and Parent Workshops. Those
budgets will be developed as the various projects are implemented. S me of the activities will involve contracts with other agencies for specific
services.
3
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Form No.4

Childs Park Recreation
Program Title
Citv of St. Petersburg
Agency

Date Submitted
Revised page only, date submitted

BUDGET NARRATIVE
FORM NO.4
1998
Account#
Account Name
51110

Fringe Benefits

BUDGET NARRATIVE

Line Item $'s
%Increase/decrease

This figure represents 50% of the salary for
for the recreation leader assigned to coordinate
the Teen Club activities.

50% of the fringe benefits

$10,080

$2,200

54020
Dues/memberships
scholarships

Scholarships for Teen Summer Program
$85 each 47 Youth

$3995

53900
Office Supplies

Routine office supplies, pens, pads etc.

$300

53100
Contractual

55100
Nutrition

Comedy Club:
Master of Ceremony 100
Comedians 400

$600

Pageant:

$100

Photographer

$7210
End of Summer
Career Q & A

$400
$400
34

(1 00 youth)
(1 00 youth)

Games Master
$400 (100 youth)
Comedy Club
$400 (100 youth)
$400 (100 youth)
Pageant
NFL Air It Out
$200 (50 youth)
4 Self Improvement $800 (200 youth)
2 Teen Summit
$400
(100 youth)
Gladiator
$400 (100 youth)
Year End Celebration $600 (150 youth)
Ethnic Minority
$250 $12.50 a day for 20 youth
Capital Teen Ret.
$250 $12.50 a day for 20 youth
Nation Capital Ret. $2310 $21/Sdays/22 youth
53350
Conference

$3500

1.

2.
3.
4.
55120
Transportation

$4679

1.

2.
3.
53950
Operating Supplies

53510
Rental& Lease Equip

State Capital Retreat $75 per room x 11 rooms for
22 youth = $825
Ethnic Minority Teen $90 per teen x 20 youth =$1800
NFL Air It Out 1 team of 12 (18 - 20 year olds) =$125
Nations Capital Retreat $75 per room x 11 = $750
State Capital Retreat, 2 vans for 2 days @ $80
Gas =$130 Total $450
Nations Capital, Amtrack $182 x 22 youth = $4004
Ethnic Minority Retreat, van rental $80 x 2 $160 plus
$65 for gas= $225.
$4459

Bubble Machine
$195
Strobe Lights 2@$32
$64
Pool Table
$700
$300
Career Q&A, door prizes
$750
Talent Show, trophies & door prizes
Pageant, trophies
$750
Comedy Club, door prizes
$300
Teen summit, door prizes
$200
Games Master Night, games & door prizes $600
Year End Celebration, trophies & door
$600

$1500
Gladiator Challenge Set-Up
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Form No.4

Childs Park Basketball Program
Program Title
Childs Park Eagle All Stars Basketball
Agency
October 6. 1997
Date Submitted
Revised page only, date submitted
BUDGET NARRATIVE
FORM NO.4

1998

Account#
Account Name

BUDGET NARRATIVE

Line Item $'s
%Increase/decrease

53100 Contractual

Officiating for fall and summer basketball league. Nov - Aug
1998. 2 refs at $12.50 per game= $25.00. $25 x 113 games=
$2825. 65 games fall season and 48 games during the
summer.

53150 Accounting/Audit

Contract local bookkeeper to help with books and records.
Minimum 3-4 hours per month. $7.50 to $10. per hour.

53300 Travel

Travel incurred would involve 6 trips. Five (5) to away
Tournaments and one (1) to University of South Florida
basketball game in January 1998.

53360 Training

Coaches training on emergency first aid: coaching and teaching
techniques.

54020 Dues/memberships

Membership and dues per child will give the insurance to protect
in event of injury. $12 x 12 teams x 12 participants per team.
Dues will cover the period from fall season to summer, seasons
end August 31, 1998 at the AAU National Tournaments In Lake
Buena Vista, Florida.

53950 Operating Supplies

League need scorers table books at $6 each x 5 books. Used to
keep statistical account of players in each game.

53810 Promotional

Promotional brochure developed to assist in fundraising effort for
Childs Park Eagle All Stars. Objective is to recruit corporate,

36

community and parent support. 81/2' x 11' tri-fold piece about
the club and the concepts of adult involvement with youth.
Printing cost extimated to be $200 for 500 to 1000 copies.
Trophys to promote recognition and participation of players. 12
teams x 12 youth per team x $5. (6' trophy).
53600 Rental & Lease

Cost for 8' x 10' space to store equipment after season ends.
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c

c

c

52240

Unemp. Insurance

5.4% of 1st $7,000 salary, annually

53100

Contractual Services

Tuition, Books and supplies for students enrolled
in educational institutions.

53150

Accounting/Audit Services

Based on the costs associated with this project
relative to the agency's total budget. Audit costs
are attributed to any & all contracts held by Career
Options.

53300

Local Travel

Compensation at the rate of $.29 per mile of local
travel when the counselor is operating their
personal vehicle for business use.

53350

Conference

Costs are associated with seminars, training
sessions and travel. The majority of this expense
is allocated to allow attendance at a national
training conference scheduled for November 1st
through 5th, 1997 in Portland Oregon.

53500

Postage

Will assist in marketing, contacting families &
employers and in follow-up of placements.

53600

Rental & Leases (BLDG.)

Office space is available at the rate of $17.04 per
square foot annually and is calculated as follows:
144 sq. ft.* $17.04/52 weeks=$47 per week* 20
weeks of usage yields a total cost of $6.58.00 ..

53750

Printing

Covers copying and duplicating of forms &
documents on a daily basis.

53810

Promotional

May be used to purchase flyers, posters, media
spots etc... Considered essential to a successful
recruitment of youth.

53900

Office Supplies

Estimated costs to purchase daily supplies
consisting mainly of office supplies & other
materials used in the conduct of daily business.

55200

Administrative Cost

55200

OTHER

These funds facilitate payroll staff time and
resou~ces, use of telephone & computer
equipment and utilities. Agency has an approved
Indirect cost rate of 11.93%. This contract has an
indirect cost rate of 9%.
These funds are allocated to cover the cost of
stipends to be paid to students to mentor new
students in educational institutions.
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Form No.4

CCYD Outreach Counselor
Program Title
Career Options of Pinellas Inc.
Agency

Date Submitted

Revised page only, date submitted
BUDGET NARRATIVE

FORM NO.4
1998
Account#

BUDGET NARRATIVE

Account Name

Line Item $'s
%Increase/decrease

The following is a detailed description of costs in the CCYD Outreach Counselor position
budget.
51110

SALARY

Outreach Counselor

The position will be funded by the CCYD project, in agreement with Career
Options of Pinellas, Inc., for five months of the year. January 1st through
January 31, and September 1st through December 31st. The hourly rate for
the position if $12 per hour. The position is designed to be Full Time and work
a 40 hour week, Monday- Friday with some flexibility required as some
meetings, board meetings and family sessions may occur during evening or
Saturday hours.
Center Receptionist
All phone calls and visitors to the St. Pete Career Options office must come
through the Center Receptionist. Cost are allocated based on a small
percentage of time devoted to the Outreach Counselor's calls and visitors.
Wages are paid at the rate of $8.35 per hour.
Fringe Benefits: (Outreach & Receptionist) The position is eligible to receive
the full benefits offered by Career Options, the employer of record. The fringe
amount is calculated as follows:
52200
52220
52230

FICA taxes:
Health & Life Ins.
Workers Comp.

7.65% of salary
9.01% of salary
.99% of salary
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Form No.4

Childs Park Basketball Proaram
Program Title
Childs Park Eagle All Stars Basketball
Agency
October 6. 1997
Date Submitted

Revised page only, date submitted
BUDGET NARRATIVE
FORM NO.4
1998

Account#
Account Name

BUDGET NARRATIVE

Line Item $'s
%Increase/decrease

53100 Contractual

Officiating for fall and summer basketball league. Nov- Aug
1998. 2 refs at $12.50 per game = $25.00. $25 x 113 games
$2825. 65 games fall season and 48 games during the
summer.

53150 Accounting/Audit

Contract local bookkeeper to help with books and records.
Minimum 3-4 hours per month. $7.50 to $10. per hour.

53300 Travel

Travel incurred would involve 6 trips. Five (5) to away
Tournaments and one (1) to University of South Florida
basketball game in January 1998.

53360 Training

Coaches training on emergency first aid: coaching and teaching
techniques.

54020 Dues/memberships

Membership and dues per child will give the insurance to protect
in event of injury. $12 x 12 teams x 12 participants per team.
Dues will cover the period from fall season to summer, seasons
end August 31, 1998 at the AAU National Tournaments in Lake
Buena Vista, Florida.

53950 Operating Supplies

League need scorers table books at $6 each x 5 books. Used to
keep statistical account of players in each game.

53810 Promotional

Promotional brochure developed to assist in fundraising effort for
Childs Park Eagle All Stars. Objective is to recruit corporate,

36

=

community and parent support. 81/2' x 11 ' tri-fold piece about
the club and the concepts of adult involvement with youth.
Printing cost extimated to be $200 for 500 to 1000 copies.
Trophys to promote recognition and participation of players. 12
teams x 12 youth per team x $5. (6' trophy).
53600 Rental & Lease

Cost for 8' x 10' space to store equipment after season ends.

37

52240

Unemp. Insurance

5.4% of 1st $7,000 salary, annually

53100

Contractual Services

Tuition, Books and supplies for students enrolled
in educational institutions.

53150

Accounting/Audit Services

Based on the costs associated with this project
relative to the agency's total budget. Audit costs
are attributed to any & all contracts held by Career
Options.

53300

Local Travel

Compensation at the rate of $.29 per mile of local
travel when the counselor is operating their
personal vehicle for business use.

53350

Conference

Costs are associated with seminars, training
sessions and travel. The majority of this expense
is allocated to allow attendance at a national
training conference scheduled for November 1st
through 5th, 1997 in Portland Oregon.

53500

Postage

Will assist in marketing, contacting families &
employers and in follow-up of placements.

53600

Rental & Leases (BLDG.)

Office space is available at the rate of $17.04 per
square foot annually and is calculated as follows:
144 sq. ft. * $17.04/52 weeks=$47 per week* 20
weeks of usage yields a total cost of $6.58.00..

53750

Printing

Covers copying and duplicating of forms &
documents on a daily basis.

53810

Promotional

May be used to purchase flyers, posters, media
spots etc... Considered essential to a successful
recruitment of youth.

53900

Office Supplies

Estimated costs to purchase daily supplies
consisting mainly of office supplies & other
materials used in the conduct of daily business.

55200

Administrative Cost

55200

OTHER

These funds facilitate payroll staff time and
resources, use of telephone & computer
equipment and utilities. Agency has an approved
Indirect cost rate of 11.93%. This contract has an
indirect cost rate of 9%.
These funds are allocated to cover the cost of
stipends to be paid to students to mentor new
students in educational institutions.
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Form No.4

CCYD Outreach Counselor
Program Title
Career Options of Pinellas Inc.
Agency

Date Submitted

Revised page only, date submitted

BUDGET NARRATIVE
FORM NO.4
1998

Account#
Account Name

BUDGET NARRATIVE

Line Item $'s
% Increase/decrease

The following is a detailed description of costs in the CCYD Outreach Counselor position
budget.
51110

SALARY

Outreach Counselor

The position will be funded by the CCYD project, in agreement with Career
Options of Pinellas, Inc., for five months of the year. January 1st through
January 31, and September 1st through December 31st. The hourly rate for
the position if $12 per hour. The position is designed to be Full Time and work
a 40 hour week, Monday - Friday with some flexibility required as some
meetings, board meetings and family sessions may occur during evening or
Saturday hours.
Center Receptionist
All phone calls and visitors to the St. Pete Career Options office must come
through the Center Receptionist. Cost are allocated based on a small
percentage of time devoted to the Outreach Counselor's calls and visitors.
Wages are paid at the rate of $8.35 per hour.
Fringe Benefits: (Outreach & Receptionist) The position is eligible to receive
the full benefits offered by Career Options, the employer of record. The fringe
amount is calculated as follows:
52200
52220
52230

FICA taxes:
Health & Life Ins.
Workers Comp.

7.65% of salary
9.01% of salary
.99% of salary
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After School Tutorial
Program lltle

Childs Park Outreach, Inc.
Agency

10-20-97
Date Submitted

Revised~·

only, data submitted

BUDGET NARRA11VE

JANUARY - SEPTEMBER 1998
LINE ITEM S AMOUNT

DERIVA110N OF FIGURES AND
JUSTIFICA110N OF INCREASE/
. DECREASE OR OTHER EXPLANA110N
AS NEEDED

51110

Program Director:

%1NCREAS~ECREASE

40 WEEKS Salaried ( 1,600 hrs. @ $15 per hr.•$24,000

Site Director 1 : 105 DAYS@ 3.5 hr. per day•367.5 hrs. @ $8.50•$3,124
Site Director 2 : 105 days @ 3.5 hrs. per day•367.5 hrs.@ $8.50•$3,124
Teacher(s) 1-5

105 days @ 2 hrs. per day•210 hrs.@ $8.25•$1,733 each

Communication Specialist 1: 136 days ( 34 weeks) @ 10 hrs. per week•340
@ $10 per hr.• $3,400 ( flexiable hours)

hrs.

Communication Aid/Secretary: 34 weeks @ 12 hrs. per week• 408 hrs. @ $8.50
per hr.•$3,468
Summer Teacher 1:

6 weeks ( 4 days per week)•24 daysX8hrs. per day•192 hrs.
192 hrs. @ $8.25• $1,584

Summer Teacher 2:

192 hrs.@ $8.25•$1,584

52200

FICA figured at .0765 rounded to nearest dollar

52230

Workers Compensation:

52240

fees under the Florida Joint Underwriters. Expense constant of $140, Flat Fee
of $465, Basic Fee of $700.
Unemployment Insurance. Figured at the reate of $189 per the first $7,000 gross
salary per person or 2.8% of base salary if less than $7,000.
Contractual Services: Enhancement Sites (3) reimbursed at the rate of $3.00

53100

per day per student.

Figured at $7.00 per 100 of salary plus the following

100days per average of 25 students per day per site•

2,500X 3 sites•7,500 student days at $3.00• $22,500
53150

Field Trip Admission•$250
$500•Boat Charter
BK/Audit: Book keeping contracted out at $ 200 per month.

53300
53350

Travel: Reimbursed at .29 per mile for 2,844 miles
Conferences: Registration for JWB Conferences or others as approved.

53360

Training:

Computer Training @ $13 per hr. per person and other in house
training as deemed necessary.
40

Seeds of Promise/Rainbows of Hope
After-School Tutorial Program
Childs Park Outreach, Inc.
October 20, 1997

page: 2 Budget Narrative
jJ450

Telephone:

$45 a mo. basic fee•$405

ATT Beeper at $204
53460

Telephone/LG Distance:

53500

Postage: First class cost @ .32 per ounce •625 letters.
parents, students, vendors and others.

53550

Utilities:

53600

Rent Bldg.: Rent forExpansion Sites (2) at $118.50 per week for 26 weeks usagevx

$ 27.00 for 9 months
with

Air Cond. and Heating 1/2 of office cost. @ $40 per month.
2 sites•$6,162.

53700

Cor~espondence

Summer rent: 6 weeks at $118.50 for,. six weeks•$ 711

Office Rent to Childs Park CIC$tiO per month X9 months•$ 990
!qatpment Repair: Cost of repair for computers, cables, answering machine as
needed.

53730

Veh. Rep . /Mait:

53750

Printing:

Gas for Van Summer Program at $1.20 per gallon• 291 Gal.

5¢ per copy for handbooks, news letters and business copies.•

4,000 copies.
53760

Copying:

Cost of copy paper at $19 per case.

Bulk Photo copying at $.05 per

copy.
53800

Advertising: Ad for teacheis and workers in news paper as needed.•$ 75

53810

Flyers and Banners for Program
•$225
Promotional Activities: Flyers, leaflets, news spots promoting the program as
needed•$450

53900

Office Supplies:

Basic office supplies for sites, pencil sharpners, hole punch,
files, notebooks, scissors, paper, calculators, dictionaries.

53950
54010

Operating Supplies: 3 Water coolers & Ice chests for
Books: .,Dictionaries, Reference Books for 2 sites.

54030

Ed.

55100

Food and Nutrition: $1,000 lunuhes for summer program. $ 200 for coolaid and snacks
2 sites during winter.

~~terials:

prog~aaaR.

Computer Learning Programs @ $24.99 apiece.

55120 Transportation: Van rental for 6 wks. @ $250•$ 1,500:
X 3 field trips•$825

Bus Rental $275 per trip

55200 Administrative Costs:$3,510• $390 per month to CPO. 3.4% on Budget of $100,805 .
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After-School Tutorial Program
Program nu.

Childs Park Outreach. Inc.
Agency

10-20-97
Data Submitted

Revised page only, date aubmltted
BUDGET NARRAnVE

October-December. 1998
DERIVAnON OF FIGURES AND
JUSTIFICAnON OF INCREASE/
DECREASE OR OTHER EXPLANAnON
AS NEEDED

51110

LINE ITEM S AMOUNT
%1NCREAS~ECREASE

Salaries:
Program Director- 12 veeks@ 40 hrs. per veek X$15 per hour- $7.200
Site Director 1- 44 days at 3.5 hrs. per day X $8.50• $1.309
Site Director 2- 44 days at 3.5 hrs. per day X$8.50• $1.309
Teachers 1-5- 44 days @ 2 hrs. per day-88 brs. x$8.25• $ 726 each
Communication Specialist- 12 veeks @ 10 hrs per

vee~

120 hrs. @ $10 per hr.•$1.200

vee~144

52200

Communication Aid/Sec.- 12 veeks @ 12 hrs. per
FICA figured at .0765 per gross salary

hrs X $ 8.50• $1,224

52230

Workers Comp Risk Insurance figured at $ 7.00 per 100 of salary

52240

Unemployment Insurance figured at 2.8% of base salary

53100

Contractual Services- Enhancement Site Reimbursement paid at $3.00 per student
per day.
Admission cost for field trips $ 150

53150 Accounting and Bookkeeping- $ 200 per month bookkeeping and $ 2,000 for audit
53300

Travel- figured at $.29 per mile for 689 miles

53360

Training- In house computer training @ 13 per hr. for 6 hrs.

53450 Telephone- Pager usage $30 ·Telephone $45 a .onth
53460 Telphone LG. Dist- Calls out side of area
53500 Postage- figured at .32 first class 156 sta.ps. Mailing of letters to schools,
parents and nevs letters.
53550 Utilities- paid to Childs Park CIC @ $40 for air cond. sub office.
53600 Bldg. Rent-Directors Office figured at $',_10 per aonth.
Rent to Expansion sites @ $118.50 per veek for 2 sites.
53700
53730

Equipment repair- office equipment
Veh. Repair-Gas for Van usage for field trips

53750

Printing- figured at .05 per page for flyers and nevs letter

53760

Copying-

Photo paper @ 19 per case, cost of ink at $55.98 tvo cart.

42

5J900 ·· Office Supplies- general office supplies and restocking sites for paper
53950

Operating Supplies- Christmas parties for two sites

54010

J~oks-

540)0

Educational Materials- Work sheet books and computer soft ware

55100

Food- snacks for two sites for period serving 60+ youth and Christmas

Text nooks and dictionaries for two sites

party refreshments
55120

Transportation-Van rental @ $250 per week plus gas @ 1.20 per gallon

55200 Administrative Cost - figured $340 per month on budget of 38.178
or 2.6%
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Form No.4

Childs Park Football Proaram
Program Title
Childs Park Jr. Rattlers Football Organ.
Agency
October 6. 1997
Date Submitted

Revised page only, date submitted
BUDGET NARRATIVE
FORM NO.4
1998

53500

Postage

Covers the cost of correspondence $100

53600

Rental & Lease Bldg.

53100

Contractual

Field Rental 6 x $633= $3798
· Storage 12 x $72.33= $868
PO Box 12 x $2.50= $30

$4696

$4032
Time Keepers $14 x 6 hrs x 6 games= $504
Security $32 x 2 x 3 hours x 6 games = $1152
Officials $22 x 3 x 6 hours x 6 games = $2376
$2040

Insurance

53650

PYFC Liability - Organization $340
PYFC Youth Insurance $1,700

54020

$248

Dues/memberships
MLK Parade Entrance fee $100
PYFC Meetings $25
PYFC Membership $1 00
PYFC Cheerleader Fee $28

$300

53900
Office supplies
Receipt books, file folders, miscell supplies
44

54010

Books

$84

High school rule books 4 x $13
PYFC Blue Book 30 x $.50 = $15
PYFC Player Books 4 x $7 = $28
PYFC Cheerleader Books 4 x $7 = $28
55120

Transportation

$454
Van rental to transport youth and u-haul to
transport supplies

55100

Food/Nutrition

$2796

53810

Promotional

$850

53760

Copying

$50

TOTAL BUDGET $15,650
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Form No. 4

Childs Park Tennis Program
Program Title
Woods & Woods Tennis Academy
Agency
October 6. 1997
Date Submitted

Revised page only, date submitted

BUDGET NARRATIVE
FORM NO.4
1998
53350 Conference

$4,855
Hotel cost for one-night stay during the first
weekend of the Lipton Tournament. 7 rooms @
$115 each for 20 youth and 7 adult chaperones.
$805
Tickets to the Lipton Tournament, 27@ $150
each. $4050

53600

$1,200

Rent & Lease
Lease storage space@ $100 per month

54100

$2,700

Food Nutrition
Sports Drinks @ $5 per session, 5 meals @ $10
each for 27 people during two days of Lipton
Tournament. Monthly picnic promotion @ 100
each.

OTHER

Fees

$7245
One year participation to tennis academy
includes group practices and private
lessons. Budget for 20 participants @
$600 for entire year. Private lessons for 6
to 10 advanced level participants, one hour
per week as needed.
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Form No.4

Chilc:fs Park Track Program
Program Title
Lightning Bolt Track Club
Agency
October 6. 1997
Date Submitted

Revised page only, date submitted
BUDGET NARRATIVE
FORM NO.4
1998
54020
Dues/Memberships

$1736
USAT & F Membership Fees
AAU Membership Fees

$65
$35

National Scholastic entry fees
$25 per event/$60 per relay

$470

BAYTAF entry fees
$6 x 60 youth

$360

Golden South entry fees
$10 X 15

$150

Sunshine State Games entry
$6 X 60

$360

Sunshine State Championship
entry $10 x 30

$296

53350
Conference

$12030

Golden South Track Classis hotel
3 rooms x 2 nights @ $62 per night

$91

Sunshine State Championship hotel
12 rooms @ $79 x 2 nights

$1896

AAU National Qualifier hotel
12 rooms x 2 nights @ $59 x 2 days

$1800

National Scholastic Outdoor Champ.
hotel 3 rooms x 2 nights @ $80 per night

$480

47

AAU National Jr. Olympics hotel
15 rooms @ $99 per night x 5 nights
55120
Transportation

$7763
$11234

National Scholastic Indoor Championship
Boston MS, airline, 13 x $160

$2080

Golden South Track Classic
1 van x $59 per day x 2 days

$118

Sunshine State Games Championship
4 vans x $59 x 2 days

$478

AAU National Qualifier
4 vans x $59 x 2 days

$478

National Scholastic Outdoor Championships
Raliegh, NC, 13 x $160

$2080

AAU National Jr. Olympics, Norfolk, VA
Grayline Charter Bus

$6000

TOTAL BUDGET
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$25000

Appendix
A2 ORGANIZATION CHARTS
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Child's Park Youth Initiative Council
1998 Governing Body Composition

·
Youth
(Minimum 4 Youth)

'[Teen Council

I

Adult
(Minimum 4 Adults)

At Large Youth'
or Adults
(Minimum 3)

CCYD Coordinator

Ill
Parent Advisory
Council

Community Planner
YSA Coordinator
Secretary
CCYD Outreach Counselor
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Ex-Officio
~II Community Center Director
Teen Council Coordinator
(non-voting)

Appendix
A3 CHILDS PARK YOUTH INITIATIVE COUNCIL (CPYIC)
CURRENT MEMBERSIDP

52

Childs Park Youth Initiative Council (CPYIC)
Membership List
1997/1998
OFFICERS
Name

Address

Zip Code

Daphne Lampley - Chair

642 61st Ave. So.

33705

Kenneth Crawford - Vice Chair

300 43rd St. So.

33711

Mary Ann Stokes - Treasurer
Brenda Gilstrap-Odom

3879 15th Ave. So.

33711

2356 Kingston St. So.

33711

ADULT MEMBERSHIP
Name

Address

Zip Code

Gary Donald

4354 6th Ave. So.

33711

Renita Etheridge

5685 21st St. So. #402

33712

Mineva Evans

1733 37th St. So.

33711

Loretta Gilstrap

3883 15th Ave. So.

33711

Mary Ann Green

3620 38th Ave. So. #82

33711

Carrie Hemingway

1904 35th St. So.

33711

Sharon Jenkins

4359 Neptune Dr. S.E.

33705

Deborah King

208 D Pomano Dr. S.E.

33705

Tommy Lampley

4734 9th Ave. So.

33711

Will Newton

104 Kingston St. So.

33711

Crystal Pruitt

1400 Gandy Blvd. #715

33702

Woodrow Pugh

7218 Williams Dr. So.

33705

Faye Snead

2319 41st St. So.

33711

Barbara Streeter

3651 C Robin Dr. So.

33705

YOUTH MEMBERSHIP
Latasha Donaldson

1300~

Yvette Jackson

3839 15th Ave. So.

33711

Keyonna Jenkins

4645 23rd Ave. So.

33711

Nagairan McKinnon

4448 2nd Ave. So.

33711

Shedrick Staley

4420 16th Ave. So.

33711

Chelsa Wodley

4218 11th Ave. So.

3371 1

53

11th Ave. So.

33705
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Juvenile Welfare Board Members

From:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto Lisa A. Sahulka, Director,

tf'

Progra~~inance~
I\

Requested Action
The Juvenile Welfare Board is requested to approve the transfer of up to
$104,604 from the Eckard Family Youth Alternatives - Eckard Wilderness
Educational System to the Eckerd AmeriCorps Hi-Five program, effective
October 1, 1997.

Options
1. Authorize staff to transfer up to $104,604 from the Eckerd Wilderness
Educational System to the AmeriCorps Hi-Five program, effective October 1,
1997.
The contract will contain two special conditions: (1) JWB will not be obligated
to replace the AmeriCorps Corporation for National Service (CNS) funding as it
phases out. (2) Since the program projects significant increases of in-kind
revenue over last year, JWB will not be responsible if those projections are not
realized.
2. Deny the request.
3. Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
1. Authorize staff to transfer up to $104,604 from the Eckerd Wilderness
Educational System to the AmeriCorps HI-Five program, effective
October 1, 1997.
The contract will contain two special conditions: (1) JWB will not be
obligated to replace the AmeriCorps Corporation for National Service
(CNS) funding as It phases out. (2) Since the program projects
significant Increases of In-kind revenue over last year, JWB will not be
responsible If those projections are not realized.

Source of JWB Funds
FY 97-98 Continuation Funds

Fiscal Impact
None. This ·is an intra-agency transfer of continuation funds already included in
the FY 1997-98 program budget.

Narrative
The FY 1997-98 JWB program budget currently allocates $289,940 to Eckerd Family
Youth Alternatives (EFYA): $97,462 to the Eckerd Wilderness Educational System
(EWES, residential care), and $192,478 to the Hi-Five Pinellas program.
EFYA has opted to hold the Hi-Five Pinellas program allocation at the 1996-97 level
($185,336) and requested that the entire remainder ($1 04,604) be transferred from tha
EWES program to expand the AmeriCorps Hi-Five program which EFYA began one year
ago with non-JWB funds.
The two Eckard Wilderness Camps which received JWB funding provide residential care,
therapeutic intervention, educational services, family support and follow-up for emotionally
disturbed youth. Both camps together have a $4.5 million budget. JWB funds represent
2% of the budget and serve approximately 30 youth and 40 adults annually. While EFYA
has opted to move its JWB funding out of residential programming in order to align more
closely with the JWB Strategic Plan, all previous service levels will continue with other
funding sources.
The Funding Request - The AmeriCorps Hi-Five program is a school-based program
whose goal is to improve behaviors among youth in order to promote academic
achievement and positive youth development which builds upon the personal strengths
inherent in every child. This goal is accomplished through conflict resolution training and
targeted intervention services to at-risk youth with a history of chronic behavioral
problems, academic under-achievement or chronic absenteeism. Services include
tutoring, mentoring, in-home visits, after-school community service activities, and a
summer camp.
Consistent with recommendations outlined in the Pinellas County Schools' Safe and DrugFree Schools office, the AmeriCorps Hi-Five program will target elementary students
(third, fourth and fifth grade) at Seventy-Fourth Street and Skyview Elementary schools.
These students will be identified as "at risk" for school failure due to chronic disciplinary
problems and/or chronic absenteeism and who are reading at least one grade level below
the district average. School-based services at High Point Elementary will target fifth
grade students exclusively.
The program budget is $472,959. Program revenue is projected as follows:
AmeriCorps Corporation for National Service
$224,655
Mr. Eckerd - Cash Contribution
44,600
EFYA - In-Kind
39,500
Other- In-Kind
59,600
JWB
104.604
Total Revenue:
$472,959

The JWB funding enables the program to add one (1) full-time program coordinator,
partially support the administrative assistant, serve 150 additional youth (third graders)
and add a family outreach component. With the JWB funding added in, the program
staffing consists of 3 full time positions (a program director and two (2) program
coordinators); a part-time administrative assistant; and 10 full-time and 18 part-time
AmeriCorps volunteers (commonly called "members"). The bulk of the JWB allocation will
provide support for the paid staff ($40,827 for salaries and fringe benefits) and local
match ($48, 178) for the AmeriCorps members. The remaining $15,599 will support
several operating line items.
The other support shown above is as follows: Americorps provides core program funding.
Mr. Eckerd supports half of the director's and a portion of the clerical salary, some
supplies and program materials with a cash contribution. EFYA provides in-kind
administrative services, liability insurance, and computer services. Other in-kind includes
training provided by JWB and the City of St. Petersburg, as well as office and recreational
space donated by PTEC, the cities of St. Petersburg and Pinellas Park, Sanderlin Center,
and two of the elementary schools.
The program projects to serve 650 youth in FY 97-98. All children will be served in one
or more of the following service components according to the needs of each individual.

A.

School-Based Activities: (1) AmeriCorps Members will conduct conflict resolution
training for all third, fourth, and fifth grade students (fifth grade only at High Point).
The training will be presented to each class once a week in a 45-minute
presentation utilizing open discussion, role play, modeling, conflict resolution
games, and team building exercises. They will utilize the nationally recognized
and developmentally appropriate curriculum called Second Step. (2) Members will
provide tutoring to 70 students on a daily basis. (3) 70 students will participate in
a Breakfast Club/Lunch Bunch. The Breakfast Club is a special before-school
intervention targeting third, fourth and fifth grade students with histories of chronic
disciplinary problems and/or high absentee rates. The goal of the Club is to
address any behavioral problems which may have occurred on the bus or at home.
The Lunch Bunch provides an additional opportunity during the school day to touch
base with the same target group of students, allowing staff and youth to process,
individually and as a group, any disciplinary or classroom problems which may
have occurred in the morning.

B.

Mentoring: Of the 70 youth participating in the Breakfast Club/Lunch Bunch, 38
students will be matched with an AmeriCorps Member or a volunteer mentor. This
is intended to provide additional consistency and support to those youth most in
need of an adult role model. Members spend a minimum of 2-3 hours each week
with the youth in a variety of educational, recreational, social and cultural activities.

C.

Family Outreach: Five (5) part-time AmeriCorps Members will provide outreach to
the families of the 70 students identified above. They will visit each home monthly
and conduct telephone contacts bi-weekly. These members will be trained as
Family Outreach Workers to: (1) provide feedback to parents on their child's

progress in AmeriCorps Hi-Five (e.g., behavior, reading skills and school
attendance); (2) facilitate communication between families and AmeriCorps HiFive, with an emphasis on creating positive rapport and building trust with parents;
(3) act as a source of information regarding upcoming school activities/events,
parent support materials/resources, as well as schedule of program-sponsored
parent education meetings. Bi-monthly parent education meetings will be held at
each of the three target schools for approximately 100 parents.
D.

Summer Camp: Between June and August, AmeriCorps Hi-Five will sponsor a free
summer program for 40-50 target students participating in school-based/mentoring
services during the regular school year. The summer program will offer a variety
of learning opportunities such as art, music/dance, low ropes/team-building
activities, service learning/community service projects, reading and career
exploration opportunities.

E.

The After-School Youth Corps Program (Community Service Teams): AmeriCorps
Hi-Five after-school members, called Youth Development Specialists, work with
80 students after school weekly in neighborhood-based locations. The goal of the
Youth Corps program is to empower children to become actively involved in their
communities through volunteer service. Youth Corps meetings are held once a
week for 3 hours in four school-based and neighborhood locations, including:
Shoecraft Park- located eight blocks from Skyview Elementary in Pinellas Park;
James B. Sanderlin Family Service Center - whose elementary-age children are
zoned to attend Skyview Elementary in Pinellas Park; Seventy-Fourth Street
Elementary - the school provides an on-site classroom portable for AmeriCorps
Hi-Five services; and High-Point Elementary - the school provides an on-site
portable classroom for AmeriCorps Hi-Five Services. The After-school Youth
Corps program has an open enrollment policy with any child between the ages of
8-12 eligible to participate. Youth participation is on a voluntary basis only.

Program Results
The program will collect data on disciplinary referrals and interventions, test scores,
school attendance, parent participation in school activities, and will conduct pre/post
teacher and student surveys. Outcomes sought are a reduction in behavioral problems
and the promotion of academic success.
Staff have reviewed the proposal and recommend funding with the stipulation that the
program design will be reviewed for funding in FY 98-99 based on the JWB Strategic
Plan.
Staff Resource Persons:
Mike Schmidt
Gayla Larkin
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TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members _ ,

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Directo~
Kay W. Daly, Special Assista~

Requested Action
The Board is requested to amend Section 4-6.2, Substance Abuse, paragraph
3, of the Public Policy Statements.

Options
1. Adopt Section 4-6.2, Substance Abuse, paragraph 3, of the Public Policy
Statements as amended.
2. Amend Section 4-6.2, Substance Abuse, as the Board deems appropriate.
3. Take no action.

Recommended Action
Adopt Section 4-6.2, Substance Abuse, paragraph 3, of the Public Policy
Statements as amended.

C

Source of JWB Funds
N/A

Fiscal Impact
N/A

Narrative
During the presentation of the Public Policy Statements at the October Board
meeting, the Board requested that one specific phrase in paragraph 3 under 4-6.2
Substance Abuse, be modified. The problem was with the intent of the phrase listed
below. More current research referring to infants with developmental damage due to
their mother's drug use during pregnancy, has shown that only some infants are
actually adversly affected. It was suggested that this finding needs to be reflected in
the policy statement.

2-6.2 SUBSTANCE ABUSE

c

The Juvenile Welfare Board recognizes that the stress of substance abuse
promotes disintegration of the family support system.
To deal effectively with the problems of substance abuse among children, a

continuum of care services is also may be needed which will address
prevention, intervention, and treatment concerns.
Prenatal impacts of substance abusers on infants must be has been
recognized and can be prevented. Those Infants who are diagnosed as being
adversely affected by a drug abusing mother, should be treated in a time,
place, and manner which reduces health risks and developmental damage.
Proper screening should be provided to eliminate unnecessary specialized
treatment.
Some TRe services offered would:
a. Promote family involvement.
b. Improve tolerance for stress and the ability to cope with stress.
c. Provide an atmosphere that promotes emotional, social, and physical
fitness.
d. Provide quality developmental child care experiences.

Action
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TO:

Juvenile WeHare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive

Dlrecto~

Requested Action
The Board is requested to allocate dollars to support the operation of one
tutoring site for the Urban Fellowship Project of the Interdenominational Ministerial
Alliance (IMA) for two years and allocate additional matching dollars for incentives to
other public or private supporters for additional sites.

Options
1.

2.
3.
4.

Support the Urban Fellowship Project of the IMA:
(a)
allocate up to $86,058 for the operation of one pilot tutoring site in
FY 1997-98;
(b)
commit up to $100,000 to match additional public or private funds
for not more than 50% of the costs of the establishment of
additional sites to be available in summer of 1998;
(c)
include in the 1998/99 budget:
(1)
up to $93,881 for 2nd year operation of the pilot site.
(2)
continuation of the $100,000 matching commitment.
Support the Urban Fellowship Project of the IMA at some other level of
funding or configuration of support.
Decline to support the Urban Fellowship Project.
Such other action as the Board may deem appropriate.

Recommended Action
1.

Support the Urban Fellowship Project of the IMA:
(a)
allocate up to $86,058 for the operation of one pilot tutoring
site In FY 1997-98 to the Interdenominational Ministerial
Alliance Human Services and Development, Inc.;
(b)
commit up to $100,000 to match additional public or private
funds for not more than 50% of the costs of the establishment
of additional sites to be available In summer of 1998;
Include In the 1998/99 budget:
(c)
(1)
up to $93,881 for 2nd year operation of the pilot site.
(2)
continuation of the $100,000 matching commitment.

Source of JWB Funds
JWB Transitional Fund - Fund Balance Dollars

Fiscal Impact
The JWB Transitional Fund will

be reduced from $490,000 to $303,942.

Narrative
At its July meeting the Board authorized the staff to work with the IMA in the
development of the Urban Fellowship Cluster Tutorial and Mentoring Program. The
Executive Committee was authorized to make a commitment of JWB financial support
for a portion of the program should action be necessary before the Board's regularly
scheduled meeting in September.
The IMA has proposed linking the faith community and neighborhood
organizations in the creation of a network of community based tutoring centers. The
goals of such centers would be:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Improve Academic Performance (while all core subjects would be
targeted, a special concern resides with new math and science
standards.)
Increase level of parental involvement.
Establish linkages between parents, community organizations, churches
and the Pinellas County Schools.
Develop Monitoring/Assessment Tools for individual and site progress.

It is proposed that JWB fund one site as the pilot for this effort. This will allow
the project to develop its structure and program and provide a concrete example of
effort for the observation of potential public and private sector funders. This
represents a significant reduction from the original $320,188 proposal which would
have initiated the project at 4 sites. The current model calls for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6~

7.
8.
9.

Year round operation.
Three hours of operation, 5 days per week (Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday).
Up to 150 children per site (60 Elementary, 60 Middle School, 30 High
School).
Program will employ tutors and tutoring aides - all to be Pinellas County
School trained for curriculum consistency.
Individualized tracking for attendance and progress as well as school
grades.
Monthly field trips to educational settings.
Active solicitation of parental involvement.
Recruitment of mentors for additional support.
Computer assisted learning.

All personnel to be hired are to be employed on a part time basis. These costs
constitute approximately two-thirds of the proposed budget. While the budget has
been annualized on a straight line basis for 1998-99, start-up costs may allow the 2nd
year of operation to be funded at a level nearer the 1997-98 level.
The establishment of a funding Incentive to encourage expansion of the effort to
additional sites is recommended. Such incentives are proposed for up to 50% of the
cost of an expansion site and for one year only with the entire effort to be reviewed as
a part of the 1999-2000 Budget process.
The pilot site will be located at the New Free Methodist Church, 2627 Irving
Ave. South, St. Petersbufg. The cooperating neighborhood association.is Wildwood
Heights. This site is located in the Weed and Seed target area. The fiscal agent for
the effort will be the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance Human Services and
Development, Inc., the not-for-profit, social service arm of the IMA.

Item IV.A

Information

Regular Meeting 11 /13/97
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive

Direct~ ).A_,

Browning Spence, Director, Comm11tf Initiatives$2J--

In October, 1996, the Juvenile Welfare Board allocated up to $25,320, from
Research & Demonstration funds, to Pinellas County Department of Justice .
Coordination, to conduct a planning study concerning an enhanced interagency
response for child abuse cases. Pinellas County provided in-kind management,
administrative and analysis support. The Department of Children & Families also
contributed funding to cover operating expenses. The purpose of the study was to
describe services currently available within the system response to child abuse,
provide support to the Child Advocacy Task force in their efforts to develop a
county wide service delivery plan and interagency agreements, and summarize
statistical data about the child protection system.

c

The final report includes an overview of the child protection system, detailed
descriptions of agencies and organizations involved in the system, verbatim
comments from stakeholders who were interviewed about their perceptions about
needed changes or enhancements, and a summary of statistical information
provided by community agencies.
A list of focus issues from the study was distributed to members of the Child
Advocacy Task Force. The steering committee of the Task Force has prepared a
draft plan for developing a Child Advocacy Center in Pinellas County. This draft
plan has been distributed to the Task Force for review and development. It is
anticipated that the Task Force will utilize the findings of the Child Protection
System Study to improve the community response to child abuse in Pinellas
County. In addition, the findings of this study may be of interest to others planning
and delivering services to children and families in Pinellas County.
An Executive Summary is included with this Board Memo. The full report is
available in the JWB library. Copies of the full report or statistical highlights are
available upon request.

Stoff Resource Person: Judith Simpson

c
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cutive Summary
The Child Protection Project
A Description of the Pinellas County
Child Protection System
September 30, 1997

c

Developed by:
The Department of Justice Coordination
311 South Osceola Avenue
Clearwater, FL 34616

Funded by:
The Juvenile Welfare Board
of Pinellas County

Executive Sunvnary

Child Protection Project
System Description
Overview:

On October 10, 1996, the Juvenile Welfare ao.d approved the allocation of
$25,320 to the Pinellas County Department of JUitlce Coordination for a child
protection system study. The Department hired Ms. Tracy Ellis to conduct the study
according to an inter-local agreement established between JWB and the Board of
County Commissioners which included the following products and actions:

+

Conduct interviews with service providers as a means of describing
the system;

+

Provide support for the Child AIJvocacy Center Task Force as
agreed to by the County, JWB. and the task force including
meeting with a focus group of providers to develop a county-wide
delivery plan;
·

+

Draft a report summarizing and analyzing the data compiled and
describing each of the service providers; and

+

Assist In the preparation of inter-local agreements codifying the
agreed upon county-wide service delivery plan.

In addition. the Juvenile Welfare Board asked the Department of Justice Coordination
to examine the status of information maintained by the service providers as a
prelimi~ary step to further development of an enhanced information processing system.
All actions were accomplished except the development of an agreed upon county-wide
plan and the subsequent agreements that would be necessary. To that end, a meeting
was held on July 22, 1997 to determine an alternative plan of action. Talk Force
representatives met with Department of Justice Coordination staff and Juvenile Welfare
Board staff to determine what steps to take. It was decided and Ia documented in the
JWB record, that Ms. Ellis would prepare the list of common concerns voiced by
Mrvice providers, that the Task Force would review those common concerns, and Ma.
Ellis would provide assistance In establishing milestones based upon these focus items
for a plamlng process. The common initiatives wwe identified and agreed to by
representatives from the Task Force and were mailed to the Task Force membel'lhip
on August 14, 1997. There was no response from the Task Force until after October 1,
1997 when the project was officially over and Ms. Ellis had been released from her
obligation.

c

Executive Sunvnary
Child Protection ProJect
System Descrl~on

Overview:

On October 1o. 1996, the Juvenile Welfare Board approved the allocation rA
$25,320 to the Pinellas Cowrty Oepartmant of J~ Coonfenation for a child
protection tyltem study. The Department hired Ms. Tracy Ellis to conduct the atudy
according to an inter-local agreement established between JVVB end the Board d
County Commillioners which included the following products and actions:
.

c

.

+

Conduct Interviews with service pn:Mdeta as a means rA dacribing
the system;

+

Provide support for the Child Advocacy Center Task Force as
agreed to by the County. JWB, and the task fan:a including
meeting with a focus group of providers to develop a county-wide
delivery plan;
.

+

Draft a report summarizing and analyzing the data compiled and
describing each of the service provict.s; and

+

Assist in the preparation of inter-local agrHments codifying the
agreed upon county-wide servtc. delivery plan.

In addition. the Juvenile wer.re Board a8k8d the Depar1ment of Justice Coorcfanation
to examine the status of information maintained by the service providers as a
preliminary step to further development of an enhanced information processing system.

c

All actionl were accomplished except the development of an agreed upon county.wide
plan and the subsequent agreements that would be nec:euary. To that end. a meeting
was held on July 22, 1997 to determine an alternative plan of action. Talk Force
repreaentativel met with Department of Justice Coordination staff and Juvenile Welfare
Board staff to determine what steps to take. It wa decided and 1s documented in the
JWB record. that Ms. EIUs would prepare the list rA common concerns wic:ecl by
aervice providers. that the Task Force WOl,lld review those common ca~ams, Md Ma.
EUis would provide 8l$iltance in establishing mileatones based upon these focus Items
for a planning proc:ea. The convnon initiatives wwe idea dified and agreed to by
representatives from the Task Force and were mailed to the Talk Force memberlhip
on August 14, 1997. There was no response from~ Task Force unbl after Oclober 1,
1997 when the project was officially over and Ms. Enis had been released from her

obligation.

•

..
The repoct providel a c:omprehentiw daiCription of the child protection
response system in Pinellas County. It lrwolvesln-depll reporting on the comments of
over eo ltakeholders including youth who have been involved In the system. The
cwrent service capability as delcribed by the stake holclerl, the funding sources
utilized, and the articulation points with the ...-.. NlpOnl8 . . described. It Is
important to point out that the study went beyond the Child tvJvocacy Center ptOgram
requirements and pointed out ~eVMeen agreed upon points of focus that can serve u
benc:hmarb for further development~ not only • Child AdvocaOf Center but other
needed~ to the entire child abule response system baed upon the stake
holder comments.

The work ~ilhed on the atatus of record keeping, statistics, and
information handling seems to be as significant as the description of the system.
Agencies are normally reluctant to provide •management• Wannation on the ebb and
flow of their cases largely because ao few, at this point In time, have the computerized
capability to do so. As a result. less than fifty peran of the agencies responded to
the Department's Inquiry. Of thole that responded. It became d..- that there is a deficit
in lhe ability to accurately COW1t the refemlls, the cUcom8s, and the actual flow of
cases, even at the state agency level. This makes plarri1g difficult In that the design
for the capacity of the system is baaed upon eetimalea and pas work rather than on
observation and data. A necessary firlt step in the planning praceu will be to require
participating agencies to develop a conmon dat8bue design.
While the seventeen foaJa points are not incorpolated into the final report. they
have been summarized In a memorandc.m to members of the Child Advocacy Talk
Force dated August 14, 1997. Copies are available at JWB •• 11 the full report In
addition. the full text of the report is available on the Internet at the following address:
http:J/circuite.co.pinellas.ft.uslbccljulcootdchildprotect.htm. It can also be &CQ&Ised
through the Department tl Justice Coordination Homepage at
http:l/drcuit6.co.pinellas.ft.UIIbccljuscoordce.htm.
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James E. Mills, Executive Directo'"'l\
Lisa A. Sahulka, Director,
\I

...J\-

Progra~ Finance~

PARENTING FROM WITHIN
At the April 10, 1997 meeting staff reported to the Board that Family Service Centers
and Marriage and Family Counseling of Pinellas had volunteered to provide parenting
classes in the Pinellas County Jail.
Parenting From Within began on June 9, 1997 and the two agencies and the jail are
pleased to report that this collaboration has been very successful.

c

Mary Jo Monahan, Deputy Director, FSC, Dr. Robert Glenn, Executive Director,
MFCP, and Ernaline Stroud, Program Services Supervisor, Pinellas County Jail, are
here this morning to provide a brief update for the Board. They have also provided a
written report which is attached as submitted to JWB.
Staff appreciate the excellent collaboration of these agencies to provide this program.

Staff Resource Person:
Mike Schmidt

c

ocr os1997
October 7, 1997

co~.n~e.n~'g
of Pinellas. Inc.
Robert Glenn, Ph.D., LMFT

Executi\'e Director
Marion Prinse

Board Cha1r
4 i 40 49th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33 709
813/5 27-6302

2451 Enterprise Road
Clearwater, FL 34623
813/7 26-9408

Mike Schmidt
Contract Manager
Juvenile Welfare Board
Pinellas Park, FL 33781-5060
Dear Mike:
Attached is a summary of the Jail Parenting Project "Parenting
From Within" for the JWB Members information. As you know the
program is a collaboration between Family Service Centers and
Marriage & Family Counselinng of Pinellas.
We are pleased to offer this service and look forward to continuing it
during the new fiscal year. Please advise if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

$6
Roiert Glenn, PhD, LMFT
Kxecutive Director
Copy to:

c
eypporttcl by
lyunllt wtffare board

•/Jim Mills
Stephanie Judd
Mary J o Monahan
Suzanne Wise

PINELLAS COUNTY JAIL PARENTING PROJECT
At a meeting of the JWB in February, 1997 concern was expressed about the
termination by PAR program of Parenting Classes within the Pinellas
County Jail. Two agencies, Family Service Centers and Marriage & Family
Counseling of Pinellas, Inc. stepped forward to offer services to continue and
expand services within the jail. Since the February Board meeting a series of
planning meetings were held. From the meetings a t:i.·aining curriculum was
developed, tours and orientation at the jail provided, and background checks
were conducted.
The program developed is titled "Parenting from Within". Classes began in
the women's facility during the week of June 9, 1997. A total of 4 classes per
week have been provided in the women's jail since June 9, 1997.
On August 6, 1997 Marriage & Family Counseling of Pinellas expanded
services to include fathers' training at the men's jail. Weekly classes are
offered to the men using the same curriculum while emphasizing the
importance of positive father involvement in their children's lives.
The training in both the men and women's facilities consists of 3 sessions
that are each 1'h hours in length. The emphasis is on maintaining a positive
relationship with children from within the facility. Topics also include
developmental stages of children, discipline, listening and problem solving
skills, motivating children to cooperate and succeed.
The program has received a positive response from inmates with an average
of 10 participants in each class. Evaluation forms completed by participants
report the classes are valuable and helpful regarding immediate and long
tern;t parenting concerns. Follow-up classes are available with the agencies
when the parent is released out into the community.
Attached is a summary of the program from Ernaline Stroud, Program
Services Super\'isor at the Pinellas County Jail, and a statistical breakdown
of participation in the classes.
We look forward to continuing this worthwhile project during the 1997-98
fiscal year.

9/15/97

PINELLAS COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE
DETENTION AND CORRECTIONS BUREAU

DATE:

September 15, 1997

TO:

Dr. Robert Glenn -- Marriage and Family Counseling
Mary Jo Monahan -- Family Service Center

FROM:

Ernaline Stroud -- Program Services Supervisor

SUBJECT:

PARENTING CLASSES AT PINELLAS COUNTY JAIL

I would like to express my sincere thanks to both of you for the work your agencies have
put into the Parenting From Within program offered to the inmates at the jail. A total of
142 differant inmates has participated in the program and 67, or 47 %, ofthose inmates
have completed all three sessions.

c

I have sat in on some of the groups to observe the interaction between the facilitators and
the inmates. AJJ groups, which I have attended, were conducted in a very professional
manner. I have been surprised by the inmates' response to the program and their
interactions with the facilitators .
I hope the inmates will remember the things they learn in class when they are released
from jail and have contact with their children again. From what I have been told, they
already have started communicating with their children in a more positive manner. One
inmate stated he was going to write to his son. This was something he had never
considered doing before. Another stated he was not going to complain about his situation
but ask his child about her life and interests when he called her. And yet another inmate,
stated he would start calling just to talk with his children.
Again, thanks for all of the time and effort you and your staff have put into this program.

c
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PARENTING FROM WITHIN
6-9-97 To 9-11-97

START DATES:

Females- June 9. 1997
Males - August 6, 1997

DIVISION OF INMATE POPULATION:
Family Service Center
Females A-L
Marriage
and Family Counseling
Females M-Z
Marriage and Family Counseling
Males

SESSIONS COMPLETED#:.:-1:...-----'#c:...::2=------'#"-=3
Females
28
30
59
Males
13
4
8
Totals

TOTAL ATTENDANCE AT SESSIONS
Females
Males
Totals

AGENCY

34

41

67

#!.!..~1_ _ _ _#=2=--_ _____.:#~3
94
86
87
17
19
14
105

111

# Differant Inmates

# Group Sessions

Family Service Center
Marriage and Family

60
82

11
20

Totals

142

31

101

Total Inmate Contacts
133
184
3 17
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Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas, Inc.

rv.c..

Enrollments, Needs Assessment Information, and Resource Development Data
Summary Highlights
November, 1997
Enr_ollment Data
•

WAGES enrollments have increased 40% from March to October (Attachment A)

•

WAGES had an average monthly enrollment count of 2,280 children during the last 6 months
(Attachment A)

•

Working Poor enrollments for JWB LIEF/CCPP have increased by 55% since March (Attachment A)

•

Working Poor enrollments for C&F have de.cr.eas..e.d by 5% since March (Attachment A)

•

Working Poor programs had an average monthly enrollment counts of 2,310 children during the last
six months (Attachment A)

•

A total of 169 school age children were approved for enrollment for summer child care. All children
from the waiting list were offered care

•

Waiting List had a monthly average of2,123 children from March to October (Attachment A)

•

Preliminary needs assessment data indicate slots may be needed in mid and north county, primarily
for infants and toddlers

•

Repeat calls to Child Care Resource & Referral (CCR&R) indicate slots may be needed for infants
and toddlers

•

Ongoing needs assessment data can be gathered if all citizens call CCR&R (547-5750) until satisfied

•

CCC has increased the number of licensed subcontracted providers by 31 since October 1996,
representing 124 additional slots, primarily for infants and toddlers

•

CCC currently has subcontracts with 332 family child care homes and 206 preschool and school age
programs, for a total of 538 providers

•

A variety of additional resource development activities are being planned or implemented
(Attachments B and C)
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Attachment B

Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas, Inc.
Child Care Resources Report
November 13, 1997

The following are current efforts underway intended to increase the supply of CCC subcontracted and other
licensed slots to help in accommodating the child care needs of parents transitioning from \vel fare to ,,·ork,
resulting from \V.A.G.E.S . implementation.

1.

CCC's nom1al efforts aimed at increasing the numbers ofpro,·iders \vho will subcontract \vith our
agency involves following up with those providers who are issued temporary pem1its from the Pinellas
County License Board. These efforts have resulted in a ne_t increase of 31 family child care homes since
October 1, 1996, when \V.A .G.E.S. began. These providers represent approximately 124 additional slots
primarily for children less than two years of age.

2.

CCC has been actively collaborating with other community agencies in the Early Headstart grant
proposal that \vould increase the number of infant and toddler slots by approximately 80. This
collaborati,·e effort will channel federal funding through CCC as the Community Child Care
Coordinating Agency.

3.

Another related effort is the Headstart Expansion project \Vhereby CCC will utilize the Florida
Department of Children and Families (C&F) funding to pay for before and after school child care at
existing Headstart facilities, thus expanding the normal Headstart services to a full day, full year service.
This ,,·ill be more accommodating in meeting the needs of parents entering the \vorkforce through the
\\'.A.G.E.S. program. Also, preliminary discussions are occurring \Vith the Pre-K Early Intervention
program regarding similar sen·ice arrangements.

-+.

CCC has also been acti,·ely involved in the planning phases related to de,·eloping child care resources
for Jordan Park residents. Plans are twofold as follO\vs: the restarting of the Jordan Park child care
center and the de,·elopment of a network of family child care homes (apartments) \Vi thin Jordan Park.

5.

CCC staff has been involved in the \V.A.G.E .S . Coalition's Sen'ices Committee who have identified
child care as a priority area for funding. Planning meetings have occurred and future meetings have
been scheduled to \Vork on identifying gaps in child care availability and accessibility. A report ,,·ill be
presented to the local W.A.G.E.S. Coalition in 1\ovember.

6.

The Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative's study on the impact of\V.A.G.E.S. legislation on the
a,·ail ability of child care in Pinellas is being completed. This could be a key tool for planning the
de, ·elopment of child care slots, where indicated.

7.

CCC is being funded through the Florida Children's Forum (FCF) for child care recruitment acti,·ities.
CCC will also be receiving contract dollars through the FCF to be used as mini grants and loans to help
,,·ith start up costs for Family Child Care Homes.

c

Att a c hmen t C

Provider Recruitment Plans

•

CCR&R has interviewed and selected 2 applicants for the Provider
Consultants position.

•

The positions will take the leading role in the providers recruitment efforts.

•

Increase the number of family child care homes in targeted areas (using
Needs Assessment data), specifically in areas where WAGES clients are
expected to need child care.

•

Provide assistance including "job shadowing", mentoring and workbooks
to potential and existing family child care providers.

•

Create and provide a financial assistance program for providers who need
help reaching minimum standards to operate a family child care home and
who are wiling to serve subsidized children.

•

Provide support to increase the retention of current family child care home
providers.

•

Provide consumer education to parents on how to choose a family child
care provider and help to monitor their child's care.

•

Increase the number of accredited centers and family child care homes.

•

To have 4 newly accredited centers by July 1st 1998, and 4 per year
subsequently.

•

To increase newly accredited family child care homes.

•

To increase the number of child care staff working in centers and homes
to complete their CDA's or equivalent credentials.

•

Provider materials, training opportunities and support to assist child care
centers and family child care homes in the accreditation process in targeted
areas where child care is needed for WAGES participants and other lowincome families.

Informatjoo

Item IV.E.
Regular Meeting 11/13/97

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrect~V'
Lisa A. Sahulka, Director, Program!\~FinancW"

..-

The Juvenile Welfare Board in cooperation with the United Way, allocated $5,000 from
the Merger and Consolidation fund at the May 8, 1997 meeting to facilitate the study of
a possible merger or other formal organizational collaborative between Family
Resources, (FRI) and Family Service Centers (FSC).
Over the last several months, the agencies have engaged in an extensive process of
evaluation which has included meetings between Board members and staff members,
individual ~gency meetings and joint retreats.
The final conclusion of this process is that FRI and FSC will continue to develop a
network of collaboration and cooperation, but have ceased dialogue around any jointly
established or shared structure.
Final recommendations in the report include that the agencies will more systematically
seek to engage in joint activities which are mutually beneficial. They will also seek joint
opportunities to collaborate or partner on projects. In addition, it was recommended the
two CEOs continue to meet regularly and that the two Boards enter into a collaborative
agreement, in which the two agencies utilize each other as a primary referral source
and a prime partner on grant proposals.

Information

Item IV.F
Regular Meeting .11/13/97

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Directo.-..1\
Browning Spence, Director, Com~u~~ Initiatives

V'-
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Neighborhood Development Update
As described in the September 11, 1997 Board memo, progress continues in
the Ridgecrest and High Point neighborhoods. In High Point, two
complementary planning efforts are in progress; neighborhood revitalization in a
target area within High Point called Windtree Village, initiated by the County
Community Development Department, and community organizational
development in the larger High Point area, initiated by JWB. Work will begin in
the Lealman neighborhood during the coming months.

c

The JWB budget for 1997-98 has $360,930 designated for neighborhood family
centers (NFCs). Specific requests for these dollars will be presented to the
board in December. The requests will include:
1 . Funding for the Ridgecrest neighborhood for training and establishing
an office that will assist the newly-formed organization, Greater Ridgecrest Area
Board of Directors, to develop and implement their comprehensive work plan for
the neighborhood. The Board is awaiting approval of its incorporation
application.
2. Funding for the High Point neighborhood for training and for carrying
out a Listening Project in order to elicit maximum community participation in
identifying needs and assets and developing a neighborhood plan.
3. Funding for the Lealman neighborhood, should they exhibit readiness
during the fiscal year, for training and conducting a Listening Project as
described above.
4. Enhancement dollars for neighborhood family centers. In the last
round of funding for the neighborhood family centers, a two phase process was
implemented based on the experience of previous funding cycles. A reduced
amount of funding was made available for the first phase to allow the core
components to be established and to begin operation. After a year's experience

1

of developing capacity and responding to neighborhood needs, the NFCs applied
for enhancement funding to develop additional components. After several years
of operation, several NFCs have identified additional program and administrative
issues. Some of these issues are unique to a neighborhood situation; others are
common to several NFCs. Staff is exploring with the NFCs the potential for
cooperative and collaborative solutions for those issues affecting more than one
NFC. This matter will come to the Board in December.

staff Resources:

connie caldwell
Gary cernan
Cynthia FOx
Beverly Lightfoot
Mike stone

2
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Item IV.G.
Regular Mee,ting 11/13/97

TO:

rnctJt:

STRATEGIC PLANNING UPDATE
The Strategic Plan Joint Task Force has met on three occasions in October 1997.
The focus of two of these three meetings has been the development of principles,
objectives and sample strategies related to a Substance Free Community and a NonViolent Community. Objectives being identified must be measurable and sample
· strategies are focusing on both asset building activities as well as risk reducing
activities.
As background for discussion regarding a Substance Free Community and a NonViolent Community , the attached briefs ( Attachments 1 & 2) prepared by the
Research and Development Center were distributed to all Task Force members.

c

The focus of the third meeting (October 31, 1997) was the development of goals,
principles, and objectives concerning the healthy development of children and families.
While the Board has chosen three specific areas on which to focus resources, the
foundation of the new strategic direction is the shift from focusing on deficits to
focusing on assets. In order to effect long-term change, the JWB has chosen this
foundation which relies on building resiliency and capacity within individuals, families,
and communities.
In addition to Strategic Plan Joint Task Force activiites, a Strategic Planning Process
Survey Questionnaire was developed and disseminated to approximately 400
individuals representing elected officials, the faith community, Community Council
members, Children's Services Committee members, the United Way Board, the
Health and Human Services Board of the Department of Children and Families, the
Juvenile Justice Advisory Board, the Youth As Resources Board, the Chambers of
Commerce, the Junior Leagues, the Leagues of Women Voters, the Chiefs of Police,
the Board of the Childs Park Youth Initiative Council, the County Administrator, Parks
and Recreation Departments, former JWB Board members, and JWB funded
agencies. As of November 3rd, 123 responses have been received with the majority
(88 or 72%) identifying their willingness to serve on Read and Review Committees for
the Strategic Plan. A copy of the Strategic Plan Summary and the Survey
Questionnaire are attached (Attachment 3).

c

The Strategic Plan Joint Task Force meetings for November are scheduled from 1:00
p.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Friday, November 7th and Thursday, November 20th at St.
Petersburg Junior College, Health Education Center, 7200 66th Street North, Pinellas
Park in Room 177 A & B.

1'
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Background Brief for JWB Strategic
Planning Task Force
Results Area:
Substance Free Community

c
Prepared by:

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
Research & Development Center
Judith L. Simpson, MBA
Shoshana August, BA
Marshall Touchton, BA

c

September 25, 1997
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Background Brief for JWB Strategic Planning Task Force
Results Area: Substance Free Community

National (US) Perspective & Trends
Substance Abuse
•
•

•

•
•
•

The United States uses 75% of the world's cocaine.1 ·
Adolescents not living with two biological parents are 50%-150% more likely than other
adolescents to use illicit drugs, alcohol, cigarettes, be dependent on substances or report
problems with use.2
Children in families where the parents use illegal drugs, or are heavy users of alcohol, or
are tolerant of their childrens use, are more likely to become drug abusers in
adolescence. 3
One in four children of all ages, or 24% of 9-12 year olds was offered drugs in 1996.4
59% of high school seniors say they are often around people using alcohol to get high.5
The use of drugs and alcohol rose again for Americas youth (8th grade-12th grade) in
1995. This continues a trend that began in 1991.6

Juvenile Substance Abuse in the US, 1991-1995
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Substance Abuse, Ethnicity and Gender

•
•

•

0

When African-American and White youth are compared, African-American youth have a
lower incidence of alcohol use.7
The highest drinking rates (usage in thirty days prior to survey) were among White and
American-Indian male and female high school seniors and Mexican-American Males.8
(See graph page 2)
The percent of white children who believed that "everyone tries drugs" rose from 21% in
1995 to 28% in 1996.9
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Juveniles More Likely to Drink
By Race/Bhnlcly/Gender
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Juvenile Arrests and Substance Abuse
•
•
•
•

Every day in America 403 children are arrested for drug use. 10
According to the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, juveniles
accounted for about 13% of all US drug related arrests in 1995. 11
In 1992, 238,500 youth were arrested, nationwide, for substance abuse related offenses. 12
Liquor law violations accounted for half of all juvenile substance abuse related arrests,
nationwide, in 1992.
1992 National Juvenile Substance Abuse Related Arrests*
Bre•kdow n lly Off•n•• C•t•gory

14,700 (1.2%) DUI
ti,IOO (7.1%) Drunkenn••e

111,200 (50.0%) Liquor L•w Vlot•ttou

Sou reo : OJJOP, 1186
• Totolo uolo 231 600 •"••••

•
•

Youth aged 16-17 accounted for approximately 77% of substance abuse related juvenile
arrests in 1992.13
White youth accounted for most juvenile arrests across ·substance abuse categories during
the same year.14
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c
Tobacco
•
•
•

Every year more than one million youths start smoking regularly15
Youths age 12-17 who currently smoked cigarettes were about nine times as likely to use
illicit drugs and 16 times as likely to drink heavily as non-smoking youths. 16
Mter a decline from 1975 to 1991, cigarette smoking among students is on the increase.

Cigarette Smoking
Dally Use by Grade (1875·1895)
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c

Marijuana
•
More than half of the youths age 12-17 in the US reported that marijuana was easy to
obtain in 1996, and about one-quarter reported that heroin was easy to obtain.17
•
The average age at which youths in the US start to use marijuana dropped from 17.8
years of age in 1987 to 16.3 years of age in 1994.18
Alcohol!DUI
•
•
•
•

Alcohol, by far, remains the drug that adolescents in the US use most. 19
Motor vehicle crash injuries are the leading cause of death among youths aged 15-24 in
the United States. More than half of these deaths involve alcohol. 20
Female adolescents in the US appear less likely to drink and drive than males. 21
Among all teenagers who drink, 31% drink alone, 41% drink when they are upset, 25%
drink because they are bored, and 25% drink to feel high.22

Substance Abuse and Teenage Pregnancy
•
•

Drug use among pregnant adolescents was found to be closely tied to their sexual
partner's drug use.23
Adolescent women who were using drugs were nearly three times more likely than
nonusers to report being threatened, abused, or involved in fights during pregnancy.24
Page3
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Other Drugs
•
"Ecstasy," a synthetic hallucinogen, is also being used at rising rates by youth in the US ..
Nearly 5% of lOth and 12th graders and 2% of eighth graders reported using il25
•
Hallucinogen use among high school youth in the US has been on an upward trend since
1991. The current percentage using these drugs are: 8th Grade 5.2%, lOth Grade 9.3%
·
and 12th Grade 12.7%.26
•
The use of cocaine in any form has increased gradually for youth in grades 8th, lOth and
12th.27
•
Although the annual overall use of heroin among high school students in 1995, is still
low (1.4% in 8th grade, 1.1% in lOth and 12th grade) it is higher than it was in 1991
(.7% in 8th grade, .5% in lOth and .4% in 12th.).28

Juvenile Substance Abuse Trends in Florida
Alcoh.o l Use
According to the 1993 Florida Youth Risk Behavior Survey(YRBS), of 982 youth
•
surveyed in 9th through 12th grade, 82% reported having at least one drink in their
lifetime.29
•
Overall, 37% of the students surveyed in the YRBS reported having ridden in a car or
other vehicle being driven by someone who had been drinking alcohol. 30
•
30% of the youth's responding to the Florida YRBS drove a car or other vehicle after
they had been drinking. 31
Percent of Youth Who Reported Driving While Intoxicated
Rorlda Youth Risk Behavior Survey, 1093
50r---------------------------------------~
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Tobacco Use
•
64% of the students who responded to the YRBS had tried smoking.32
•
7% of the students had smoked regularly prior to the age of 13.33
•
10% of the respondents had smoked on school property in the past 30 days.34
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Pinellas County - The data presented below supplements or highlights information contained in
the April, 1997, JWB Social Indicator Report (SIR), Drue Use Patterns of Students in Pinellas
County by ZIP Code. Vol. 17, # l.A copy of the SIR is in your handout materials. Please use it
as a major source of information about Juvenile Substance Abuse in Pinellas County. Also
available in the JWB library is a report published jointly by the Pinellas County School Board,
JWB and Operation PAR, Inc, Prevalence ofDrue Abuse Arnone Sb1dcnts jn PincJJas County.
These reports are based upon the 1995-96 School Year Survey of students in Pinellas County
Schools. The Drug Prevalence Survey will be repeated in 1997-98.

•
•
•
•

•

c

The trend in recent use of alcohol has increased on the local level for grades 8, 10, andl2
35
and remained stable or decreased for grades 5 and 6 from 1994 to 1996.
Trends in Pinellas County also include a rise in binge drinking, DUI (passenger and
driver) and marijuana use. 36
Binge drinking by high school seniors rose from 40.2% in 1994 to 42.1% in 1996. The
national binge drinking average for seniors was 28.2% in 1994 and 29.8% in 1995. 37
In Pinellas County the highest risk areas for juvenile substance abuse are; Qearwater
Beach and Countryside.38 Moderately high risk areas in Pinellas County include Tarpon
Springs, Palm Harbor, Feather Sound, Treasure Island, St. Petersburg Beach, Madeira
Beach, Indian Rocks Beach, and some areas of Largo. 39
Students in grades 8th, lOth, and 12th said that they were more likely to drink at parties
and at a friend's home during the weekends, while children in 5th and 6th grade were
more likely to drink at parties.40

summaryofResu1ts: Druag Preva1ence survey, May, 1996
Grade

Sample Size
(Number of
Students Who
Completed
· Survey)

Percent of
Student
Body
Included
in Sample

Number
Reporting
Recent
Alcohol Use

Number
Reporting
Recent
Binge
Driaking

Number
Reporting
Riding In
Car With
Substance
Impaired
Driver

Number
Reporting
Driving
Under
lnf1uenc:e

Number
Reporting
Recent
Marijuana Use

5th Grade

6,829

81.7%

779

Not Asked

2.472

Not Asked

341

6th Grade

6,024

75.4%

946

Not Asked

2.205

Not Asked

211

8th Grade

5,671

73.6%

2.490

1,508

3,244

766

1,293

lOth Grade

3,966

60.7%

2,090

1,293

2,574

698

1,158

12th Grade

3,014

67.0%

1,851

1,269

2.122

1,284

928

Totals

25,504

72%

8,156

4,070

12.617

2.748

3,931

31.98%

15.96%

49.47%

10.77%

15.41%

Percent of students sampled who answered yes
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•

Estimated number of Pinellas County Students Engaged in Substance Abuse, 1996
Estimates for the total number of Pinellas County students involved in substance abuse
related behavior in each grade in 1996 are shown below. These estimates were derived
by applying the prevalence rates for the survey sample (students who competed the
survey)to the population (total student enrollment).The table below shows estimated
number of youth involved in each behavior, by grade, within 30 days prior to the survey.
Estimated Number of Pinellas County Students Engaged in Substance Abuse in

1996
Grade

1996
Enrollment

•
•
•

•

Using
Alcohol

Estimated
Number of
Students
Binge
Drinking

Estimated
Number of
Students
Riding with
DUIDriver

Estimated
Number of
Students
DUI

Estimated
Number
of Students

Using
Marijuana

5th Grade

8,358

953 (11.4%)

Not asked

3,026
36.2%

Not asked

418(5%)

6th Grade

7,985

1,254
(15.7%)

Not asked

2,923 (37%)

Not asked

279 (3.5%)

8th Grade

7,703

3,382(44%)

2,049 (27%)

4,406
(57.2%)

1,040
(13.5%)

1,756
(22.8%)

lOth Grade

6,529

3,441(53%)

2,128
(32.6%)

4,237 (65%)

1,149
(17.6%)

1,906
(29.1)

12th Grade

4,499

2,762(61%)

1,894
(42.1%)

3,167
(70.4%)

1,917
(43%)

1,386
(30.7)

Estimated
Totals

35,074

11,792

6,071

17,759

4,106

5,745

33.6%

17.3%

50.6%

11.7%

16.38%

Estimated percentage
of students in grades
surveyed.
•

Estimated
Number or
Students

Although more than 11% of students surveyed (2700+ students) reported driving while
intoxicated, only 17 juveniles were arrested for DUI in 1995.41
During the last five years, juvenile arrests for liquor law violations have decreased, while arrests
for drug/narcotic & drug equipment arrests increased. Juvenile DUI arrests decreased slightly.41
In Pinellas County Schools there were 141 suspensions due to alcohol and 264 suspensions due to
drugs during the 1995-96 school year.43
In 1995, 4 times as many Pinellas County juveniles were arrested for drug related offenses as were
charged with liquor law violations.
The greatest difference in reported usage occurs between 6th and 8th grade.
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•
•

Twice as many youths reported using alcohol as compared to using marijuana in 1996.
In 1995, four times as many Pinellas County juveniles were arrested for drug related offenses as
compared with liquor law violations. (See graph below)
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Assets and Protective Factors
Search Institute
Asset Type44

Support

Specific Asset Associated With
Protective Factor/ Avoidance
of High Risk Behavior in
Results Area

Protective Factor/Specific Application of
Asset as Found in Prevention Literature•s

Family life provides high levels
of love & support

Bonding with parent or other important care
giver occurs in early childhood and continues
throughout development.
Parents and children talk about issues important
to child, including substance use & peer
behavior.
Parents have skills to communicate with youth
about alcohol & drug use issues; youth bring
concerns to parents and are able to discuss
openly. Parents help children to develop refusal
skills and resist peer pressure.

Young person & parent/family
communicate positively, young
person seeks parent's advice &
counsel.

(Note: th~se are examples, not a definitive list
of applications)

Support

School provides a caring,
encouraging environment.

Youth are motivated to stay in school and
graduate; youth feel that teachers care about
them and want them to succeed.
School based prevention programs encourage
open discussion about issues which concern
youth, and respect youth's confidences.

Support

Parents are actively involved in
helping young person succeed in
school.

Family provides a positive home environment
for learning; parents are aware of and reinforce
what is being taught; parents and teachers
communicate.
Parental involvement in school based
prevention curricula enhances effectiveness.

Boundaries &
expectations

Family has clear rules and
boundaries, and monitors the
young person's whereabouts.

Family sets clear norms against alcohol and
other drug use.
Family sets developmentally appropriate limits
on youth's activities with peers and in
community.
Parents model responsible behavior about
alcohol use and refrain from substance abuse;
parents acknowledge and seek help for their
own substance abuse issues.

Parents and other adults model
positive, responsible behavior.
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Search Institute
Asset Type"

Specific Asset Associated With
Protective Factor/ Avoidance
of High Risk Behavior in
Results Area

Protective Factor/Specific Application of
Asset as Found in Prevention Literature45
(Note: these are examples, not a definitive list
ofapplications)

Boundaries and
Expectations

School provides clear rules and
consequences

School consistently enforces rules about
smoking, drug and alcohol use. Teachers and
staff model responsible behavior.

Boundaries and
expectations

Adult role models,
neighborhood boundaries

Regulations and laws about sales of alcohol to
minors are consistently enforced; community
norms discourage excessive use of alcohol,
public drunkenness, driving under the
influence, sale or use of illegal substances;
adults do not provide cigarettes, alcohol or
other drugs to young people.

Constructive use
of time

Youth spends time at home.
Youth is involved in safe,
structured activities in home and
community.

Youth has hobbies and interests, does not spend
large amounts of time out with friends with
"nothing to do".
Youth and peers have opportunities for safe,
structured, substance free activities.
Adults provide appropriate guidance and
supervision to children and youth.
Children and youth have opportunities to
participate in creative activities, clubs and
social organizations, community service,
religious activities & sports.

Commitment to

Young person is motivated to do
well in school.
Young person is actively
engaged in learning.

Staying in school and gaining skills for success
and positive community participation are
powerful protective factors.

Positive values

Restraint

Young person believes it is important not to use
alcohol or other drugs.

Social
Competencies

Planning and decision making
Interpersonal competence
Resistance skills

The ability to set goals, understand
consequences, make choices, resist negative
influences and participate meaningfully in a
variety of social contexts are all protective
factors associated with resiliency and avoidance
of risk takin2 behavior.

c
learnin~

c
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RISK FACfORS
Risk factors common to teen pregnancy, substance abuse, violence, school drop-out, and delinquency.
1. Extreme economic deprivation
2. Family management problems
3. Family conflict
4. Early and persistent anti-social behavior
S. Academic failure in elementary school
6. Friends who engage in problem behavior
7. Early initiation of problem behavior
Risk factors for substance abuse
1. Availability of drugs
2. Community laws and norms favorable toward drug use, firearms, and crime
3. Transition and mobility
4. Low neighborhood attachment and community disorganization
5. Family history of problem behavior
6. Favorable parental attitudes and involvement in substance abuse behavior
7. Lack of commitment to school
8. Alienation and rebelliousness
9. Favorable attitudes toward the problem behavior
10. Constitutional factors
11. Lack of bonding with parent or other caring adult in early childhood.
Risk factors for teen pregnancy
1. Family history of teen pregnancies
2. Lack of commitment to school
3. Favorable attitudes toward early sexuality and teen pregnancy
4. Victim of child sexual abuse
S. Substance abuse
6. Low Socio-Economic Status
7. Favorable attitudes toward early sexuality and teen pregnancy by peer group
8. Conflicting messages and erroneous information about sex from the media, public and
co~unity.

Risk factors for violence
1. Availability of weapons and firearms
2. Community laws and norm favorable towards drug use, firearms, and crime
3. Media portrayals of violence
4. Low neighborhood attachment and community disorganization
S. Favorable parental attitudes and involvement in behavior
6. Constitutional factors
7. Being a witness of violent crime in early childhood or as a young adolescent
8. Being a vie<tim of violence
9. Lack of bonding with parent or other caring adult.
10. Constitutional Factors

11. Being a witness to domestic violence.
Takm and Adapted from Risk and Resource Assessment. "Ledwe Reference: The Social Developmmt Strategy." May 1994
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Effective Strategies and Programs
• Sustained. coordinated, comprehensive, community action to address locally identified priorities."
• Community mobilization and coalition building, including broad community representation, and linking citizens
and consumers to policy makers and funding.47
• Build Assets:
Attachment to families, schools, and communities.41
Positive peer relationships.49
Parents, schools and communities have high expectations and set appropriate limits for
youths.50
Academic commitment."
Social Competency.'1
• Prevention efforts and interventions targeted at high risk areas, using local data to identify concerns and monitor
progress."
• Programs and activities which help parents with effective parenting and family management.,.
• Programs and activities which help parents to understand issues of substance abuse, set family norms and
communicate with children and teens about substance abuse and other concerns."
• Programs and activities that clarify and communicate norms about acceptable behavior."
• A developmentally appropriate continuum of instruction from early childhood through high school, to teach a
range of social competency skills (e.g. developing self control, stress management, responsible decision making,
...), and that are delivered over a long period of time to reinforce skills."
• Programs and activities which promote positive peer involvement.51
• Programs and activities which enhance academic achievement and school success.59
• Programs that teach "thinking skills" to high-risk youth.&e~
• Volunteer mentoring of high-risk 10-14 year old boys.' 1
• Proactive drunk driving arrests (police monitor youth hangouts and question youth who appear under the
influence).0
• Community substance abuse prevention activities that are "comprehensive and integrated involving multiple
strategies and multiple target populations.""
• Education programs and activities which provide honest and accurate information about substance abuse risks, and
·
facilitate open discussion about questions and concems.64
• Booster programs, in middle and high schools, that reinforce earlier anti-drug prevention messages."
• Enforcement of alcohol and drug use laws, especially the selling of alcohol and possession of illegal substances."
• Pre-natal and post-natal screening of pregnant and parenting women combined with outreach, counseling and
treatment for substance abusing parents.47
• Early childhood education and family support for children in families with risk factors such as substance abuse,
domestic violence, poverty, etc.

Programs & Strategies Without Demonstrated Effectiveness
• Unstructured, school based counseling, especially in a "peer-group contexL• Grouping high risk students together without a structured program"
• Instructional programs and activities which focus solely on information dissemination, fear arousal, moral appeal
and affective education.10
• Alternative activities programs, such as recreation or community service, for youth who are already engaged in
substance abuse and delinquency, without other prevention programming.71
• "Just Say No"71
• Threat of random mine testing for youth already engaged in high risk behaviors.»
• Programs which focus on a "no-use" or "zero-tolerance" policy.14

c
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Resources and Programs in Pinellas County Related to Results Area75
Note: this is a starting point for group discussion, not a comprehensive list of all Pinellas County resources.

• The Pinellas County School System, in collaboration with JWB and PAR, conducts a Drug Prevalence
Survey every other year, to assess substance abuse issues among youth in grades 5,6,8,10 and 12.
Survey results are disseminated to the public.
• The JWB library has an extensive collection of materials on substance abuse prevention and asset
building activities. The collection is available for community use.
• The Pinellas County Substance Abuse Advisory Board brings together public sector leaders to
coordinate planning related to federal grant funding for substance abuse related initiatives.
• There are a number of community coalitions, advisory boards and neighborhood organizations which
include substance abuse issues in their scope of interest and activity.
• Pinellas Safe and Drug Free Schools program offers a variety of prevention activities for students in all
schools and grades, with enhanced interventions in high risk schools.
• The Pinellas County Sheriff's department and several Police Departments offer the DARE program to
4th & 5th grade students throughout the county. A follow up program for older students is being
piloted this year.
• The DARE Plus program offers after school activities to students in selected schools through a
collaboration between the YMCA, Pinellas County Schools and DARE officers.
• The Pinellas County Health Department provides supports & case management through the Healthy
Start Drug Free Families Program.
• Coordinated Child Care provides specialized child care for pre-school aged children of substance
abusing mothers and for pre-natally exposed children.
• JWB Community Councils are engaged in a variety of activities to educate the public about juvenile
substance abuse and promote community action for prevention.
• Operation PAR provides a variety of substance abuse related interventions, including a residential
program for teens, school based programs for high risk children, and the Disney Crew Prevention
Program, as well as operating the Juvenile Addictions Receiving Facility ( JARF) and Pinellas Juvenile
Assessment Center ( PJAC). see below
• The Juvenile Addictions Receiving Facility (JARF) provides detoxification, stabilization, assessment,
medi<;:al care and short-term treatment for up to 20 substance impaired youth.
• The Pinellas Juvenile Assessment Center (PJAC) conducts routine drug screening and substance use
assessment as part of the intake procedure for youth charged with a law violation, and makes follow up
referrals to service providers
• . The Mentoring Round Table serves a networking group for a variety of Mentoring programs
• . Sergeant Allen Moore Community Partnership provides a Safehouse in North Greenwood.
• CASA provides substance abuse counseling for shelter mothers.
• Several JWB funded and other community programs offer substance abuse services as part of their
services.
• Youth Development, Intergenerational and Prevention Programs which offer asset building activities
are provided by a wide variety of organizations. Please see list included in Research Brief on Sexually
Responsible Community, 8/}.8/97.
• Neighborhood Family Centers offer Family Support and Youth Development activities.
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Major Causes of Youth Violence1
Source: "Youth Violence: an Overview"
by Delbert S. Elliot, Ph.D
Director, Center for the Study and Prevention of Youth Violence.
A major review of research in youth violence identified these causal factors, which occur in key
environmantal contexts at different ages. A reprint of the entire article is attached. Related data
and research findings are included in this brief.
•

Family Context - early learning experiences within the family
o
Weak family bonding, ineffective monitoring & supervision
o
Exposure to and reinforcement for violence in the home (as victim or witness)
o
Expectations, attitudes, beliefs & emotional responses which support or tolerate
violence.

•

Neighborhood Context - community conditions which contribute to learning & engaging
in violent behavior include:
o
The absence of effective social or cultural organizations
o
Lack of conventional opportunities for families and youth.
o
Lack of support for families ' efforts to provide healthy upbringing.
o
Social isolation
o
Poverty & isolation from labor markets.
o
Racism.
o
Presence of gangs and other role models for delinquent and violent behavior.
o
Presence of illegal markets, especially drug distribution.
o
Availability of guns.
o
Economic, and social incentives for engaging in illegal and violent behavior.

•

School & Peer Context - Involvement with a delinquent peer group is the strongest
immediate causal factor in onset of serious violent behavior. Conditions which
contribute to emergence of delinquent peer groups and onset of violent responses in
adolesence include:
o
Lack of skills needed for school success, peer approval and self-efficacy, i.e.,
academic skills, personal and social competency.
o
Lack of positive opportunities for youth to experience success and recognition.
o
Aggressive behavior patterns developed in childhood.
o
Presence of gangs.
o
School structures which group academically poor students and students with
aggressive and disruptive behaviors in the same classes.
o
Reduced levels of monitoring and supervision for older children and teens.
o
Absence of strong family bonds.
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National (US) Perspectives and Trends
Children's Exposure to Violence
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many children learn to view violence as a legitimate response to anger and conflict
through observation of adult behavior and through the media.z
A history of child maltreatment increases the chances of youth violence by 24%, and also
is a significant risk factor for "official delinquency". 3
Neglected children are also at increased risk of having an elevated level of violence later
in life.4
Children reported abused and neglected were about 67 times more likely to be arrested
between the ages of 9 and 12 compared with other children in that age group.'
In one national study, 70% of adolescents who grew up in families where parents fought
were more aggressive and fought more with other children. 6
Exposure to multiple forms of family violence approximately doubles the risk of selfreported violence. 7
In the United States, a woman is beaten by her husband or boyfriend every 8 seconds.8
Approximately 60% of students involved in dating violence come from violent homes. 9
Females that were either abused or neglected are significantly more likely to have more
alcohol or drug arrests later in life than those who were not abused. 10

Other Individual Risk Factors:
•
Children with impulsive temperments, or those with acquired biological deficits , (head
injury, exposure to lead,etc.), may present special challenges to parental efforts to
develop bonding and control. 11
•
Children of parents who have poor impulse control or limited problem solving skills may
be at increased risk of child abuse. 12
•
Infants and young children in families with high levels of stress and low levels of social
support may be at increased risk of child abuse. 13
•
Children who are disruptive and have poor early school adjustment are more likely to
become aggressive in adolescence without early intervention. 14
•
Truant students are at higher risk of criminal behavior or substance abuse. 15
•
Adolescents who join gangs are more likely to be involved in violent criminal behavior
than youth who are not in gangs.16
Developmental Course of Youth Violence
•
•

Most juveniles who come in contact with the juvenile justice system do so only once. 17
Juvenile males are more likely to recidivate that juvenile females. 18
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•

•

•

The risk of recidivism increases with each subsequent offense; the earlier the onset of a
delinquent career, the greater the number of offenses the juvenile will commit before
their 18th birthday. 19
Only a small number of juvenile offenders are chronic or persistent offenders. National
studies consistently find that more than half of all serious juvenile offenses are
committed by around 5%-7% of all juvenile offenders, or less than 1% of all juveniles
aged 10-17.20
The prevalence of violent behavior increases sharply for males around age 14, peaks
between 16 and 17 years of age, and declines again by age 20. Similar patterns are found
for white and black males. When socioeconomic factors (employment, marriage) are
controlled for in young adult males, race does not make a significant difference in
prevalence of violence.21 (See Figure 1)
Figure 1 . Prevalence of Serious Violence For Young Males
Percent of Youth in Each Age Group who Self - Report Violent Behavior
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The age of the highest risk for initiation of serious violent behavior is age 15-16, the
highest rates of participation in serious violence are at ages 16-17.22
Similar patterns are found for boys and girls, although the prevalence of violence among
girls is lower at all ages.23

Youth as Victims of Violence
•
In 1994 approximately 2.6 million youth ages 12-17 were victims ofcrime.24
•
Homicide is the leading cause of death among African-American males ages 15-24.25
•
Youths from lower income groups tend to experience higher rates of sexual and physical
assault than those from middle or upper income groups. 26
•
Native Americans, African-Americans and Hispanics have higher rates of all types of
victimization than do Caucasians and other ethnic groups.27
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Juveniles and Violent Crime
•

In 1995 Juveniles accounted for 30% of all crime index (felony) arrests, and 19%of all
violent crime arrests. 28 (see Figure 2)

Percentage of US Arrests Accounted for by Juveniles In 1111
Total Crime Index and Breakout by aalactad Offen•• Catagorl. .
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Figure 2

The age group currently responsible for the highest homicide rate is 18 year olds.29

Juveniles and Gun Violence
•
Gun violence was the second leading cause of death among all people ages 10-19 in
1990. 30
•
Results of several youth surveys indicate that as many as 35% of all young people
believe that they will die as a result of gun violence. 31
•
82% of all murder victims aged 15-19 were killed with a ftrearrn. 32
•
Juveniles arrested for weapons violations more than doubled between 1983 and 1992. 33
•
Firearms are used in about 60% of the murders in this country. 34
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•
•

The firearm murder rate was 105.3 per 100,000 black males aged 15-19 and 9.7 per
100,000 white males for the same age group.3s
In 1994 there were 1,356 accidental deaths by gunshot, 185 involving children 14 and
younger. 36

Suicide Among Children & Youth
•
Suicide is the second leading cause of death for youths ages 15-24.37
•
Most suicides committed by youths, happen in the Fall.38
•
Every six minutes a youth between the ages of 10-19 commits suicide with a gun. 39
•
In 1994 there were 210 suicides committed by youth 14 and younger using a ftrearm. 40
Media Violence
•
The American Psychological Association Task Force on Television and Society
concluded in 1992, that 30 years of research confirms the harmful effects of television
violence. These conclusions were reaffirmed in 1994 by the American Psychological
Association Commission on Violence and Youth.41
•
Teenagers watch television on average, 21 hours per week. By the age of 18 a youth will
have seen about 18,000 murders and 800 suicides.42
•
There are about 5 acts of violence committed during every hour of prime time
television.43
•
Approximately 20-25 acts of violence are committed every hour during Saturday
morning cartoons.44
•
By the time they reach Kindergarten, most children have seen on average about 6,0008,000 hours of television. This equals one-third of their total waking pre-school hours.45
Violence in School:
•
One in 25 students carried a gun to school during the 92/93 school year.46
•
Every month nearly 300,000 students are assaulted on their way to or in school.47
•
Between 2 and 4 percent of youth are victims of a violent personal assault each year at
school.48
•
Minority students are more likely to be victimized than white students.49
•
Middle school students are more likely than high school students to be victims of an
attack or a crime. so
•
The crimes that take place in schools are overwhelmingly committed by students rather
than by intruders.st
Juvenile Gangs & Violence:
•
Females are more likely to join gangs at a younger age than males, and leave earlier.sz
•
Gang members are usually between the ages of 12-25, with the peak age being 17.53
•
Ethnic conflict is often associated with the emergence of gangs in a community, most
gang conflicts, however, take place between gangs of the same ethnicity.S4
•
When youth, both female and male, are involved in a gang they tend to have higher rates
of violent and delinquent behavior as compared when they are not active in a gang.ss
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•
•

Intragang violence is more common than intergang violence. 56
There has been no clear link established between gangs and drug trafficking, although in
57
some cases there is significant involvement of individual gang members.

Why Do Young People Join Gangs?
•
Young people join gangs for a variety of reasons, most which are not very different from
why other youths join other types of organizations. Rea::ons such as: A search for love,
structure, and discipline, a need for recognition and power, sense of belonging and
commitment, "family tradition,", a place of acceptance, companionship, a need for safety
and protection and a sense of self-worth and status.58
•
Probably the four most encountered risk factors by youth involved in gang are: Racism,
Poverty, Lack of a Support Network (family and community) and media influences.59

Florida Trends
.Domestic and Family Violence/ Child Maltreatment In Florida
•

For Fiscal Year 1994/95 there were 326,083 alleged maltreatment cases reported to Child
Protective Services (then HRS, now DCF). During the same period, 122,504 reports
were verified, and closed.60

Juvenile Suicide in Florida
•
Overall in 1994, 15% of males and 30% of females that responded to Florida's Youth
Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS) reported planning that they would attempt suicide.61
•
In Florida, suicide rates for youths had leveled off and dropped slightly in 1990.62
•
Teens aged 15-17 are at greater risk for suicide than younger age groups. (See Figure 3)

Number of Youth Who Committed Suicide
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School Violence in Florida
Batteries 1 accounted for most violence related incidents in Florida schools in 1994-95.63
(See Figure 4)

•

Violent Incidents in School
Florida , 1994/95
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In a sample of 1,046
juvenile offenders in
Florida, seventy percent
either failed, were
expelled or suspended, or
had dropped out of
school.64
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According to Florida's
1994 Youth Risk Behavior
Study (YRBS), 10% 11% of Florida's students carried a weapon on school property in the 30 days prior to the
survey.65 (See Figure 5)
1

Battery refers to aggression which involves physical contact There are varying degrees
of severity. Assault is threatening behavior, which may involve words, actions or weapons.
Assault with a weapon is aggravated.
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Gangs
•
The House of Representatives Juvenile Justice Committee, Youth Gang Survey reported
66
that in 1995 there were 545 documented gangs in the State of Florida.
Juvenile Arrests in Florida
•

Hillsborough, Pinellas and Orange County have the highest statewide rates of arrests for
juvenile violence, ages 10-17.67 (See Figure 6)

1996 DJJ ARRESTS
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There were 151,033 juvenile arrests for felonies and misdemeanors in Florida in 1996.2

2

Source: Florida Department of Juvenile Justice. This figure does not include arrests for
status offenses, traffic violations, etc.
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•

Violence related offenses account for about 25% of all juvenile felonies and
misdemeanors. (See Figure 7)

Juvenile Arrests In Florida, 1996
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Simple assaults and batteries are the most frequent types of violent offenses, followed by
aggravated assault and battery, robbery and concealed weapon or firearm offenses. (See
Figure 8)
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•

Other violence arrest offenses include murder/manslaughter, attempted murder. resisting
arrest with violence.

Pinellas County Trends
Child Maltreatment in Pinellas County
•
For Fiscal Year 1994/95 there were 19,476 alleged maltreatment cases reported to child
Protective Services (HRS). During the same period, 9,142 reports were verified and
closed.68
•
In 1993 about one in five reported victims (18.9%) of domestic violence in Pinellas
County were children. 69
Violence in Pinellas County Schools
•
During 1995-96, there were 26,040 suspensions in Pinellas County Schools. Of these,
3,266 were for fighting, 1,280 were for battery on a student, 274 involved weapons, 343
were for battery on an adult, and 144 were for vandalism.70
•
The overall dropout rate for Pinellas County Schools high schools for 1995/96 was 3%
(approximately 7, 757 youth) Florida' s dropout rate was 4%. 71
•
In the 1994/95 school year there were 3,513 confirmed truancies for grades 6-12. In the
1995/96 school year there were 3,239.72
Juvenile Arrests

•

In Pinellas County during FY 1994-95, 3,527 youth were arrested on a first offense.
(See Figure 9)
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•
•

There were a total of 9533 juvenile arrests in Pinellas County during 1996.
Violent felonies and misdemeanors accounted for about 25% of all arrests for
misdemeanors and felonies. (Status offenses are not included) (see Figure 10)
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Males are more likely to commit violent offenses. The pattern in Pinellas County is
similar to the state of Florida. (Figure 11)
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•

Pinellas County arrest data shows a slight drop in violence related juvenile arrests for
both females and males in 1995, after a sharp rise in 1994.73

•

The most common violence related juvenile offenses in Pinellas are similar to those
reported by Department of Juvenile Justice, statewide. (See Figure 12)
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Assets & Protective Factors
Search Institute
Asset Type

Specific Asset Associated With
Protective Factor/ A voidance of
High Risk Behavior· in Results
Area

Protective Factor/Specific Application of Asset
as Found in Prevention Literature

Support

Family life provides high levels of
love & support

Bonding with parent or other important care giver
occurs in early childhood and continues throughout
development.

Support

School provides a caring,
encouraging environment.

Youth are motivated to stay in school and graduate;
youth feel that teachers care about them and want
them to succeed.
School provides support and guidance to help high
risk youth succeed.
School Curriculum and structures promote and
reinforce cooperative learning and non-violent
conflict resolution skills.

Support

Parents are actively involved in
helping young person succeed in
school.

Family provides a positive home environment for
learning; parents are aware of and reinforce what is
being taught; parents and teachers communicate.
Parental involvement in school based prevention
curricula enhances effectiveness.
Social learning and parent outreach are available for
high risk children, including those identified in early
grades as disruptive.

Boundaries &
Expectatjons

Family has clear rules and
boundaries, and monitors the young
person's whereabouts.

Family models and teaches non-violent conflict
resolution skills, and sets limits in positive and
developmentally appropriate ways.

(Note: these are examples, not a definitive list
of applications)

Family sets developmentally appropriate limits on
youth's activities with peers and in community.

Parents and other adults model
positive, responsible behavior.

Parents and other adults model and teach respect for
others, non-violent problem solving skills, and
protect child from harm.
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Search Institute
Asset Type

Boundaries and
Expectations

Specific Asset Associated With
Protective Factor/ A voidance of
High Risk Behavior in Results
Area

Protective Factor/Specific Application of Asset
as Found in Prevention Literature

School provides clear rules and
consequences

Teachers and staff model responsible behavior,
respect for others, and model positive
communication to resolve differences.

(Note: these are examples, not a definitive list
of applications)

School rules and practice provides for a safe
environment.
Constructive Use
of Time

Youth spends time at home.
Youth is involved in safe, structured
activities in home and community.

Youth has hobbies and interests, does not spend large
amounts of time out with friends with "nothing to
do".
Youth and peers have opportunities for safe,
structured. substance free activities.
Adults provide appropriate guidance and supervision
to children and youth.
Children and youth have opportunities to participate
in creative activities, clubs and social organizations,
community service, religious activities & sports.
Community activities offer multiple opportunities for
positive peer interaction, and include guidance when
necessary to develop and practice social competence.

Positive Values

Youth cares about others, is
concerned about equality and social
justice, takes responsibility for self,
and acts with restraint.

Parents and other adults teach and model behavior to
help youth develop strong values, control impulses,
and have empathy for others.

Commitment to
Learning

Young person is motivated to do
well in school.
Young person is actively engaged
in learning.

Staying in school and gaining skills for success and
positive community participation are powerful
protective factors.
Incentive programs combining mentoring, financial
incentives, tutoring and other supports help high risk
youth graduate and avoid delinquent behavior.

Social
Competencies

Interpersonal competence

The ability to make friends, resolve conflicts and
communicate with peers are key protective factors
associated with avoidance of delinquency and violent
behavior.
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Risk Factors
Risk factors common to teen pregnancy, substance abuse, violence, school drop-out, and delinquency.
1. Extreme economic deprivation
2. Family management problems
3. Family conflict
4. Early and persistent anti-social behavior
5. Academic failure in elementary school
6. Friends who engage in problem behavior
7. Early initiation of problem behavior
Risk factors for substance abuse
1. Availability of drugs
2. Community laws and norms favorable toward drug use, firearms, and crime
3. Transition and mobility
4. Low neighborhood attachment and community disorganization
5. Family history of problem behavior
6. Favorable parental attitudes and involvement in substance abuse.
7. Lack of commitment to school
8. Alienation and rebelliousness
9. Favorable attitudes toward the problem behavior
10. Constitutional factors
11. Lack of bonding with parent or other caring adult in early childhood.
Risk factors for teen pregnancy
1. Family history ofteen pregnancies
2. Lack of commitment to school
3. Favorable attitudes toward early sexuality and teen pregnancy
4. Victim of child sexual abuse
5. Substance abuse
6.LowSES
7. Favorable attitudes toward early sexuality and teen pregnancy by peer group
~- Conflicting messages and erroneous information about sex from the media, public and
community.
Risk factors for violence
1. A ~ailability of weapons and firearms
2. Community laws and norm favorable towards drug use, firearms, and crime
3. Media portrayals of violence
4 . Low neighborhood attachment and community disorganization
5. Favorable parental attitudes and involvement in violence.
6. Constitutional factors
7. Being a witness of violent crime in early childhood or as a young adolescent
8. Being a victim of violence
9. Lack of bonding with parent or other caring adult
10. Being a witness to domestic violence.
Taken and Adapted from Risk and Resource Assessment. "Lecture Reference: The Social Development Strategy." May 1994
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Effective Strategies and Programs
•
Build assets:
Communication
Positive self identity
Opportunities
Goals and plans for the future
Safety in home, school and community
Social competence
Problem solving & conflict resolution skills
•
Comprehensive, coordinated, sustained, community building initiatives?'
75
•
Infant home visits and parent support for families at risk of child abuse.
•
Early childhood education combined with home visit programs for high risk families. 76
•
Early identification of students exhibiting disruptive behavior in school; outreach to offer
parenting skills training and social development curriculum.77
•
Incentive programs to keep high risk juveniles in school.'8
•
Protect children from violence and abuse.79
•
Firearms crime-reduction efforts. Reducing the number of weapons that juveniles carry
has been helpful in reducing the number of violent conflicts between gangs.80
•
School based strategies: building school capacity and sustaining innovation, setting
norms for behavior, rule setting, managing classes, and regrouping students to create
smaller groups and more flexibility.81
•
Instructional programs that teach social competency skills and rely on cognitivebehavioral methods (feedback, reinforcement) that continue over a long period of time. 82
•
Safe, structured and developmentally appropriate recreational & other peer activities.83
•
Police directed patrols in crime "hot spots. "84
Programs and Strategies Without Demonstrated Effectiveness

•

•
•

•
•
•
•

c

Alternative schools for disruptive students which segregate large numbers of youth with
problem behaviors.85
Single approaches that teaches only one aspect of either social skills training or
cognitive/problem solving skills, or teach skills without providing related opportunities.86
Education programs which emphasize information only; didactic teaching strategies.87
Home visits by police after domestic incidents may fail to reduce repeat violence.88
Gun buy back programs operating without "geographic limitations on gun sources.'.s9
Neighborhood block watch which is not coordinated with law enforcement.90
Community policing which is implemented without a clear focus.91
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Resources in Pinellas County Related to Results Area
Note: This is a starting point for group discussion, not a comprehensive list of all Pinellas County Resources. Source:
JWB data base.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

The Pinellas Safe and Drug Free Schools program offers a variety of prevention activities in all
grades and schools, with enhanced interventions in high risk schools.
Shelter, supportive services and treatment for victims of domesi:ic violence are available.
Treatment for abusers is also available.
The Domestic Violence Task Force coordinated by the Largo Police Department serves as a focal
point for information sharing and planning.
A recently completed report on the Pinellas County Child Protection System was prepared by the
.Department of Justice Coordination, Department of Children & Families, JWB, and the Child
Advocacy Center Task Force. The report provides an overview of the Pinellas County System and
describes 37 agencies which are part of the system.
The JWB Library houses a special collection on Violence Prevention, including a number of
videos, training kits and curriculum material to use with different ages and audiences.
The Victim Advocate's Office provides supportive services to crime victims.
The Juvenile Justice Advisory Board brings together leaders from related organizations and
programs to have input to the local Juvenile Justice system.
Weed & Seed Initiatives in Clearwater and St Petersburg work to improve community conditions
related to violence, substance abuse and crime.
A number of Pinellas County Health Department Maternal & Child Health Initiatives provide
home visiting and family support to high risk families of young children.
The Pinellas Juvenile Assessment Center provides comprehensive assessment of juveniles arrested
in Pinellas County, makes referrals for follow up, and periodically disseminates summary data
reports.
Early Intervention and Diversion programs for juvenile first offenders are offered through the
Court system and local law enforcement agencies.
The Sheriff's Office, and local law enforcement agencies collaborate in a number of ways with
others in the community for prevention and community safety.
Several JWB funded and other community agencies offer prevention programs.
The Florida Department of Juvenile Justice recently announced a new Prevention Initiative, with
some new activities planned for Pinellas County.
The Florida Department of Juvenile Justice provides statistical reports on local and statewide
issues in juvenile justice, including arrest and disposition reports.
A number of local agencies provide mentoring activities. The Mentoring Round table provides an
opportunity for information sharing and cooperative planning.
The Child Abuse, Neglect and Dependency Children's Committee brings together local advocates
and service providers.
Youth development, Intergenerational and Prevention Programs offer asset building activities and
are provided by a wide variety of organizations. Please see previous Research Briefs for more
detail.
Neighborhood Family Centers offer community based Youth Development and Family Support
Activities.
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Asset Building
Activhies

Example = Non-violent Community
+Assets
Asset
Indicators

t?
Community
Results
_.,Decreaae In gang-related violence
_.,Decreaae In a1T81t rates for violent offences
_.,Decreaaelnreportedcaaeaotchlldabuse
+Increase in high school graduation rates
_.,Decreaae In total domestic violence complalrU
+Increase In I ot yoW)~ reporting no gang
involvement

_.,DecnNiae In echool ciatricl auapenaional

t?

t>Survey patel'll/yc)Wh perception of discipline
t>t youth participating in youth development activities; yotjh survey abow peers behavior & values
t>Attendance In after school activities
t>Neighbofhood survey: yotJh repot1 feeling safe
t.Decreaae In ftghling in school
t>Teacher observation ot cooperative classroom

detentions for malicloua and'or violent acta

t>Family WOfkshops on positive discipline & oonHict
resolution
t>Youth development actjyjies (Teen Councils,
Leadership & Service Projects)
t>NFC'a provide safe, structured after school activities
t.Police sponsored yowh programs
t>School based conflict resolwlon & anger management
t>Social development education in early childhood
t.Mentoring
t>Tworing

behavior

@{j]~[f~

Risk
Indicators
mPare~child boncing

scales

_.,Risks

famiea

mPre-post survey - relationship akils

,_Lack of bonding to parentor other
mNeighborhood watch data
caring adult in early childhood
counseling-~
,_VICtim ot violence (child abuse &
mlncreasad eqJioyrnent & income level ot
gangs, dating violence)
partJcipatlng fanUea
,_Witness
to violence (domestic,
mt of yoWh gelling jobs after program
school, convnunity)
mDecreaae in self-reported aU:Jstance abuse among
,_Poverty/lack ol opportunity
youth in program
,_Substance
abuse
mPnrr'post survey • parent/child viewing habits
,_Unsupervised exposure to media
pol • viewer reaction survey
_
violence in early childhood
~~ ,_Children's access to guns & weapons

mPost

~

t>Families set timits & model oonnict
resolution skills
t>Peers model responsble behavior
t>Perception ot safety in community
t>Sate school environment
t>lnterperaonal competence
t>Academic achievments & school
success

t>lncreaaeln grades, awards, graduation

mAbeence ot abuaer'neglect repot1a for participating

_.,Gun related lnjlaiee Involving children

t?

mrelephone

Risk Reduction
Activities
t>Horne vlaitlfamily support program Mh
high risk famiies
t>Neighborhood safety programs
t>Counseling & crisis intervention for victims
& witnesses to violence
t.classes on healthy relationships & dating
t>Family sel-8lMiclency programs
t>School to work programs
t>Ufe akilsldecislon akila program
t>Media literacy training for parents & children

~I t>~~nsservice messages &boW safe storage

PINM note: This model Ia Intended to iluatrale relationships between various ex&J11)1ea of asset building and risk reduction activities, Individual or program level
Indicators, and cumulative community results. Numerous other effective strategies
exist. A list ot some other assets, risk factors, activities, and indicators is attached.
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National (US) Perspective & Trends
Sexual activity
•
About 1/5 of all teens abstain from sexual activity throughout their teen years. 1
•
The likelihood of experiencing intercourse increases from early teens to late teens. 2
•
The proportion of teens at any age who have had sexual intercourse has increased
steadily over the past several decades.3
Percent of youth who haw had Intercourse at each age
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70% of teens who are sexually active use some form of birth control5
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Teen Births
•
90% of girls who do not use birth control become pregnant within one year of initiating
sexual activity6
•
54% of teen pregnancies result in a live birth7
•
The proportion of births to unmarried teens has increased from 1940-19908
ational Trends in Teen Births
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The United States birth rate of 60 per thousand for 15-19 year old females is the highest
of any industrialized nation.9 Great Britain is the next highest at 32 per thousand. 10 Japan
is the lowest with 4 per thousand in this age group. 11
Births to 18-19 year olds make up 60% of all births to teens. 12
Nationally, the birth rate to girls age 14 & under remained below 1.7%, from 19731991.13

Sexually Transmitted Diseases (SID's)
•
25% of sexually experienced teens will acquire an STD. 14
•
Reported AIDS cases in adolescents (13-19) has gone from 1 in 1981 to 417 in 1994 to
2,184 in June 1995/5
•
IDV/AIDS is the sixth leading cause of death among 15-24 year olds in the United
States. 16
Characteristics of teen parents
•
Boys under the age of 18 are one third as likely as girls under the age of 18 to become
adolescent parents. 17
•
Fathers of children born to adolescent mothers average 2.5 years older than the mom.18
•
Girls who become teen parents are 3.5% more likely to come from families living below
the poverty line than girls who do not become teen parents. 19Adolescent mothers are 70%
less likely to finish high school 20
•
Adolescent fathers, on average, finish 11.3 years of school, as compared with an average
13 years for fathers 21 and older. 21
•
Adolescent mothers and fathers have lower earnings during their child's fust 18 years.22
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Consequences for Children of Teen Parents
•
Daughters of adolescent mothers are 83% more likely to become a teen parent. 23
•
Sons of adolescent mothers are 2.7% more likely to be imprisoned.24
•
Only 77% of children of adolescent moms will graduate from high school vs 89% of
comparison group. 25
•
Children of teen mothers are less likely to grow up in a two parent home, more likely to
26
run away before the age of 16, and less likely to do well in school.
•
5% of children of teen moms end up in foster care.27
•
Children of teen moms are more than twice as likely to be victims of child abuse &
neglect than children of 20-21 year old moms.28
Sexual Exploitation
•
20% of teen mothers have a partner who is 6 or more years older.29
•
50% of the fathers of children born to teen mothers are over 20. 30
•
70% of girls who had sex under age 14 report having had sex involuntarily. 31
•
60% of girls who had sex under age 15 report having had sex involuntarily.32
•
One survey of high school boys found that 60% thought it was acceptable to force sex in
one or more situations. 33
Juvenile involvement in sex related crimes
•
Nationally, juveniles account for 18% of all arrests for sex offenses, and 16% of arrests
for forcible rape. 34
•
Juveniles account for 1% of arrests for prostitution.3s

c

Sexual abuse of children
•
A national study in 1996 estimated that 9% of substantiated abuse and neglect reports
involved sexual maltreatment. This equates to 87,210 child victims. 36
•
Many authorities believe that much child sexual abuse goes unreported 37•
•
It is estimated that 8% of all adolescents 12-17 have been victims of serious sexual
assault. 38
•
29% of forcible rape cases occurred when the victim was less than 11 years old. 39
•
Most studies show that for every two girls sexually abused, there is a boy abused.w.
•
Boys are more likely to be seriously injured or to die from their abuse.'41
•
In 60% of sexual abuse of boys, and 78% of sexual abuse of girls, the perpetrator was an
acquaintance or family member. 42
•
As adults, children who were sexually abused are 27.7 times more likely to be arrested
for prostitution than non-victims.43
•
31% of boys who were sexually abused as children violently victimized others as
adults.44
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Florida Trends
Births to Teens
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The Florida birth rate to girls in the youngest age group (10-14) is higher than the
national average. 45
Births to Florida teens 15-17 remained almost unchanged for 1990-95.46
The birth rate to women 18-19 decreased from 1990-95.47

Child Prostitution
•
Between 1990-95, male juveniles were arrested for prostitution more often than female
juveniles.48
•
The total number of juveniles arrested for prostitution is small.49
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Estimated Number of Children in Pinellas County. by Age & Gender
PINELLAS COUNTY

1995

1996

Age Group
Male

o-4

Female

24,050
22,508
21,866
11,581
8,538
88,543

25,033
23,477
22,903
12,246
8,659
92,318

5-9
1Q-14
15-17
18-19
Total

Total

Male

49,083
45,985
44,769
23,826
17,197
180,860

Female

Total

24,471
22,029
21,503
11,329
8,352
87,684

25,471
22,999
22,513
11,960
8,456
91,399

49,942
45,028
44,016
23,289
16,808
179,083

Data were obtained from the J!Jy 1996 population fstirrates. Ra. Data Center.

Births to Teens in Pinellas County (see also map of high risk census tracts)
Age

1995 Total
Females••

Total
Births

Estimated
Total
Pregnancies

Birth
Rate per
1,000

Total Births
to
Unmarried
Teens

Total Births
to Married
Teens

(•Note: approx.
54'1> ohll

pregoaocles end In

c

blrtb.)

10-14

21,503

42

78

2

42

0

15-17

11.329

426

788

38

393

33

18-19

8,352

647

1,198

77

519

128

• This approximation is based on figures from The National Campaign to Prevent Teen Prcgomcy: Whatever Happened to Childhood?
•• Population for Pinellas County only. Tabu from Fla. Vital Statistics, 1995 Table B-6 and B-8.

Estimated Risks to Pinellas County Youth Based on National Trend Data
Age

1995

1995

Est.#
Sexually
Active
Females••

Est.# of
Youth Not
Using Birth
Control/\

Est.# of
Females at risk
for unwanted
pregnancy-

Total
Males*

10-14 21,503

753

226

203

15-17

11,329

2,832

850

765

18-19

8.352

5,011

1,503

Total
Females•

Est.#
Sexually
active
Males••

Eat.#not
using a
condom-

Est.# of
youth at
risk of

22,513

3,040

1,398

948

11,960

5,023

2,311

1,964

1,353
8,456
.
.
T.tm from RL Vital SUlistics, 1995 Table B-6 and B-8.

5,920

2,723

2,733

STJ)M

• Population for Pinellu County ooly.
•• Estimales of sexual activity talcen from Tnntb In tlw WeU-Beiflt ofAmerictl's ClrildrP (Tmle SD 4.1) • estimale for each age group set
slightly above mid-point to compensato f« inc:reuing rille with age, based on 1985-1987 data, probebly underestim•tec! for 1995-1997.
" Estimated at 30%, from tbe Alan Guumache£ Institute. -Estimated at 90'1> of semally lldive females, AGI
- Estimated at 46'1> of sexually active teens, AOI.

1\A

Estimated at 25'1> r4 sexually active teens, AOI.
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TEEN BIRTHS

•

1995
NUMBERS OF BIRTHS TO MOTHERS
UNDER 18 YEARS
PINELLAS
COUNTY

• 5 to 10 (12)
[] 1 to 4 (11)

Do

(91)

ICensusTract
201.01
202.05
203.01
209.95
218.95
245.03
249.02
249.05
252.07
253.01
261.01
254.06

ITeenBirths
10
10
6
10
5
7

a

.

5
5
7
7
5
,.,.,.,., •r:
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~COUNTY. I'L
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•

•

The number of births and birth rate to women under the age of 18 in Pinellas County
decreased from 1990 to 1995.so
The number of adolescent mothers in Pinellas County was estimated at 866 in 1995.51
The number of second births to teen mothers in Pinellas County has declined over the
last decade.52

Child abuse data

+

In Pinellas County the number of verified sexual maltreatment cases against children and
youth has risen steadily since 1989. 53
finellas County Sex Abuse Case~
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Source : Chid Protec11Ye Servlc. .. Annuol Report FY 1884·85

Juveniles & Sex Crimes
•
In 1996, the Department of Juvenile Justice reported 69 juvenile arrests for sexual battery
in Pinellas County, and 44 juvenile arrests for other felonious sex offenses.54
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Resources and Programs in Pinellas County Related to Results Area
Note: this is a starting point for group discussion, not a comprehensive list of all Pinellas County resources.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The Pinellas County Healthy Start Coalition coordinates planning and collects data related to teen
births.
The Pinellas County Health Unit operates a Special Teen Outreach Program.
The Pinellas County Health Department operates special teen clinics in community locations.
The Northeast High School operates a comprehensive Health clinic.
The YWCA of Tampa Bay offers a variety of services for teen parents.
The Pinellas County School District offers special classes, coordination, and child care
arrangements for teen mothers who attend school. Teen Parent programs are coordinated through
the Drop Out Prevention Program.
Healthy Families of Pinellas offers in home family support services for high risk teen mothers
residing in selected census tracts.
The Suncoast Child Protection Team offers services for child victims of sexual abuse.
Family Service Centers offers Family Life Education, and sexual assault victim services, and
juvenile sex offender treatment programs.
Youth Development, Intergenerational, & Prevention Programs which offer various asset building
activities, are offered by a variety of organizations, including: 55
o
JWB funded Neighborhood Family Centers (see resource map)
o
Community Change for Youth Development Initiative (Child's Park)
o
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Pinellas
o
Boys & Girls Clubs of the Suncoast, Inc.
o
Career Options of Pinellas
o
Girl's Inc.
o
Suncoast Girl Scout Council
o
City of St Petersburg
o
City of Clearwater
o
Operation PAR
o
National Conference of Christians & Jews
o
Aids Coalition
o
Hospice
-o
Alpha Kappa Alpha
o
Community Partners for Youth
o
Creative Clay
o
R'Club
o
Ervin's All American Youth Club
Youth as Resources
o
Youth on the Move
o
o
Dunedin Fme Arts Council
Pinellas County Arts Council
o
o
Eckerd Family Youth Alternatives
o
Pathways to Excellence
o
Pathfinder Outdoor Education
o
Pinellas County Animal Foundation
o
Resource Ceotec for Women
o

YMCA

o
o
o

PACE Pinellas
Pinellas County Schools: Service learning & School to Work Programs
Numerous church & faith community teen activities and service projects
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Neighborhood Family Centers
Pinellas County, FL

~~

Center

Center
1. Asian FACE
2. Citizen's Alliance for Progress
3. FOCUSED
4. Foundation VIllage
5. Garden VIllas
6. James B. Sanderlin
7. North Greenwood
8.SHADO
9. Childs Park
10. Olive B McLin
11. Omnl Center

IIAP PRePAReD IIY
THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPII£NT ceNTER
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.IUVENLE WELl'ARE BOARD
I'INELLAS COUNTY,I'L
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Background Brief for JWB Strategic Planning Task Force
Results Area: Sexually Responsible Community
Assets & Protective Factors
Search
Institute Asset
Type

Specific Asset Associated
With Protective Factor/
Avoidance of High Risk
Behavior in Results Area

Protective Factor/Specific Application of
Asset as Found in Prevention Literature

Support

Family life provides high
levels of love & support

Bonding with patent or other important
caregiver occurs early in childhood and
continues throughout development

Support

Young person &
parent/family communicate
positively, young person
seeks parent's advise &
counsel.

Parents and children talk about issues
important to child, including relationship
issues.

Support

Young person has support
from three or more nonparent adults.

Youth has options to discuss interests,
concerns and values with a variety of
trusted adults.

Support

Parents are actively involved
in helping young person
succeed in school.

Parent is aware of Health/sexuality/family
life curriculum, and is supportive.

(Note: these are examples, not a definitive
list ofapplications)

Parents have skills to communicate with
youth about sexuality.

School provides information & support for
parents to enhance communication with
children.
Empowerment

Youth have opportunities to develop skills
and values which contribute to success and
goals.

Young people are given
useful roles in the
community.

Youth experience sense of self worth.
Empowerment

Safety; Young person feels
safe at home, school
community.

Young people are protected from sexual
abuse, and other abuse & neglect

Boundaries &
expectations

Adult role models: Parents
and other adults model
positive, responsible
behavior.

Parents and other adults in school and
community demonstrate sexually
responsible behavior.

Boundaries &
expectations

Positive peer influence:
young person's best friends
model responsible behavior

Peers engage in safe, respectful social and
dating behavior; avoid risk taking sexual
behavior.
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Background Brief for JWB Strategic Planning Task Force
Results Area: Sexually Responsible Community
•

Young person cares about his
or her school.

School achievement from the elementary
years on is correlated with avoidance of
adolescent parting.
Staying in school is a highly important
protective factor.

Positive values

Restraint: Young person
believes in is important not to
be sexually active.

Positive values and personal beliefs are
correlated with avoidance of risk taking
behavior.

Social
competencies

Planning and decision
making. Young person
knows how to plan ahead &
make choices.

Youth have goals and aspirations, and the
skills to make choices leading to successful
goal attainment.

Commitment to
learning

Young person is motivated to
do well in school.

Youth understand the consequences of
irresponsible sexual activity, and parental
responsibility, and make choices to avoid
unwanted pregnancy.
Positive
identity

Positive view of the future:
Young person is optimistic
about her or his personal
future.

Having personal goals and a sense of
optimism about one's ability to achieve
goals is correlated with avoidance of teen
parenting.

c
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Background Brief for JWB Strategic Planning Task Force
Results Area: Sexually Responsible Community

Risk Factors
Risk factors common to teen pregnancy, substance abuse, violence, school drop-out, and delinquency.

1. Extreme economic deprivation
2. Family management problems
3. Family conflict
4. Early and persistent anti-social behavior
5. Academic failure in elementary school
6. Friends who engage in problem behavior
7. Early initiation of problem behavior
Risk factors for substance abuse

1. Availability of drugs
2. Community laws and norms favorable toward drug use, firearms, and crime
3. Transition and mobility
4. Low neighborhood attachment and community disorganization
5. Family history of problem behavior
6. Favorable parental attitudes and involvement in behavior
7. Lack of commitment to school
8. Alienation and rebelliousness
9. Favorable attitudes toward the problem behavior
10. Constitutional factors
11. Lack of bonding with parent or other caring adult in early childhood.
Risk factors for teen pregnancy

1. Family history of teen pregnancies
2. Lack of commitment to school
3. Favorable attitudes toward early sexuality and teen pregnancy
4. Victim of child sexual abuse
5. Substance abuse
6. Low Socio-Economic Status
7. Favorable attitudes toward early sexuality and teen pregnancy by peer group
8. Conflicting messages/erroneous infonnation about sex from media, public & community.
Risk factors for violence

1. Availability of weapons and firearms
2. Community laws and nonn favorable towards drug use, firearms, and crime
3. Media portrayals of violence
4. Low neighborhood attachment and community disorganization
5. Favorable parental attitudes and involvement in behavior
· 6. Constitutional factors
7. Being a witness of violent crime in early childhood or as a young adolescent
8. Being a victim of violence
9. Lack of bonding with parent or other caring adult.
10. Constitutional Factors
11. Being a witness to domestic violence.
Taken and Adaptedfrom Risk and Resource Assessment. "Lecture Rtfermce: The SociJJl Development Strategy. • May 1994
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
STRATEGIC PLAN SUMMARY

Since 1986, the Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB) has been engaged in ongoing dialogue over
the evolving future mission of JWB and its role in Pinellas County. In 1990, with the approval
of a second half mil taxing authority, a five year strategic plan was developed which served as
the foundation for all JWB activities: advocacy, training, planning, research, funding and
evaluation. The approval of •community Driven Results: The Future of the Juvenile Welfare
Board• in July of 1996 is the continuation of the Board's commitment to provide strategic
direction for its services to children and families. The basic principles of that Strategic Plan
are:
1. JWB should focus on specific results which are driven by the priorities of the
community and are measurable. The three areas selected by JWB are: A Sexually
Responsible Community, A Substance Free Community and A Non-Violent
Community.
2. JWB resources should be focused in the areas of development and
prevention.
3. JWB should focus a significant portion of its resources on children 0-6 years
of age and 10·14 years of age.

c

4. Services and activities for children and families should focus on assets and
be community based rather than deficits and institutions.
In a Community Opinion Survey about Children and Families conducted by JWB in 1996, the
community identified juvenile crime/violence (88.8%) and substance abuse (84.3%) as the
most serious problems facing Pinellas County. Sexual activity by youth followed with 75% of
the respondents listing it as a serious problem. The survey also identified that the community
supports focusing on children 0-6 and 1Q-14 and utilizing JWB resources in the area of
development and prevention. Finally, residents are demanding accountability for program
expenditures and finding •real• solutions to problems. An independent analysis of the Board
also concluded that achievement in these three areas would make the most significant
positive impact on Pinellas County.
· The driving idea behind the 1996 Strategic Plan is that the traditional approach to providing
human services of identifying Individual deficiencies and subsequent development of
programs to deal with those deficiencies has basically failed. The currently existing system is
crisis oriented; individualistic; deficit oriented; too categorized and specialized; and allows for
poor service coordination and communication between agencies. In response to the
traditional deficit model, family support and youth development strategies have re-emerged.
These strategies rely on the strengths of individuals, families, and communities to provide the
necessary supports to enhance capabilities. The approach is asset based and holistic and
relies on the Interrelatedness of children, families, and neighborhoods. Building resiliency and
.capacity within individuals, families, and communities has a longer lasting social effect than
continuing to •fix problems• as they occur. Creating new community capabilities and serious
emphasis on positive development and prevention will have greater long term positive
outcomes for JWB than efforts to repair the increasingly complex and dysfunctional deficit
oriented services system.

,.
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
After reviewing the summary documents, please answer the following questions with the
answer which closest reflects your opinion by circling the appropriate number:
1.
Although current strategies for Identifying and dealing with social problems and
conditions can be effedlve In Individual situations, the communities continues to experience
high levels of social ills. JWB taking a leadership role In social servlees to become more
results oriented (reducing the overall occurrence of social problems) should be a:
low Priority

1

2

3

Medium Priority
4
5
6

High Priority

7

8

9

Very High Priority

10

2.a. In JWB's efforts to promote positive development in families and children and prevent risk
taking behaviors and their consequences, Increasing activities which foster skill development,
self reliance, increased knowledge and information about the demands of day to day living,
and self confidence available to all children in Pinellas should be a:
low Priority

1

2

3

Medium Priority

4

5

6

High Priority

7

8

9

Very High Priority

10

2.b.
Developing a wide range of non-school time activities {community service, recreation,
informal learning) for all children in Pinellas County should be a:
low Priority

1

2

3

Medium Priority
4
5
6

High Priority

7

8

9

Very High Priority

10

3.
Making a special effort to identify and involve specific groups of children who are more
likely to engage in high risk behavior (Irresponsible sex, alcohol, tobacco, other drugs, and
violence) should be a:
low Priority

1

2

3

Medium Priority
4
5
6

High Priority

7

8

9

Very High Priority

10

4.
Increasing advocacy efforts at the community , local, state, and federal governmental
levels should be a:
low Priority

1

2

3

Medium Priority
4
5
6

High Priority

7

8

9

Very High Priority

10

5.
Expanding the role of youth, families, and neighborhoods In determining the services,
activities, and mutual supports to be available in their communities should be a:
low Priority

1

2

3

Medium Priority
4
5
6

High Priority

7

8

9

Very High Priority

10

II

I
6.a.
Creating new partnerships and cooperative agreements and initiatives with community,
private sector, and governmental entities should be a:
Low Priority
1 2
3

Medium Priority
4
5
6

High Priority

7

8

9

Very High Priority

10

6.b.
Creating community wide organizations or entities to engage community support and
mobilize the community's resources to achieve the objectives in the three identified results
areas (responsible sexuality, drug free cc::Smmunity, and a non-v!olent community) should be a:
Low Priority
1 2
3

Medium Priority

4

5

6

High Priority

7

8

9

Very High Priority

10

7.
Supporting services and activities which address the whole family rather than
concentrating on a single condition or a single member of the family should be a:
Low Priority
1 2
3

Medium Priority
4
5
6

High Priority

7

8

9

Very High Priority

10

8. ·
Providing support services (licensing, training, Information and referral etc.) which assist
in the effective delivery of services and activities should be a:
Low Priority
1 2
3

Medium Priority

4

5

6

High Priority

7

8

9

Very High Priority

10

***************************************************************************************************************
***************************************************************************************************************

The Juvenile Welfare Board has approved the promotion of a Substance Free, Sexually
Responsible, and Non-Violent community as priority Results for implementing the JWB
approved Strategic Plan.
I, or my group, would be interested in assisting JWB in the implementation of their Strategic
Plan. .
_ _Yes
_ _No Name:
Tel No .._ _ _ __
Please designate the area(s) in which you are willing to assist:
Read and Review materials regarding :
_ _a Substance Free Community
_ _a Non-Violent Community
_ _a Sexually Responsible Community
_ _the development of assets, resources
_ _the reduction of risk behavior.
_ _any/all of the above

~
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Information

Item IV.H
Regular Meeting 11/13/97

TP:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive DirectorJ\ , / ' Lisa A. Sahulka, Director of Prog~ 'dnd Finane~

Healthy Kids Pinellas county Monthly Funding Report
Attached is a copy of the monthly report of funding activities conducted
by the Healthy Kids Pinellas county CHKPC> during the month of october
Of 1997.
This information is being provided in response to the Board's action at
the May 8, 1997 meeting when funding for HKPC was approved.
The attached report was generated by the HKPC program and is
presented as it was received.

c

FUNDING REPORT
HEALTHY KIDS OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Reporting Period:

October, 1997

I. NEW FUNDING SOURCES COMMITTED DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD

Funding
Amount

Initial
Funding
Date

Ending
Funding
Date

United Way (Sl Petersburg, Florida)

$ 10,000.00

7/1/97

6/30/98

Pinellas Community Foundation/on behalf of
Chuck and Bemie Hall Trust*

$

1111/97

6/30/98

Name and Address

5,000.00

~hese

funds were initially designated for use in a malt(eting study; however, the malt(eting study Ia now being provided
without coat by FKQ Malt(eting (St. Petersburg); funds from the Chuck and Bemie Hall Trust will be used to expand local
match funds; amount of money available Ia estimated; a final amount will be available by 11130197.

II. PREVIOUSLY REPORTED FUNDING SOURCES THAT HAVE BEEN WITHDRAWN

Name and Address
Not Applicable

Amount
Pledged

Amount
Rec'dTo
Date

Date Funding
Terminated/
Pledge
Withdrawn

N/A

N/A

N/A

Ill. NEW SOURCES IDENTIFIED AS POTENTIAL FUNDERS
Name and Address
Dr. Gordon Norton (private physician)

Description of Fund-Raising Effort
A meeting was conducted with Dr. Norton to
acquaint him with the Healthy Kids program
and to solicit his support as a program sponsor.

IV. ADDITIONAL FUND-RAISING ACTIVITIES
A Business/Corporate Development Committee has been established to develop a strategic plan to
secure additional local match funding; the Business/Corporate Development Committee includes
representatives from the Sl Pete Chamber, Florida Power Corporation, and Vai-Pak. The Committee
is scheduled to meet on November 6, 1997 at the Sl Petersburg Chamber.
A representative of the Suncoast Health Council, Inc. attended an October workshop to discuss the
federal Children's Health Insurance Initiative (Title XXI) and the funding available to expand access to
health insurance coverage for Florida's children. Copies of the materials presented have been
forwarded to the Juvenile Welfare Board (Lynn Hildebrand).
Local marketing materials have been finalized and approved by the Florida Healthy Kids Corporation;
materials are at printers and should be available for distribution by mid-November.

Item IV.I
Regular Meeting 11/13/97

Information
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Direct-- ...
Kay W. Daly, Special AsslstaJ{JJ.

J'-'
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1997 United Way Campaign
The Juvenile Welfare Board will again receive the United Way's HONOR award.
Honor Awards are given to organizations who contribute between 50% and 74% of
their potential. This year the JWB achieved 61% of its potential, 1% over last year.
Financially, our goal was $20,900, of which we achieved $17,101 .60 or 81.53% of our
goal. However, in 1996 we achieved $18,042 or 90% of our goal which was $20,000.
Unfortunately, even though the percentages look good, the contributions were down.
Each year a traveling plaque is awarded to the division that achieves the
highest percentage of their potential. This year the plaque was awarded to CCC who
achieved 89.74% of their goal. The second highest contributor was JWB with 87.76%.

c
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The campaign committee members were:
Kay Daly, Chair, JWB Administration
Walt Williams, JWB Administration
Antoinette Siebens, JWB Administration
Karen Jensen, CCC
Karen Postoff, Head Start
Dana Stajkowski, PCLB
Linda Tamanini, PCLB
Penny Delacqueseaux, M&FC

Information

Item IV.J
Regular Meeting 11/13/97

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
H. Browning Spence, Director,

Dlrecto('"\~ V\.

Co~~ty Initiatives PeS..

Community Council Report
During the fourth quarter the Community Councils completed projeds begun earlier
in the year and looked ahead to the new fiscal year, 1997-98.
The Communications Liaisons designed a new Community Council Logo and
Banner with technical assistance from Kathy Helmuth, Communications Specialist,
and began planning the first edition of the Community Council newsletter to be
published in December 1997.

c

The Combined Meetings of the Youth Committee have been scheduled for the 5th
Thursday in each quarter. The next meeting is Odober 30th. The Quarterly
meeting of the Combined Executive Committee is scheduled for Odober 23. The
next Combined Council meeting is scheduled for January 8, 1998 and will focus on
quality education.
Staff recruited and interviewed applicants for membership. Over thirty applications
were received; resulting in fourteen South County Community Council (SCCC)
appointments, one Mid County Community Council (MCCC) appointment and one
North County Community Council (NCCC) appointment.
The Community Councils eleded officers for the 1997-98 fiscal year.
the new officers is attached.

A roster of

As part of ongoing efforts to implement recommended changes from the
Community Council Membership Survey, the following adions were taken this
quarter:
Council Visibility and Recognition
The South County Community Council's successful Community Forum on
Education was co-sponsored by Fox 13 and spotlighted in the Weekly
Challenger, a local weekly newspaper, and other media sources.

c

Community Council members part_
icipated in the volunteer recognition
reception prior to the JWB Board meeting on July 10, 1997.
The following is a summary of the adivities of each Community Council for the
fourth quarter:

1

Mid County Community Council (MCCC)
The MCCC meets monthly on the first Thursday at the JWB. The Council has
elected James Kakoulis, a senior at Pinellas Park High, as chairperson and Pam
Beyersdorf, as the vice-chair. Pam Beyersdorf has also been an active member of
the Strategic Planning Task Force.
·
The MCCC is continuing to address these areas of concern: parenting education
for families in mid county; welfare reform; and increased involvement in its target
community of High Point The MCCC Education Committee chairperson
participated in the South County Council Education Forum and is consulting with
the SCCC regarding developing a Combined Council position on quality education.
The MCCC has continued to work with the JWB community organizer and provided
support to the efforts of the target neighborhoods. MCCC member, Fran Lever,
participated in the Florida Neighborhoods Conference with JWB Program
Consultants and other mid county community residents.
The MCCC received a mid county neighborhood involvement update from Patty
Van Alstine, JWB Program Consultant. They also viewed Faces of Addiction, a
video from HBO on substance abuse. A discussion on the video and future
directions of the MCCC in the area of prevention and education was facilitated by
MCCC member, Dr. Stella Pagano.
North County Community Council (NCCC)
The (NCCC) met regularly during the fourth quarter. The NCCC has elected Sarah
Arnold, student at Clearwater High, as chairperson and Sally Bruynell as vice-chair.
The Target Neighborhood Committee has continued its efforts to gather information
regarding assets and concerns of familie~ and children in the Oldsmar community.
The NCCC received a presentation on Juvenile Justice programs and concerns in
the Oldsmar community from Juvenile Justice staff members, Sharon Miller and
Mike Shoemaker.
The NCCC is also currently planning an annual winter holiday dinner meeting in
Decen1ber.
South County Community Council CSCCC)
The SCCC met regularly during this quarter at PTEC - St. Petersburg. The SCCC
has re-elected Richard Bell as Chairperson and Joan Blades as Co-Chair. The
SCCC continues to focus on these areas: quality education; youth development;
and targeted community involvement. On September 18, 1997 the SCCC Quality
Education Committee, with co-sponsors, Bayfront Medical Center Auxiliary and Fox
13, hosted a Community Forum on Education to discuss the Destinations Plan, the
rights and responsibilities of parents, students and teachers, and the Parental
Advocacy Program.
The SCCC received presentations from Doretha Jackson, who is the Pinellas
County Schools Parental Support Coordinator (Ombudsman), regarding the
Parental Advocacy Program; Barbara Thornton, Principal of Largo High School,

2

regarding the Destinations Plan; and the JWB STYLES Interns regarding the
directory of volunteer opportunities for youth in south county.
Staff Resource Person: Dorthy J. Whitlock

s:board\oomcoun\nov.97
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1997-98

JWB COMMUNITY COUNCIL OFFICERS
MID COUNTY
Chair
Vice-Chair
Secretary
Asst. Secretary
Communications Liaison
Neighborhood Involvement
Cooperman-Bogue A ward
Education Committee
Parenting Education Committee
Parliamentarian
Public Policy
Welfare Reform
Youth Subcommittee
JWB Board Member
NORTH COUNTY.
Chair
Vice-Chair
Secretary
Asst. Secretary
Communications Liaison
Cooperman-Bogue Awards
Neighborhood Involvement

- James Kakoullis
- Pamela Beyersdorf
-Bob Zeller
-Carol Bumiller
- Christine Shea
- Christine Shea
-Bob Zeller
- Sharyn Robyak
- Janet Lawrence
- Jean Johnson
- James Kakoullis
- Pending appointment

Public Policy
Youth Subcommittee
JWB Board Member

Sarah Arnold
Sally Bruynell
Claudia Nelson
Marsha Polin
Linda Jimenez
Don Richards
Ruth Salkin, Don Richards, Claudia
Nelson, Marsha Polin
- Phyllis Bryce & Beryl Cummings
- Sarah Arnold
- Pending appointment

SOUTH COUNTY
Chair
Vice-Chair
Secretary
Asst. Secretary
Neighborhood Involvement
Communications Liaison
Cooperman-Bogue Award
Education Committee
Public Policy
Youth Subcommittee
Parliamentarian
JWB Board Member

- Richard Bell
- Joan Blades
- Karen Bolin
- Teresa Van Alstine
- Patsy Dunlap
- Joan Blades
- Bettie Powell
- Adelle Jeminson
-Patsy Dunlap & Charlene Tomas
- Lisa Vinson
- Irving Kellman
- Myrtle Smith-Carroll

s:comcoun\officer.lst
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Regular Meeting 11/13/97

INTERIM FISCAL REPORTS
(UNAUDITED)
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October 31, 1997

Prepared by
SUEWALTERICK
FINANCE DIRECTOR
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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET- ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
October 31, 1997

Government Proprietary Fiduciary
Fund
Funds
Fund
Internal/
General
Enlelprise
Agency

Account Groups
Fixed Asset

Component
Units

TOTALS

L.T. Debt

1997

1996

$9,149,886
$1,933,385
$240,170
$143,0S1
$87,571
$9,717
$20,419
$434,296
$2,126,696
$1,114,477
($682,696)
$752,874

$6,042,741
1,565,645
336,069
756,593
87,571
170,491
103,507
434,296
2,126,696
957,713
(587,279)
233,888

ASS£1'5

Interest Bearing Deposits
Invesbnents-Def.Comp.Plan
Due from Other Government
Due from Other Agencies
Note Receivable
Other Receivables
Deposits
Land & Improvements
Building & Improvements
Fumiture,Fixtures&Equip.
Accumulated Depreciation
Due from lnterfund Transfers
AmlProvided for Comp.Absn.

$9,140,682

142,399
87,571
8,111
13,468

242,259

$9 634 49]
UABILmES
Vouchers & Accounts Payable
Other Payables
Accrued Liabilities
Def.Comp.due to Employees
Due to Interfund Transfers
Deferred Revenue
TOTAL UABIUTIES
FUND EQUITY
lnvesbnent in Fixed Assets
Fund Balance
Contributed Capital
Retained Earnings
Reserved: Encumbrances
Unreserved: Disability
Anniversary
Cooperman-Bogue
F /Y Expend.Design
Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY
TOTAL UAB.&FUND EQUITY

$9,204
$1,933,385

463,845
12,197

240,170
682
1,566

40
6,951

434,296
2,126,696
530,742
(682,696)
158,797

583,735
351,81&
S403.22Z

52 569401 51933.385

5583735

$403 297

S52l.S~
l8B.2JZ
SZ3.SBZ
5797102 $15C}2] 411 $12 801 518

470

614,732

l..80.5il

mill

623.65Z

3880.106

3255Z45

583,735
6,699,651
2,217,161
200,265

537,904

403,297
1,933,385
103,106

159,606

1Z3.020
ZS2.238

ZAS.3.

1£522

].233.385

0

4:03.221

583,735
276,818

6,422,833
2,217,161
200,265
248,104

248,104

9,107
3,088,185
(885 2Zti)
8.882,253

9,107
3,088,185
(1,004,903)
12,()413()5

S!!fi:H&!!l

(l5.5Si)
2.401.872
S:Z~Mil

(103.JZ3)

0

S83.Z3.S

0

Sl !!33 385

5511735

Si03.2!!Z

500,788
247,096
573,587
1,565,645
233,888

$464,315
21,122
403,297
1,933,385
877,444

8,925

lZ3M5

2,309,455
749
239,394
9,750
1,649,787
~.798,734

9,.545,773

SZ!!Z lii:Z Sl5 !!:Zl &ll SJ:z &Ill 518

•1be fund balance was reduced by $864,197 for F/Y 96/97 and added to the designation for F/Y 97/98

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INTERIM STATEMENT OF REVENUE, EXPENDITURES & CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR PERIOD ENDING OCTOBER 31, 1997
(CURRENT Y.T.D. % = 8%)

ANNUAL
BUDGET
REVENUE
Property Taxes
Fees
Intergovernmental
Interest on Investments
Miscellaneous
Proprietary
Component Units
TOTAL REVENUE
EXPENDITURES
Administration
Children's Programs
Non-Operating
Proprietary
Component Units
TOTAL EXPEND~

$25,957,235
56,000
174,877
670,000
257,500

MONTHLY
ACTUAL

Y.T.D.
ACTUAL

10,283

10,283

123,439
21,460

123,439
21,460

5212

5212

27,115.612

160,394

160,394

(3,420,461)
(25,577,836)
(1,205,500)
(30,203,797)

(243,180)
(697,658)
(78,860)
(37,014)
(108.585)
(1,165,297)

(243,180)
(697,658)
(78,860)
(37,014)
(108.585)
(1,165,297)

(3.088,185)

(1,004,903)

(1.004,903)

OrnER FIN.SOURCES
Operating Transfers from JWB
EXCESS(Deficiency) of
Revenue over Expenditures
CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL
RETAINED EARNINGS
INVESTM.IN FIXED ASSETS
FUND EQUITY
RESERVED
Encumbrances
UNRESERVED
Disability
Cooperman Bogue
F/Y Expenditure
Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY

c

2,217,161
200,265
583,735

3,088,185

248,104
9,107
3,088,185

6.899.216
SlZ~l.1115

YI'D as % of Bdgt.

1997

1996

0%
18%
0%
0%
48%

0%
18%
0%
0%
26%

1%

0%

7%
3%
7%

8%
2%
0%

4%

4%

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURES
FOR PERIOD ENDING OCTOBER 31, 1997
(CURRENT Y.T.D. % =8%)

DIRECTOR

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

MONTH
Y.T.D.
BUDGET ACTUAL ACTUAL
144,786
7,862
7,862
39,950
3,089
3,089

%of Budget
1997
1996
7%
5%
6%
8%

184,736

10,951

10,951

6%

6%

90,489
20,630

5,653
924

5,653
924

6%
4%

6%
5%

111,119

6,577

6,577

6%

6%

COMMUNICATIONS Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

216,060
65,444

13,653
2,305

13,653
2,305

6%
4%

5%
3%

281,504

15,958

15,958

6%

5%

FINANCE

258,143
50,350

22,428
1,224

22,428
1,224

9%
2%

8%
16%

308,493

23,652

23,652

8%

9%

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

250,236
223,100

15,099
21,666

15,099
21,666

476,336

36,765

36,765

6%
10%
0%
8%

6%
9%
0%
8%

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

543,925
18,800

41,017
1,212

41,017
1,212

8%
6%

8%
9%

562,725

42,229

42,229

8%

8%

COMMUNITY SVCS. Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

485,142
46,562

34,913
1,413

34,913
1,413

~k

3%

8%
5%

531,704

36,326

36,326

7%

8%

RESEARCH

241,676
68,268

15,602
2,810

15,602
2,810

6%
4%

6%
1%

309,944

18,412

18,412

6%

5%

411,850
242,050

26,344
25,966

26,344
25,966

6%
11%

8%
15%

653,900

52,310

52,310

8%

10%

3.~20.~61

2~3.180

243.180

7%

8%

SPECIAL ASSISTANT Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

ADMIN. TEAM

PROGRAMS

TRAINING

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

ADMINISTRATION TOTAL:

~

JUVENILE WELFARE BOA~D
INVESTMENT REPORT
FOR PERIOD ENDING 10/31/97

BANK
AmSouth

ACCOUNT

AVG.RATE

Market Investment for
Disability Self Ins.Fund

1.38%

AmSouth

Pooled Funds

5.09%

FL Local Gov.
Surplus Trust

Investment Pool

5.55%

c

BALANCE
$242,895.83

$278.18

$9,282,067.61 $42,432.61

$599.430.86

$2.809.06

510.1~.32~.30

"5.512.85

BUDGET COMPARISON

(Year To Date)
BUDGET

YfDACTUAL•

%

Over/Under

$670,000

$45,519.85

7%

($624,480.15)

• = Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

c

YIELD

BUDGET AMENDMENTS THIS MONTH

None

EXISTING AGENCV ADVANCES

None

NEW AGENCV ADVANCES
African American Leadership
CCYD, Outreach
Family Services Center
Sgt. Allen Moore Partnership
SHAOO
Youth Homes of Florida

14,000
3,897
120,000
13,044
3,500
23,913

BOARD MEETING, 11/13/97 ITEM IV. L
PERSONNEL REPORT FOR OCTOBER 1997
JWB ADMINISTRATION
New Hires:
SeParations:
Transfers:
Promotions:
Reclassification:
Salary Actions:
Anniversaries:

Staff Items:
NEW HIRES
Coordinated Child Care:
license Board :
Marriage & Family:
SEPARATIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
license Board:
Marriage & Family:
TRANSFERS
Coordinated Child Care:
license Board:
Marriage & Family:
PROMOTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
license Board:
Marriage & Family:
RECLASSIFICATION
Coordinated Child Care:
license Board:
Marriage & Family:
SALARY ACTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
license Board:
Marriage & Family:
ANNIVERSARIES
Coordinated Child Care:

License Board:
Marriage & Family:
STAFF ITEMS
Coordinated Child Care:
license Board :
Marriage & Family:

c

None
Larkin, Gayla - Retired 10/31/97
Hudson, Janice from Training to Human Resources/Diversity 1 0/1 /97
None
None
Bisweski-Eber, Susan to Regular Status
Bisweski-Eber, Susan - 10/22/96 - One Year
Doody, R. J. - 10/02/78 - Nineteen Years
Polinsky, Nancy- 10/13/80 - Seventeen Years
Schmidt, Michael- 10/22/79- Eighteen Years
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Rachal, Elaine to Regular Status
Tomlin, Anne to Regular Status
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Carter, Fay - 10/04/93 - Four Years
Ciminera, Margo - 10/12/90 - Seven Years
Fricano, Carolyn - 10/18/92 - Five Years
Heinzer, Patricia - 10/11/93 - Four Years
McFarley, lillie - 10/19/92 - Five Years
Turner, Terressa- 10/07/91 -Six Years
St. Arnold, Nancy - 10/23/78 - Nineteen Years
Stanfill, Barbara - 10/15/90 - Seven Years
Tomlin, Anne - 10/21/96 - One Year
Redwood, Victoria - 10/30/89 - Eight Years
None
None
None

PERSONNEL CHANGES

Director of Research and Development Center
I am pleased that Dr. Krista Winn, from the Texas Tech University in Lubbock, Texas
will be joining the staff on December 1, 1997.
Contract Manager
Gayla Larkin has retired effective October 31, 1997. We are in the final stages of
selection and hope to have her replacement on board about December 1.
Research Assistant
Wendy Struchen terminated her employment on November 3, 1997 to assume a
position with the Pinellas County Health Department, which is more consistent with
her long range statistical and epidemiological interests. Recruitment for that position
is underway.
Executive Assistant
(See the depth of denial here - I hold this to the very last in hopes that Amy's leaving
is merely a bad dream!) Amy has moved on to her new position with CCC on a parttime basis and will continue to help me until her replacement is on board. We are
interviewing finalists and we are targeting December 8 as the first day for her
replacement.
Early Alert
We will probably be scheduling an 8:30 a.m. starting time for the December meeting.
The agenda is beginning to look quite substantial.

Regular Meeting 11/13/97 ITEM #IV.M.

SITE VISIT
SCHEDULE & SUMMARIES

PROGRAMS & FINANCE DEPARTMENT

c

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
6698 68TH AVENUE NORTH SUITE A
PINELLAS PARK, FLORIDA 33781·5060
TELEPHONE: 813-547-5600

RATING CRITERIA
FOR
MEASURABLE OBJECTIVES

Objective Exceeded

101%+

Objective Met

100%

Objective Substantially Met

95-99%

Objective performance Needs Improvement
Objective Performance Seriously Deficient

70-94%

Below70%

Outstanding

Exceeded or met 1OOCk of objectives

Excellent

Exceeded, met, or substantially met 90Ck of objectives

Satisfactory

Exceeded, met or substantially met at least 70Ck of objectives

Unsatisfactory

Exceeded, met, or substantially met less than 70Ck of objectives

SITE VISIT SCHEDULE
November 1997

Family Service Center
Time Out Homes
Childnet Program

November 11, 1997

African American Leadership Council
North Greenwood Community Family Center

November 18, 1997

Board Members are invited to participate in site visits. For information, please
contact Lisa Sahulka, 547-5643.

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARIES
FOR:

The Children's HomePinellas School Support Team
Directions For Mental HealthKid Connection
Friends of the DeafProgram to Enhance the Achievement of
Children With Hearing Loss (PEACH)
Family Outreach Center Uniting Services
to Empower the Deaf (FOCUSED)
Pinellas County Health DepartmentFamily Partners

Site VIsit Summary

Agency:
Program:

The Children's Home
Pinellas School Support Team
(PSST)
Date of VIsit: August 13, 1997

Fiscal Year:
Program Budget:
JWB Allocation:
Cost Per Client:*

1996-97
$129,984
$129,964

*This is the first year the program has been operational. Therefore, cost per client cannot be
calculated at this time.
In July of FY 95-96, the Children's Home requested, and the JWB approved, the transfer of the
JWB allocation from residential services to a collaborative Pinellas School Support Team. This
program provides services to children and their families attending Safety Harbor, Oldsmar, Palm
Harbor, and Forest Lake Elementary Schools, who are experiencing emotional disturbance,
family dysfunction, family violence, or who live in a high risk environment where these factors are
interfering with school success. Services offered range in intensity, depending on the needs of
the family, and strive to be as community-based as possible. Commonly used services include
tutoring, behavior management training, in-home and out-of-home therapy, psychological
assessment, psychiatric consultation, and in-home support services.

c

The site visit included: a fiscal monitoring; review of the program services and client files;
interviews with staff; and a home visit. Services being provided for the families appear to be
consistent with those stated in the program's most recerit methodology. Case records and
methods used for the collection of program statistics were reviewed and found to be satisfactory.
In addition, a case review team meeting for a client and family was observed (the mother was
interviewed by the supporting team to determine what services were needed by the child and
family). Those who participated included the mother, the Principal of Oldsmar Elementary
School, Coordinator of Oldsmar Community School, the School Social Worker, a representative
from Children, Youth & Families- Foster Care Department, and the Pinellas School Support Team
from the Children's Home.
At mid-point of FY 1996-97, the PSSP program was on target for meeting its minimum service
levels and all of its objectives.
There were no programmatic or fiscal recommendations made. The program is in its first year
of operation and appears to be on track.

Contract Manager: Gayla P. Larkin

c

Site Visit Summary

Agency:
Program:

Directions for Mental Health
Kid Connection

Piscal Year: 1996-97
Program Budget: $276,830
JWB Allocation: $54,705
Cost Per Client: · $2,215
(Based on PY 95/96)

Date of Visit: August 26, 1997

;

Program De•cription
The Kid Connection at Curlew Creek Elementary School in Palm Harbor, is designed
to provide school-based prevention and early intervention services to children
and their families, and consultation services to Pinellas County School Board
personnel.
Program activities include: individual counseling, youth skills
training, parent education and support, family conferences, parent-teacher
conferences, and efforts to link families with community resources. All of these
activities are intended to prevent the children served from needing formal mental
health services and placement in classrooms . for children with emotional
handicaps.
Overall objectives are: to improve the child's school behavior; to improve the
family's relationship and interaction with school personnel and the community in
general; and to strengthen the overall functioning of the family.
The site visit consisted of an overview and up-date of the program; meetings and
interviews with the principal of Curlew Creek, a teacher at Curlew Creek who is
familiar with the Kid Connection, the school guidance counselor, and a parent
who, along with her daughter, was served by the program; a review of the program
methodology, its objectives and minimum service levels; a review of client files
and a review for contract compliance.
At mid-point in FY 96-97, the program reported being on target for meeting all
of its objectives, but was behind schedule for its minimum service levels for
both children and adults . At the time of the site visit, the numbers of children
and adults served had significantly increased.
No recommendations or requirements were made as a result of this site visit.

Contract Manager: Lynn Hildebrand

SITE VISIT SUMMARY
Agency:

Friends of the Deaf

Program:

Program to Enhance the Achievement of
Children with Hearing Loss (PEACH)

Date Of VIsit:

May 20, 1997

Agency:

Friends of the Deaf

Program:

Family Outreach Center Uniting Services
to Efl1X)wer the Deaf {FOCUSED)

Date of VIsit:

Fiscal Year:
Program · Budget:
JWB Allocation:
Cost Per Client:
(FY 95-96)

Fiscal Year:
Program Budget:
JWB Allocation:
COst per client:
{FY 95-96)

1996-97

$ 171,173
$ 58,890
$
865

1996-97
$ 171,768
$ 113,803
$
1,363

May 20, 1997

The PEACH program was first funded in FY 1992-93 and provides earty intervention for special needs
children who are deaf or hard of hearing. This Is accomplished by stimulating social, emotional and
academic growth through a variety of student and family activities. PEACH develops social awareness
through substance abuse prevention, education and positive interaction with the juvenile justice system and
social service agencies. Self esteem and socialization skills are strengthened through Interaction with the
deaf community and its culture. Areas of developmental and academic deficits are addressed through
recreation and play therapy, Individual and group counseling, tutoring, field trips, seminars, and a summer
day camp.
The FOCUSED program began implementation in August of 1995, and was funded as a •community of
interest" program serving deaf persons in Pinellas County. The program focuses on young families with
children in the 0-5 age range, especially those families with hearing children whose parents are deaf or
hard of hearing. The services are provided by five staff, volunteers and collaborative partners at the existing
Friends of the Deaf Center, located at 7190 76th Street North, Pinellas Park. Both the programs serve
the entire area of Pinellas County.
During the first half of FY 1996-97, the PEACH program already exceeded its minimum service levels and
was on target to meet or substantially achieve all of its objectives that were evaluated in this period. The
program uses case notes, program logs, attendance records, parent reports and the Meadow-Kendall SocialEmotional Assessment Inventory to measure its success on objectives.
During the first half of FY 1996-97 the FOCUSED program was on target to meet or exceed most of its
objectives and has already surpassed its minimum service levels. Two objectives are slightly behind target
because more families than expected had children older than five years old (Instead of the targeted 0-5 year
age range). However, the program may •catch up• as new families with younger children are accepted Into
the program. The program is exactly at 50% of the goal for the number of new families that are to participate
in the development of Family Support Plans. In addition the focused outreach staff have established contact
with over 21 agencies who do business with deaf or hard of hearing participants.

Current Issues:
1. Lack of transportation (especially south county).
2. Influx of Hillsborough clients (because of the closing of the Tafll)a Deaf Center).
3. Facility problems: high maintenance costs, insufficient office and program space.
4. Program growth has Increased the need for more staff and a reallocation of staff resources.
5. Client Dependency (need for more empowerment).
Responses:
1. Developing a possible outreach site at the Sanderlin Center.
2. Exploring the option of managing the Tampa Deaf Center.
3. Working to develop funding for a larger, more appropriate facility.
4. Working on a major agency reorganization.
5. Developing a training plan to help participants become empowered.
Both programs have strengths derived from consistent and strong leadership from the agency Board of
Directors, the Executive Director and the PEACH/FOCUSED Program Director. The programs also enjoy
considerable parental and volunteer support. Agency staff and the Board of Directors are well aware of
the issues listed above, and have been seeking resolution of these concerns on an ongoing basis. For
example, to help alleviate some of the issues relative to program growth and the closing of the Tampa Deaf
Center, the agency has been working on plans for a major reorganization and for assuming the
management of the Tampa Deaf Center. Finally, both programs are in compliance with their JWB FY 199697 Agreements.

Contract Manager: Gary Ceman
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mE VISIT SUMMARY

AGENCY:

Pinellas County Health
Department

PROGRAM: Family Partners

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCATION:
COST PER CLIENT:
(FY 1995-1996)

1996-1997
$496,602
$397,380
$150

DATE OF VISIT: August 21-22 1997
The HRS Pinellas County Public Health Unit- Family Partners Program was funded In June of 1993 and targets
expectant families, families with newborns and other families of nine census tracts in the Pinellas Pari< vicinity. The
overall objectives of the program are to promote family preservation by improving the health of mothers and infants
through a system of inclusion by universal contact during pregnancy or at birth and screening for potential risk for
substance abuse; to intervene at early signs of potential risk for substance abuse and unhealthy behaviors through
a comprehensive family support initiative; and to develop a community prevention and education initiative.
Collaborative partners include the Exchange Center, Marriage and Family Counseling, Girls Incorporated, and the
Development and Early Intervention Program at All Children's Hospital.
During the site visit, we spoke with program staff and client families, went on home and community education group
visits, reviewed programmatic records, and verified objective and minimum service level data.
During the first half of FY 1996-97, the total Family Partners Program served 310 families, 2,171 children, and 672
adults. At the time of the visit, the program was meeting or exceeding all of Its objectives.
New this year were program sponsored GED Classes. Thirty-eight (38) Individuals attended; child care and
transportation were provided. The program is anticipating changes in program design based on community needs.
The school-bas.ed Community Education services have been discontinued.
There were no recommendations for the program.

Comact Manager: Dorothy Jennings
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Regular Meeting: November 13, 1997

Item IV N

Training Center
c

c

Monthly Update of Planned Activities
November 1 - November 30, 1997

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED:

ocr
ocr
ocr

1995:
1996:
1997:

1,507
1,205
993

YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6:
YTD 1996n:

1,507
1,205
993

YTD 1994/5:
YTD 1995/6:
YTD 1996n:

32
256
623

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:

ocr
ocr
ocr

1995:
1996:
1997:

32
256
623

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES:
PROFESSIONALS AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION :

ocr

1997:

1,616

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
1997/1998
1996/1997
1995/1996
1994/1995
1993/1994
1992/1993
1991/1992
1990/1991
1989/199<)
1988/1989
1987/1988
1986/1987
1985/1986

1,616
16937
9,985
10,971
23,518
18,037
14,202
10,790
12,193
13,459
8,045
16,030
16,005

YTD 1997/98:

1,616

YEAR TO DATE (YTD)

()

DATE

JWB TRAINING CENTER MONThLY UPDATE OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES

SITE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

1113197

ENIIANCJNG UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN YOUTH AND THEIR
FAMIUES

JWB .

THIS WORKSIIOP WIU HELP
SUSAN GARDNER L.M.H.C
PARTICIPANTS CIIANGE CONFUCJ
TO UNDERSTANDING IN THE FAMIL

PROFESSIONAL

11/4197

UNCOIL STRESS....CREATIVE PLAY

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL DEVEWP
STRESS-MANAGEMENT SKIUS

PROFESSIONAL

1114197

CULTURAL COMPETENCY &
COMMUNICATIONS: PART I

AREA AGENCY ON
AGING

SPEAKER WIU PRESENT CULTURAL SUSAN BISZEWSKI-EBER, M.A. COMMUNITY
COMPETENCY & COMMUNICATION
EDUCATION
TO AN INTERGENERATIONAL GROUF

1114/97

BUIWING PROSOCIAL SKIUS IN
YOUNG CHIWREN

FOUNDATION VIUAG c.PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN
ACTIVITIES FOR DEVELOPING
PROSOCIAL SKIUS IN YOUNG
CHIWREN

1114197

YOUTH ON THE MOVE

OLIVE B.McUN
CENTER

CJ/IWREN' S SERVICES COMMITTEE JIM ANDREWS, M.A.
MEETING

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

1115197

FAMIUES AT ADOLESCENCE

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL GAIN INSIGHTS GARY DuDEU, PhD.
INTO DEVELOPMENTAL AND SOCIAL
ISSUES OF ADOLESCENCE

PROFESSIONAL

1115197

WHEN TALKING ISN'T ENOUGH: M JWB
INTRODUCTION TO PLAY THERAPY

THIS WORKSHOP WIU ADDRESS
STEVEN 0' BRIEN, PsyD.,P .A.
THE THEORETICAL AND PRACTICAL
ASPECTS OF PLAY THERAPY

PROFESSIONAL

11/6197

THE B.E.S.T. AND JWB

ECKERD COUEGE

STUDENTS WIU LEARN ABOUT
JWB AND THE B.E.S.T. INITIATIVE

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

1116197

CULTURAL COMPETENCY &
COMMUNICATION: PART II

AREA AGENCY ON
AGING

SPEAKER WIU PRESENT CULTURAL SUSAN BISZEWSKI-EBER, M.A. COMMUNITY
COMPETENCY & COMMUNICATION
EDUCATION
TO AN INTERGENERATIONAL
GROUP

11/6197

DIFFERENT GIFTS@ THE HAVEN

THE HAVEN-RECOVERING BATTERED WOMEN
RJ. DOODY PhD.
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE WIU LEARN ABOUT INNATE
SHELTER
PERSONALITY DIFFERENCES IN
FAMILY MEMBERS AND HOW THESE
AFFECT BEHAVIORAL CHOICES

ANN VAN DE STEEG,
L.C.S.W.

JACK HARTMANN, M.A.

RJ. DOODY PhD.

-

-------·-

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

1116197

MULTIPLE INTEWGENCES THEOR

PARTICIPANTS WIU GAIN INSIGHTS KATHLEEN GAFNEY
1ST UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH IN ASSESSING AND DEVELOPING
UNIQUE GIFTS OF EVERY CHIW
OF PINEUAS PARK

11/6/97

POSITIVE PARENTING

JWB

.
1117197

TillS WORKSHOP WIU EXPWRE
LUCY MAUNSKJ
EFFECTWE TECHNIQUES FOR
BUIWING HEALTHY RELATIONSH/Pj
WITH YOUR CHILDREN

MULTIPLE INTEWGENCES THEOR SUNCOASTREALTORS PARTICIPANTS WIU GAIN INSIGHTS KATHLEEN GAFNEY
IN ASSESSING AND DEVELOPING
UNIQUE GIFTS OF EVERY CHIW

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION
PROFESSIONAL

PROFESSIONAL

11112/97 COMMUNICATING WITH YOUR
CHIW

P-TECH AT
CLEARWATER

SPEAKER WILL PRESENT A
WORKSHOP TO PARENTS ON
COMMUNICATION

11112/97 DEVEWPMENTAL ISSUES OF
ADOLESCENT FEMALES

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN CRITICA GARY DuDEU Ph.D.
DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES OF
ADOLESCENT FEMALES

PROFESSIONAL

11/12/97 ABUSE, NEGLECT, AND
DEPENDENCY

EXCHANGE CENTER

CHIWREN' S SERVICES COMMITTEE JIM ANDREWS, M.A.
MEETING

PROFESSIONAL

11/12197 CHIW CARE ADVOCACY

JWB

CHIWREN'S SERVICES COMMITTEE JIM ANDREWS, M.A.
MEETING

PROFESSIONAL

11113/97 BUIWING SELF-ESTEEM IN
AGGRESSIVE YOUTH

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN
JAMES MYLES
SKILLS & STRATEGIES FOR BUIWIN ~
SELF-ESTEEM IN YOUTH

PROFESSIONAL

THIS WORKSIIOP WIU APPLY
JAMES NOYES. Ed.D.
CHOICE THEORY TO RELATIONSHIP
COUNSEliNG

PROFESSIONAL

11117197 GETTING TOGETHER AND STAYING JWB
TOGETHER

SUSAN BISZEWSKI-EBER, M.A. COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

11/18~7

WORKING WITH CHILDREN
WHOSE PARENTS ARE
INCARCERATED

ST PAUL'S UNITED
PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN
METHODIST CHURC~ SKTI..LS AND INSIGHTS INTO
DEVELOPING POSITIVE
RELATIONSHIPS WITH CHILDREN

11/18~7

YOUTH ON THE MOVE

OLIVE B. McLIN
CEMTER

11/18~7

BUILDING STRENGTHS IN
FAMILIES

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN
ST PAUL'S UNITED
ADELA BECKERMAN, Ph.D.
METHODIST CHURCf STRATEGIES FOR STRENGTHENING
FAMILIES

CHILDREN'S SERVICES
COMMITTEE MEETING

ADELA BECKERMAN, Ph.D.

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION
PROFESSIONAL

11/19/'Ji WORKING WITH ClllLDREN
WHOSE PARENTS ARE
INCARCERATED

JWB

11/19/97 B.E.S.T, INITIATIVE FORUM

JWB

'
PARTICIPANTS
WILL LEARN
SKILLS AND INSIGHTS INTO
DEVELOPING POSITIVE
RELATIONSHIPS WITH CHILDREN

..

11{1.0/97 PROMOTING RESPONSIBILITY
AND RELIABILITY IN YOUTH

SAFETY HARBOR
NEIGHBORHOOD
FAMILY CENTER

11120/97 MANAGING THE 7 HIGH STRESSOR~ JWB
OF RAISING YOUNG CHIWREN
11121/97 UNDERSTANDING LEARNING
DISORDERS IN SCHOOL-AGE
CHIWREN

B.E.S.T. PEER EDUCATION FORUM
WILL FOCUS ON TECHNOLOGY
AND SOCIAL SERVICE

ADELA BECKERMAN, Ph.D.

PROFESSIONAL

SUSAN BISZEWSKI-EBER,
M.A.

B.E.S.T/
COMMUNITY
EDUCATION.

STAFF AND COMMUNITY
RJ. DOODY Ph.D.
RESIDENTS WILL DEVELOP SKILLS
FOR PROMOTING THESE QUALITIE
IN YOUTH

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN STRESS
MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES

PROFESSIONAL

JACK HARTMANN, M.A.

ST PAUL' S UNITED
DR. LEVINE WIU PRESENT
METHODIST CHURCH IN-DEPTH INFORMATION ABOUT
EFFECTIVE APPROACHES TO
LEARNING DISORDERS

MEL LEVINE, M.D.

Tf/JS WORKSHOP WIU EXPLORE
TECHNIQUES FOR PASSING ON
CHARACTER AND EMOTIONAL
INTEUIGENCE IN OUR YOUTH

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

11121197 NURTURING CHARACTER IN YOUTil JWB
AND PROMOTING EMOTIONAL
JNTEI.J..JGENCE IN YOUTH

PROFESSIONAL

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

11124/97 CARING COMMUNICATION

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN
JACK HARTMANN, M.A.
EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION SKJU~

11124/97 FOUNDATIONS TRAINING

JWB

THIRD OF FIVE B.E.S.T. INITIATIVE SUSAN BISZEWSKJ-EBER, M.A. B.E.S.T/
CERTIFIED YOUTH WORKER
COMMUNITY
TRAINING IN FOUNDATIONS:
EDUCATION
INTERGENERATIONAL
COMMUNICATIONS (BRIDGING THE
COMMUNICATION GAP)

11/lA/97 PERSONAL ETHICS

JWB

THIS WORKSHOP WILL DEAL WITil JIM ANDREWS, M.A.
DEFINING PRINCIPLES TO LIVE BY

PROFESSIONAL

11126/97 ASSERTIVENESS SKIUS AND
GOOD COMMUNICATION

CENTER FOR
VJSUAUY IMPAIRED

PARTICIPANTS WIU LEARN POSITIV r JACK HARTMANN, M.A.
COMMUNICATION SKIUS

PROFESSIONAL

-----
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PROFESSIONAL
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Youth Arts Corps
Accepting Applications
The Youth Arts Corps
ST. PETERSBURG A budding Romare Bear- will offer a year-long series
den, Toni Braxton, Lang- of workshops in poetry,
ston Hughes, Debbie Al- music, visual arts, theater
len, John Singleton and and more at the Dept. of
Denzel Washington exists Juvenile Justice Wildwood
in every urban community Service Center, 955 26th
St. S., St. Petersburg, foracross America.
The Youth Arts Corps merly known as Wildwood
at Wildwood has set out to Elementary School.
In addition to artistic
identify, nurture and develop such dreamers with tal- training, the youth will be
ent and interest in the arts. exposed to career work-

shops in the arts, echoing
Cuba Gooding's immortal
line, "show me the
money!" in the blockbuster
movie, 'Jerry McGuire'.
The program invites
youth between the ages of
13-15 years old living in
zip code areas 33705,
33711 and 33712 to register for the free classes that
began October 1. The
Youth Arts Corps will ini-

tlally select 25 youth to
participate in the program,
which will culminate in a
pre-holiday showcase in
December.
Youth Arts Corps at
Wildwood is funded by the
Juvenile Welfare Board of
Pinellas County, Florida
-be pt. of State/Division of
Cultural Affairs and the
Dept. of Juvenile Justice.
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Child welfare system
seeking centralization
By JOE NEWMAN
Tlme1 Staff Wrttar

A study of Pinellas County's
child welfare agencies found that
many professionals who deal with
abuse cases ·have common concerns: They are overworked, frustrated and worried the system is
not meeting the needs of the victims.
"The overall theme with both
children and parents is that they
don't understand what's going on,"
said Tracy Ellis, a consultant with
the county's Department of]ustice
Coordination. ·
Ellis interviewed dozens of investigators, social workers, prosecutors, doctors and children and
their parents. She also took an
inventory of the different agencies
involved with child abuse.

Her yearlong study was sub-:
mitted to the Juvenile Welfare
Bwu:d last week. The board is
working with a task force to estab-·
!ish a Children's Advocacy Center."
An advocacy center would coordinate the child-abuse agencies
and would work with families to·
explain what is happening, with the
goal of reducing their stress.
:
A number of recent deaths related to child abuse in the Tampa
~Y area have raised awareness
and underscored the need for an'
advocacy center, said Patsy Buker,:
chairwoman of the Children's Ad-"
vocacy Center Task Force.

Jim Mills, the welfare board's
executive director, said a center
might make the system more effi-·
cient, allowing the county do more
with resources.
·
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·What's Up in Pinellas?
Report Shows Trends in Florida's
Most Densely-Populated County
Changes in Pinellas - Demographic Ups
and Downs for Juveniles
The "Ups"
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opulation, per apita income, popuo
lation density - and the number
of kids booced out of middle IChool
for discipline problems: these are 1
few of thinp that are "up" in
Pinellau County, eccordinc lo a
report this summer from the county's

P

Juvenile Welfare~

Their report, "'leJiU Profile,• compares
the most recent statistics available with those
from prior base years, mostly 1990, 1o measure community weiJ.beine. Overall, Pinellas
is doinc pretty well
While the statistics include primarily
those pertainine to juveniles. population-wide
numbers have a certain bearine on juvenile
welfare. Thus. the report contains numerous
data about the overall population includine
such facts as:
• The total Pinellas population u of 1996

Wll

882,495;

• 90.1 percent of the Pinellau population is
white. Non-white population is 9.9 percent;
• The population crew 3.6 percent from
1990 lo 1996;
• The median ace in Pinellas is 42.1 years;
• Plnellau per capita income in 1994 was
$24,696, the state's seYenth-hiehest;
• March, 1997 unemployment wu et 3.8
percent
At 3,129 residents per· square mile,
Plnellau is the most densely-populated coun-

ty in Florida. more than twice as densely-populated u the No. 2 county, Broward, which
has 1,128 residents per square mile.
Plnellau population has increased since
1990 in all ace croups except I 5 to 29, with
the largest increases in the fourth to eiehtherade ace croup. The- population aced 18 to
29 dropped 1 sienifiCIIIt 14.5 percent
Pinellas statistics show county you nesters
tend to lead their statewide counterparts in
most echievement cateeories. On the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAl), for example,
Pinellas ltudenta averqed scores of 513 in
verbal skills compared 1o Florida averaees of
498 and national averqes of 505. Pinellas
math scores averqed 518 compared to a
awe 496 and national 508 averqe. Plnellau
ltudents takine the American Colleee Test
CACJ), an alternative exam to the ~T. outpaced llale and
eom..a 011 "'"z

THE

REVIEW

Pinellas Trends
contiflued from page I
national scores by similar margins.
For the past three years, Pinellas graduat·
ed more of its high school students than
statewide averages, with 83.5 percent wearing caps and gowns in Pinellas in 1993-94
compared to 76 percent statewide. 75.1 per·
cent of Pinellas students graduated in 1994·
95 and again in 1995-96 compared to a
statewide graduation rate of 73 percent both
of those ye.ars. In 1991, 1992 and 1993,
Pinellas' graduation rate fell short of Floridawide graduation percentages.
Pinellas elementary and middle school
students upped their scores on standardized
tests in 1996 compared to a base year of 1991
in every grade level except sixth, which was
unchanged at a 61 percentile rank. National
median scores are 50 on the Comprehensive
Test of Basic Skills.
·
About one out of three Pinellas school students eats a free or reduced-fee school lunch
~v_ith 45 P.f:rcenl of element¥,y students doir.~
sli, up from 41 percent in 1991-92. This
increase is attributed to both increased need
and more widespread knowledge of the availability of the program.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1997

Most health and fertility statistics have
positive change during recent years,
wtth the number of teens having babie~ down
a bit Pinellas births to mothers under 18
dropped from 16 births per thousand to 14 3
Oetween 1990 and 1995. There was a slight
increase in the percentage of births under
5.5 pounds, with nonwhite underweight
babies outnumbering white o~es by more
than two to one. Infant mortality dropped
from 1990 to 1995, but exceeded Florida averages slightly.
Child abuse and neglect cases increased
from 1992 to 1995 and the percentage of
alleged violations that subsequently were
verified increased considcrdbly.
Juvenile crime in Pinellas ha~ shown
respectable declines for five conserutivt!
years, but continues to exceed state averages
significantly while adult and overall per capi·
ta crime statistics in Pinellas fall below state
averages. In 1995, Pinellas arrested 4R juveniles per 1,000 population compared to 33.3
arrested statewide. Pinellas adults were
arrested at a rate of 47 per 1,000 population
compared to statewidt! statistics of 56.6 per
1,000. Pinellas has for the past several years
tried more juvt!niles as adults than ha~
Florida as a whole. In 1995. nearly 18 percent
of Pinellas juv~nile offenders faced adult
courts, compared to 14.38 ~rcenl statt:wide.
s~own
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Week Without
Violence
The public is invited to
participate in the third annual YWCA Week Without
Violence, scheduled for
October 19-25, 1997. This
event is a national campaign
which focuses 00 practical
and sustainable a1tcmatives
to violence with the promotion of a safer, healthier ammunity as its main goal.
More than SO volunteets
tluougbout Pinellas County
are working together to provide a week of entertaining.
educational and impiraDonal
activities to dcmonsaate that
all people can live without
violence in their homes,
schools, and neighborhoods.
The 1997 campaign emphas= a1tematives to family
violence, gun violence, violence linked to racism and
bigotry, and vio1enc:e in the
media.

The event gets anearly
with a seminar in
the Campus Activities Center at USFtSt Petersburg on
Friday, October 17th. "The
flee seminar, open to the
public, will feature speakers
including a Fox Cllannel13
news anchor, panel discussions on media, government
and aimina1 justi<z issues,
and youth. InfonnatiOn
boochs will be 00 display
along with plenty of opportunities to IWc questioos and
kick~

~ice OJnCCmS," said Gwen-

dolyn Reese, YWCA Director of Administrative Services.
This year's Week Wilbout
\lk)lence kick~ on "lbe
Day of Awareness and
Remembrance," on Sunday,
October 19th, will be a OUIdren's Peace Rallystarting It
2 p.m. on the steps of the
Museum of F'me Arts in St.
Petersbwg. 255 Beach Drive
N.E. There will be a special
exlubit . called "Sewing
Comfort Out of Grief: The
Oklahoma aty Olildren's
Memorial Art Quilt."

"Bringing· Our Cultural
Communities Togethet' is
the culminating activity for
the week. This day-long~
rival will be tilled with ethnic
food, dance, art, and 005twnes at Bartlett Parle, 4th
Avenue and 18th Street
South, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
As part of the week's
theme, the YWCA is~
uting more than 5,000
''YWCA Week Without
Violence Cultural Pa.
ports."
The passports
include flee or disoountcd
admission to area museums
and galleries, and a calendar
of events for that week.
The Week Wlthoot Violence event is sponsored by
the YWCA of Thmpa Bay,
the aty of St. Petersbwg.
and the Juvenile Welfare
Board of Pinc!las. Inc.
For more information and
reserved seating..please call

896-4629.
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Plan to pool 'acts of innovation'
• An education aCtivist
working on the mayor's
Challenge 2001 plan says a
new strategy will allow
organizations to coordinat~
their efforts in helping the
neighborhood.

ST. PETERSBURG -After all
the meetings, all the talk of grants
and all the ambitious promises, this
community's campaign to change
an area hit by last fall's disturbances
may soon begin in earnest.
The strategy involves a host of
different government agencies and
private interests that are now supposed to tackle a wide-ranging set
of goals for revitalizing the city's
poorest neighborhoods. Community
leaders gathered at the Bayfront
Center on Friday for what appears
to be the first concrete plan for
upgrading poor neighborhoods
since violent unrest erupted in St.
Petersburg almost a year ago.
Mayor David Fischer laid out his
Challenge 2001 proposal in May,
giving specific goals for improving
statistics on everything from reading comprehension to unemployment in an area of the city between
Central Avenue and 30th AvenueS
and Fourth and 34th streets S. On
Friday, be convened a Challenge
2001 Coordinating Committee to .
begin implementing that effort.
"Today was the launch pad.
We're out there now, and now
we've got to move," Fischer said.
"This is a window of opportunity
that we can grab. Otherwise, four
years from now that window will
shut and we will have missed it.''
The idea is to bring together the
various players - from the School
Board to private businesses and
residents - and start working together on a coordinated strategy.

Doug Tuthill, an education activist and
an architect of the strategy, said it was a
way of moving beyond the "random acts
of innovation" so often performed by
government and social service agencies.
"All of us are doing lots of great
stuff, but nobody ever sat down and said,
'How do we coordinate what we do?' "
Tuthill told the gathering.
Omali Yeshitela, a leader of the National Peoples Democratic Uhuru Movement who also has been active in framing
the strategy, stressed that the effort is
about empowering the predominantly
black neighborhoods. More than just
providing more job opportunities and
services, he said, the aim must be toward helping home-grown businesses
develop or expand.

"I can't overestimate the significance of this meeting and this process,
but this process has to result in the
African community having its own power," Yeshitela said. "It cannot just be a
jobs fair. It has to be a commitment to
transforming the African community.''
The room was fllled with government and social service staffers, along
with a handful of private-sector representatives. The group is supposed to
meet quarterly to review progress.
"We're asking for a commitment
from each of you to take on one of these
goals or two of these goals," City Administrator Darrel Stephens said.

Committee members

Mayor David
Fischer's
Challenge 2001
plan gives
specific goals
for helping poor
neighborhoods.

Members of the Coordination Committee include:
Abdul Aziz, Congregations United for Community Action; Rick Baker,
attorney; State Rep. Rudy Bradley•, D-5t. Petersburg; Norm Brown,
advisory committee to federal task force; Richard Clawson, United
Way; Police Chief Goliath Davis; Robert Decker, advisory committee
to federal task force; Un~ Bacon, Pinellas Classroom Teachers
Association; Andrew Bames•, St P«ersburg Times; Sue Brody**,
Bayfront Medical Center; Gordon Campbell, banker and St.
Petersburg Downtown Partnership; Renet Dennard Cole*, AAA and
Community Alliance.
Vyrte Davis*; the Rev. Chico Dials*, Mount Zion Human Services; the
Rev. Sharon Dorr*, St Petersburg Clergy Association; LeAnn Elliott•,
Pinellas WAGES Coalition; Ernest Fillyau, City Council chairman;
Alma Frazier*, Federation of Inner-City Community Organizations; Bill
Heller*, USF St Petersburg campus; Bob Holm*, Department of
Children and Families; Doug Jamerson••, state Secretary of Labor;
the Rev. Lewis Edwards*, Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance;
Barbara Ellis*, Council of Neighborhood Associations; Mayor David

F'IICher.
Calvin Harris, Pinellas County Commission; School Superintendent
Howard Hinesley**; Darrelllrions, St Petersburg Housing Authority;
Gamelle Jenkins, NAACP; Cleveland Johnson•, the WHkly
CJJ.IIflnger; James Mills**, Juvenile Welfare Board; Bill O'Halloran,
CUCA; Sharon Peterson, Minority contractors AiSoclation; James 0 .
Simmons, Urban League; Jack Soule, Police Benevolent Association;
the Rev. Manuel Sykes*, Coalition of African-American Leadership;
Ken Jones, Weed&. Seed;
Vincent Naimoli*, Devil Rays; Frank Peterman, City Council; Dennis
Sexton, All Children's Hospital; Alex Sink**, NationsBank; Robert
Stewart*, Pinellas County Commission; William Tapp••, Chamber of
Commerce; Denise Unley, South Central Business Council; David
Welch, WorkForce; Omali Yeshitela, National Peoples Democratic
Uhuru Movement; U.S. Rep. C.W. Bill Young*, A-Indian Rocks Beach.
*abient from Frldey's mMtlng.

••sent. representative to meeting.

Second Anniversary
Celebration Held For
Family Center
FoundalioD
Vllllae
Neighborhood flmily Center c:dcblllfed tbeir sean!
anniversuy on Saturday,
Oc:l41hb~a•

pxtiYe, pmnlal r.:ilily fur
families in the saud! Gftien.
wood cxxnmunity.
The celebnD:u was ampide with a .,._.. farm"
poe-bellies pip. piS,
geese. chickens, rabbits,
guinea pip. and pooy rides
for kids along with downs
Judy ~ and Penney
l.ockea, who also dcdlled
as face.painling anisls.

«

Judy~

pro;ea axlr-

dinator, Silled lhallhB year's
aaMiies and programs surp&Bd list year's in IUDI:I'OIB ways: summer enrichment c:1asses, weekend family c:amps, AmerH:olps wlllllleas, and the acquisilion
« Ul addilicnal lpll1lllellt
b the 107 fimiliea •
md II the Ccmcr. \Wm
added that part«the succea
abo goes ID qu receiYed
iml the .-aa and ammunity aID wiB programs
they would like to bave
Jlllde IIYiillble ID them.
Next year's pi indudcs
111 cxpmtion - a new fxiliry
built II the CXIIIIer «\\bodlawn Ave. and s. Gftien.
wood, whereby poJIIIIIS Clll be added including GED .and CXliiiJll*r
daBs b ldultL
1be flmily Center II
Foundlllion 'WJiee, Sbi:JIWly
aetworlced wilb ocher am-

munity eaencies and apniDiicns, Silled that lbaalks
goes out to 'IBPAC fur
donatirw lidccts ID pedorIIIIIICCS and lOUis, and ID
polil% chief Sid Kline b the
use polil% VIlli in 11111.'1porting families 10 and iml
Ylriaus lldivilies.
Nearly 100 saudt ~
wood lesideols CIIIIC out ID
help c:ddnlle the annMrsary.
A big lhanks goes out 1D
BrenDale's Pmies b the
use «their ponies and "hugging farm" fur lhB occasion.
Other JX08Illlm and c:ta.
es 11 Ibis Cenller include the
Kids lbneworlc Cab and
Mom's Momilw ru. can
445-9504 fur inlormalion
about ocher pograms
oft'aed. the flmily ~
Foundlllion ViiiiF flmily ea.r is lpDCftld ia
part by.1!1 Oxmuily
Sc:Mce Fouadllion, IIIII lbe
Florida Dept. Of Olildreo
and flmilics.

«

0••

.., c.Bdlr

*Oaaber 1~19: ae.w.
tr:r Jazz Holiday, <)wfwna
Part. can <461-SD> a
IIIIRiubmlliw.
*Oaaber 18: 4dl Alulll
SlfelxJuse eomm...y BIDcpt,ML~~ 0111
442«159 blicDt inbmaliw.
"
Your aliDIDIIIIity uews
and CYaiiS can be scm to me
II P.O. Bait 6941, ae.w.
ll:r, R, 33758 or call 5615629.
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Making friends thmugh music
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• A program between aome schools and elderly residents at Sunc:oast Manor
bridges generations and buiJds social siDils.

Suncoast Manor resident Ula Svendsen throws 1 stuffed pumpkin beck to Led 'N Lla Pre-Sc:hoolltUdent Selh Jones recently. Next to them, Jim Young dozes. Many residentS
doze eartv in the children's visits but IWiken u the children ling to them.
·

By SHEILA MUUANE ESTRADA

'""- c-..,Geldent

Johnson said his proof of the program's value
is the reaction of Mrs. Poole when she learned
that her great-granddaughter was among the
singing children. "What happened was reaDy
extraordinary. She had always kept to herself and
now she is more alert and always eager for the .
~dren to~ Something is going right," he

Sf. PE1ERSBURG
ach week the residents of a Pinellas Point
nursing home are energized with the
music,'darice and enthusiasm of youth;
Suncoast Manor,~ Dr. M.L ~
said
. -. -:··. . . . ~·.
.
(N'mth) St. S. has found a connection
Besides
lad
N'
Lass,
Bay
Point
Middle
Schooi
between the generations that gives meaning to
has eight exceptional and dropout-prone students
the lives of aD affected.
who come regularly to the nursing home where
Several days a week, children from area
they
work in the kitchen, on the grounds, in the
schools meet and play with their Sunc:oast Manor
·gardens, in housekeeping and in the health cen"grandfriends" for a few hours. The children,
ter lobby.
.
caDed the TrebleMakers, talk, play games and
Carlos
is
a
favorite
among
the residents. He
sing with their older friends. "People feel that
has memorized their names and how they like
when they come to a nursing home, it is the last
their coffee. On days he cannot come, the conthing. They feel they are not needed any longer,"
stant question is "Where's Carlos?" says Teri
said Michael Johnson, administrator for the
TrudeD,
the teacher who accompanies the Bay
Suncoast Health Center within Sunc:oast Manor.
Point students to Sunc:oast Manor. "Through this
"But people need to be needed. These children
program, these kids have shown us skills we nevprovide that need. They encourage life through
er knew they had," said TrudeD, desaibing a boy
their spontaneity."
.
As he taDced, a dozen children from the lad N' assigned to the health center kitchen who, within
Lass Pre&hool settled in a circle on the carpet of one week and on his own initiative, learned to
pack lunch trays and deliver them to the correct
the health center's main parlor.
rooms.
Elderly residents, sitting on sofas, on chairs
Students also come from the YWCA day care
and in wheelchairs, watched silently as music
program
as wen as from the Hamilton Disston
director Kathleen Turner, who is also director of
School in Gulfport
music at St. Paul's Lutheran Church, sang with
The int.ergenerational program was started a
the children, periodically urging them to toss
year ago and is supported through grants from
balls and baBoons to each other and to their
the Juymile We~ Board and the Episcopal
grandfriends.As the music session progressed,
Church Diocese
Florida Suncoast
more residents were wheeled in to watch the
Manor is sponsored by the St. Petersburg
group. At first many dozed in their wheelchairs.
Then, one by one, white-haired heads would rise Episcopal Community Inc.
The grants cover Turner's salary, the costs of
to attention as the young singing penetrated the
transporting the children to the Suncoast Health
room.
Center and start-up costs for a second program,
"Why don't you visit for a while with your

E

osoUih

grandfriend?"Tumer urged a young girl. Shyly,
she got up off the tloor to approach an elderly
woman sitting on a couch. In less than a minute,
she was on the couch sitting close to her grandfriend They sang softly with the rest of the children.
, Gradually other children approached elderly
residents, to toss them a baD, show them a drawing or just taDc.
"Our whole mission is to use music as a tool to
build social skiDs, to bridge the generations with
a Jove.based program that taps into the natural
love of children and meets the needs of seniors,"
Turner said

caDed GardenMakers, Johnson said
In this program, children from Hamilton
Disston and Bay Point will work with residents in
growing a vegetable and herb garden. A butterfly
garden will feature the red tlowers apparently
favored by buttertlies. Students and residents will
jointly tend interior and exterior plants purchased
with ]WB funds. "We are hoping the plants will
act as a catalyst between the residents and the
children," Johnson said
·
He also is researching the feasibility of opening
a day care center for children at Suncoast Manor
which would allow longer-term, more consistent
interaction between the ages.
Christopher Ray hugs his
grandfriend Margaret Hahn
during a recent TrebleMakers
visit to Suncoast Manor.
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Week Without Violence Features
Speakers, Panel Discussions, and
Cultural Experiences
of Administrative Services.
The public is invited to participate in the third annual YWCA
This year's Week Without
Week Without Violence, taking
Violence kicked off on "The Day of
place this week, October 19th
Awareness and Remembrance,"
through 25th. This event is a
Sunday, October 19th. There was a
national campaign which focuses
Children's Peace Rally on the steps
on practical and sustainable alterof the Museum of Fine Arts in St.
natives to violence with the
Petersburg, and a special exhibit
promotion of a safer, healthier
called "Sewing Comfort Out of
community as its main goal.
Grief: The Oklahoma City
More than 50 volunteers
Children's Memorial Art Quilt."
throughout Pinellas County are
"Bringing Our Cultural
working together to provide a
Communities Together" is the
week of entertaining, educational
culminating activity for the week.
and inspirational activities to
This day-long festival, coming up
· demonstrate that all people can
this Saturday, October 25, will be
live without violence in their
filled with ethnic food, dance, art
homes, schools and neighborand costumes at Bartlett Park, 4th
hoods; ·The 1997 campaign
Avenue and 18th Street South,
emphasizes alternatives to family
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
violence, gun violence, violence
As part of the week's theme,
linked to racism and bigotry, and
the YWCA is distributing more
violence in the media.
than 5,000 "YWCA Week Without
The event had an early kick-off Violence Cultural Passports.• The
with a seminar in the Campus
passports include free or discountActivities Center at USF/St.
ed admission to area museums
Petersburg on Friday, October
and galleries, and a calendar of
17th. The .free seminar featured
events for that week.
speakers including a Fox Channel
The Week Without Violence
13 news anchoi, panel discussions
event is sponsored by the YWCA
on media, government and crimiofTampa Bay, the City of St.
nal justice issues, and youth.
· Petersburg and the .lwa:D.lle
"Information booths were on disWelfare Board gf Pjnellas Inc
play along with plenty of opportuFor more information, please
nities for participants to ask quescall 896-4629.
tions and voice concerns," said
Gwendolyn Reese, YWCA Director

T I M E S
FESTIVAL

READING
November 9 • 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Eckerd College
4200 54th Ave. S, St. Petersburg
Take Exit 4 Pinellas Bayway off 1-275
or 54th Ave. S off U. S. 19 (34th St. S)

Free Admissi~~ • Free Parking
,,

•

Kids Create

Do-lt Tent

Youngsters can show their artistic talents in this popular
area. Materials will be provided to do the following:
• BookmarKs • Book covers
• Flowers and Insects from Miss Spider's Wedding
• "What You See" - lost in the solar system on the
Magic School Bus
Kids Create is coordinated by the Junior League of
St. Petersburg.

10:30 a.m. WrtteNow- A creative writing
worKshop combining the craft of
story-telling and computer technology
for 8 - 12 year-olds. Presented by the
Tampa Writers' Alliance and The Writers
Voice Project of the Tampa YMCA .
11 :30 a.m. CrYtive Clay Storybook Workshop for youngsters using
recycled paper and colorful ribbons
to prepare their own storybook.
Be sure to sign up earty.

Storybook Character Parade
StoryLand • 1:30 p.m.
Meet Wild Thing, Ully, Bunnicula, Miss Spider, Peter .
Rabb~. Miss Frizzle, Waldo and other characters from
popular children's literature as they parade to music
provided by George Aldrich, the MinstreL
Coodinated by the University of South Rorida College
of Education,
St. PPft=~h' Jlrn

12:30 p.m. Sinkhole that ate Orlando - Meet
some of the youngsters who took
part in the Times X-Press 1997
Summer Fiction Project. Copies of
the project will be available.
1 - 1:30 p.m. Sibley Fleming - Author reading of
the children's picture book How To
Rock Your Baby. Book signing and
sale to follow.
1 - 3 p.m. Beatrix Potter - Special Appearance.
Hear some of Peter Rabb~'s tales and
learn about the author's life
(portrayed by Travis Sherman).

WriteNow - Second workshop
Creative Clay Storybook
Second WOrKshop

StoryLand Stage
10:15 a.m. The Storytellers
10:45 a.m. Kuniko Yamamoto, Japanese storytelling
11 :30 a.m. American Stage school tour production
of Charlotte's Webb
12:45 p.m. Fox 13 Personality story book reader
The Minstrel, George Aldrich
1 p.m.
1:30 p.m. Storybook Character Parade
1:55 p.m. Pasco Story Tell-abration
school winners
2:15p.m. Angela Smith, storyteller
2:45p.m. Fox 13 Personality,
story book reader
3:15p.m. Gulfport Public Ubrary
Teen Puppeteers The CanteMlle Ghost
4:30 p.m. Ued Trio, Youth Classical Trio,
Storyl..and Stage coadinated by the Jt.Mrie Wafcle Board.

Scene from Charlotte's Web
left to right Fern (MBfY·Kathryn Caplin), Charlotte
(Stacy Pendergraft), Wilbur (Sill Oowne).

